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Skeletal muscle is essential for the generation of forces for postural support and
physical functioning. However, skeletal muscle is not just a locomotor organ, but also
an important site for control of metabolism [1]. These functions are supported by the
muscles’ biomechanical and morphological makeup, which are tightly regulated, and
can rapidly adapt to alterations in mechanical and metabolic demand – referred to
as skeletal muscle plasticity. A well-studied display of skeletal muscle plasticity is the
gain in muscle mass and muscle fiber cross-sectional-area (i.e., hypertrophy) upon
resistance-type exercise [2]. Conversely, reduced mechanical loading and prolonged
starvation lead to the loss of skeletal muscle mass and muscle fiber cross-sectional
area (i.e., atrophy) [3, 4]. Both hypertrophy and atrophy are part of normal skeletal
muscle plasticity, and may occur in various situations throughout life. Importantly,
being the resultant of these processes, total skeletal muscle mass is a strong predictor
of survival [5, 6], and a robust control of muscle mass is critical for the maintenance of
whole-body homeostasis and health [7].
A decreased muscle mass and function (i.e., muscle wasting) is more prevalent with
advancing age, and in patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD)
compared to age-matched controls [8]. This muscle pathology is generally ascribed
to either chronic catabolism or frequent acute catabolic events, although to date,
limited longitudinal studies are available to support this hypothesis. Conversely, a
potential role for impaired recovery after muscle atrophy is both underappreciated
and understudied. In this thesis, we aim to provide further insight in the regulation
of skeletal muscle plasticity using a translational research approach, with a specific
focus on recovery after atrophy and potential implications for COPD-induced skeletal
muscle pathology.
Protein turnover regulation of skeletal muscle mass plasticity
Plasticity of skeletal muscle mass is primarily regulated by the balance between
muscle protein synthesis and muscle protein degradation over time (i.e., protein
turnover) (Figure 1) [2]. Whereas a constant muscle mass is maintained due to a
dynamic balance between these processes, hypertrophy occurs when muscle protein
synthesis persistently exceeds muscle protein degradation, and conversely, atrophy
occurs when protein degradation persistently exceeds protein synthesis.
The muscle protein turnover balance is regulated by sequential expression programs
that orchestrate protein synthesis and degradation pathways, coordinated by a
complex biological network of intracellular signaling mechanisms, as reviewed by
e.g. Bilodeau et al. and Langen et al. [9, 10]. Signals that act as anabolic or catabolic
8
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Figure 1. | Role of anabolic and catabolic processes in the regulation of muscle mass and quality.
A. Schematic presentation of muscle mass regulation, dictated by the difference between protein
synthesis and degradation, and coordinated by skeletal muscle protein synthesis and degradation
signaling. B. Schematic presentation of muscle quality regulation, dictated by the rate rather than
the balance of protein turnover, and coordinated by skeletal muscle protein synthesis and protein
degradation. Bars represent area under the curve.

triggers are integrated via AKT serine/threonine kinase 1 (AKT1), which coordinates
the major protein turnover regulatory pathways; including protein translation, and
the degradation of proteins via the autophagy-lysosome pathway (autophagy) and
ubiquitin proteasome system (UPS) [11]. Specifically, anabolic factors signal through
insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF1)/phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K)/AKT1, leading to
9
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the activation of mechanistic target of rapamycin kinase (mTOR). Subsequently, mTOR
phosphorylates and activates ribosomal protein S6 kinase B1 (RPS6KB1) and inhibits
eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4E binding protein 1 (EIF4EBP1), resulting in
the activation of protein translation [12, 13]. Furthermore, anabolic signaling inhibits
the induction of protein degradation by affecting both the autophagy-lysosome
system (autophagy) and ubiquitin proteasome system (UPS). Specifically, mTOR
phosphorylates unc-51-like kinase (ULK1) at ser757, thereby preventing activation of
autophagy initiation [13, 14]. Moreover, activated AKT phosphorylates Forkhead box O
(FOXO), thereby preventing its nuclear translocation, and inhibiting the transcription
of autophagy and UPS-related genes [12, 14]. Conversely, catabolic signaling leads
to the inhibition of protein translation, as well as the nuclear translocation of FOXO
and nuclear factor KB (NF-κB), resulting in the transcription of autophagy- and UPSrelated genes [12, 14]. Furthermore, a reduced AKT1/mTOR signaling and induced
AMPK signaling lead to an increase in ULK1 activating phosphorylation at ser555,
and subsequent induction of autophagy initiation [13]. Together, this shows a tight
coordination between anabolic and catabolic pathways through shared critical nodes,
including sensors of mechanical and metabolic activity [15, 16], which respond to
alterations in contractile activity, energy status, nutrient availability, growth factors,
and cytokines.
Drivers of skeletal muscle atrophy
Although often described in the context of pathological conditions, muscle atrophy
is also part of a normal physiological adaptation to decreased mechanical and
metabolic demand. Exemplary to this is disuse-induced atrophy, which acutely leads
to an increase in UPS and autophagy signaling, and a decrease in protein synthesis
signaling in skeletal muscle tissue [17-19]. Similarly, such catabolic signaling is induced
during periods of amino acid deprivation [18]. However, although both disuse and
an insufficient dietary protein intake may occur intermittently in young, healthy
subjects, these conditions frequently persist in elderly and in patients with COPD [2023], leading to the progressive loss of muscle mass. Importantly, while muscle atrophy
under these conditions may be part of a normal adaptation to reduced physical
activity and low protein intake, long-term skeletal muscle disuse has been shown to
reduce anabolic responsiveness [24, 25]. Particularly in patients with COPD, sustained
catabolic signaling is reinforced by a plethora of pathological factors, which include
systemic inflammation and hypoxia [26-29]. These conditions further increase muscle
protein breakdown, thereby skewing the dynamic muscle protein turnover balance
towards a net degradation of muscle tissue. These adaptations are outside the normal
range of skeletal muscle plasticity, and are associated with a reduced ability to restore
10
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skeletal muscle homeostasis [30].
Cellular regulation of skeletal muscle mass recovery
In muscle wasted, but otherwise healthy individuals, skeletal muscle homeostasis is
regained upon the removal of catabolic triggers [31, 32]. However, for a normalization
of muscle mass and function to occur, a period of excess protein synthesis is required.
Indeed, upon skeletal muscle reloading after disuse atrophy, IGF1 mRNA expression
and AKT1/mTOR signaling are transiently increased, while FOXO signaling and
atrogene expression are reduced [33-37]. Skeletal muscle overload-training may
further augment this response beyond the ‘natural’ reloading response, and has been
shown to promote the recovery of muscle mass [35].
In addition to the anabolic shift in protein turnover balance, reloading and exercise
training after muscle atrophy induce the accretion of myonuclei [38]. Due to the postmitotic nature of the syncytial muscle fibers, myonuclear accretion is accomplished
by donation of satellite cell-derived myonuclei [39]. Skeletal muscle satellite cells
are stem cells that contribute to skeletal muscle maintenance, growth, repair, and
regeneration through their sequential proliferation, differentiation, and fusion with a
muscle fiber – a process referred to as ‘postnatal myogenesis’ [40, 41] (Figure 2). In the
adult, satellite cells are mitotically quiescent, and display limited gene transcription
and translation [42]. However, upon external ques such as exercise and muscle injury,
satellite cells become activated and proliferate to expand the precursor pool [38, 42,
43]. Subsequently, satellite cells either return to quiescence to replenish the satellite
cell pool, or initiate the myogenic transcription program, and fuse to give rise to a new
muscle fiber or donate their content to a pre-existing muscle fiber to contribute to
muscle fiber (re)generation, repair, and growth [42, 43]. The requirement of satellite cells
for skeletal muscle hypertrophy and recovery has been clearly demonstrated in animal
studies, which show that satellite cell depletion prevents sustained overload-induced
muscle hypertrophy and recovery from muscle injury [39, 44-48]. Furthermore, the role
of satellite cells in human skeletal muscle is demonstrated by the acute increase in
satellite cell activation status and number after exercise, and the positive association
between changes in muscle fiber size, satellite cell content, and myonuclear content
after prolonged exercise training [38].
In both elderly and COPD patients, the negative consequences of muscle atrophy
persist, potentially due to impaired skeletal muscle recovery [34, 49-51]. Indeed,
although exercise training elicits overall beneficial effects, the anabolic response to
exercise training is blunted in elderly and patients with COPD [52-54]. To overcome
11
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Figure 2. | Satellite cell function in the regulation of muscle mass, repair and regeneration. Upon
external ques, satellite cells are activated and proliferate to expand the precursor pool. Subsequently,
cells differentiate and fuse with a pre-existing muscle fiber to donate their nucleus to facilitate muscle
fiber re-growth after atrophy or extensive muscle growth e.g. after resistance exercise (hypertrophy),
or muscle fiber repair after damage or injury. In addition, differentiated satellite cells can fuse
amongst each other to regenerate muscle after muscle fiber loss. Moreover, a subpopulation of
satellite cells returns to quiescence, to maintain the precursor pool.

this, several anabolic stimuli have been proposed to aid the exercise training response,
including anabolic steroid administration and nutritional supplementation [35, 5557]. However, these additional anabolic stimuli only provide marginal improvements
in muscle function above the effect of exercise training alone [57, 58]. In part, this
impairment in the functional response to anabolic stimuli may be due to systemic
factors, particularly in the case of COPD. However, there is also ample evidence for
skeletal muscle intrinsic alterations in both elderly and patients with COPD, with a
central role for satellite cells [59, 60]. Indeed, both elderly and COPD patients display
a decrease in satellite cell number and/or function [60-63], which likely contributes
to reduced skeletal muscle recovery and, as a consequence, the progressive loss of
skeletal muscle mass.
Cellular regulation of skeletal muscle quality
Importantly, skeletal muscle pathology in patients with COPD is not just characterized
by a change in muscle mass, but also by a change in the biochemical and structural
makeup of the muscle. These changes include a shift in fiber type distribution, a
decreased oxidative capacity, and mitochondrial dysfunction [64], which contribute
to the loss of physical function. Furthermore, COPD is associated with changes in the
extracellular environment, which similar to the observations in elderly, may include
12
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the accumulation of fibrotic tissue and intermuscular adipose tissue (IMAT), and the
reduction of capillary density and number of neuromuscular junctions [65-67]. These
qualitative alterations may be driven by COPD-associated factors such as hypoxia,
inflammation and disuse [68-71], which are also implicated in the loss of muscle mass.
Moreover, alterations in muscle quality may in itself contribute to the loss of muscle
mass and thereby accelerate the progression of muscle pathology [72], suggesting
that COPD-induced muscle pathology can be at least partially regarded as a model of
accelerated aging.
Although anabolic stimuli such as hormone replacement therapies (e.g. androgens),
dietary interventions (e.g. β-Alanine), and pharmaceuticals (e.g. PPARGC1A and PPIF
inhibitors) have also been proposed as means to specifically counteract skeletal
muscle qualitative alterations such as the loss of oxidative capacity and fat infiltration,
these treatments seem to lack effectiveness [73]. In contrast, physical activity and
exercise training were shown to improve muscle quality in both elderly and patients
with COPD, depending on the exercise stimulus [54, 65, 66, 73]. For example, exercise
training has been shown to promote mitochondrial biogenesis and mitochondrial
respiration [65, 74].
The plasticity of skeletal muscle quality upon altered external ques, by e.g. exercise
training, comprises both the change in biochemical and morphological makeup, as
well as the changes in the functionality of the cellular components. To facilitate this,
both anabolic and catabolic processes are involved [75, 76], which interestingly,
display a large overlap with the molecular mechanisms involved in the regulation of
muscle mass (Figure 1). Indeed, it was shown that the catabolic pathways autophagy
and mitophagy are essential in the mediation of skeletal muscle metabolic alterations
upon recovery from muscle injury and in response to exercise training [75, 77].
Furthermore, there are indications that autophagy could play a role in the change in
fiber type composition upon exercise [78]. Interestingly, exercise-induced activation of
autophagy even involves a response similar as to those triggers that are implicated in
the induction of muscle atrophy (e.g. energy and nutrient deprivation [79]), although
with exercise these originate intracellularly, and usually in the presence of an anabolic
environment. In concert with catabolic signaling, exercises increases anabolic signaling
though the AKT1/mTOR pathway [80]. Although this is known to promote protein
synthesis, it also coordinates mitochondrial biogenesis and activity [81], reflecting an
overlap in the protein turnover regulation of muscle mass and quality.
Similarly, satellite cells may have a role in the regulation of muscle quality in addition
13
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to their role in muscle mass regulation. Indeed, it has been shown that satellite cells
are not only activated upon damaging exercise, but also upon endurance exercise
[82]. Recent evidence indicates a role for satellite cells in the regulation of the skeletal
muscle quality by modulation of the muscle fiber microenvironment [83]. In addition,
there are indications for interconnections between satellite cells and the muscle fiber
protein turnover regulation of muscle fiber remodeling [84]. Interestingly, there is
extensive evidence that alterations in skeletal muscle metabolism affect the activation
and function of satellite cells [84]. However, it remains to be studied whether satellite
cells also contribute to muscle fiber metabolic alterations. We hypothesize that there
is a strong interrelationship between skeletal muscle mass and metabolic regulation
during recovery from atrophy, and that satellite cells exert a central role in their
coordination.
Technical implications
Muscle quantitative and qualitative alterations in COPD patients have been
extensively researched, albeit in isolation. However, considering the clear overlap in
processes, and the recent indications for interrelationships between skeletal muscle
mass and metabolic plasticity, there is a need to study these regulatory processes in
an integrative manner (Figure 3). Integrative assessment of processes should occur
at several levels. First, as the regulation of processes is studied by the assessment of
static mRNA and protein markers, a panel of markers should be composed to assess
the activation status of a process. Secondly, both anabolic and catabolic processes
should be studied simultaneously to indicate the net turnover regulation. In addition,
the regulation of protein and myonuclear turnover and, ideally, even the regulation of
muscle mass and metabolism should be studied together.
As the processes regulating skeletal muscle remodeling are transiently activated upon
external triggers, and are assessed by static markers, the timing of measurements
is essential for the identification of relevant process activation, as well as for the
subsequent interpretation. The dependence on static markers has limited the
knowledge on the temporal regulation of remodeling-related processes. Although
serial measurements after initiation of skeletal muscle remodeling would provide more
insights in this temporal response, this is not feasible in humans. Therefore, rodent
models are used to provide a better time-resolution of skeletal muscle remodeling/
recovery-related processes. Still, animal studies provide limited flexibility to study
the causal relationship between protein-, mitochondrial-, and myonuclear turnoverrelated processes, as these processes are dynamic and seem to be highly interrelated.
Recent advances have been made to perform in vivo measurements of protein turnover
14
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Figure 3. | Integrative assessment of muscle mass and metabolic plasticity. Schematic presentation
of the integrative assessment of muscle mass and metabolic plasticity regulation. A. Integration
of a panel of markers indicating molecular regulation of protein synthesis (green), protein
degradation (red), and myogenesis (blue). Classically studied as separate processes. B) Combined
assessment of anabolic and catabolic signaling, studied using an integrative approach to assess the
interrelationship between protein synthesis, protein degradation, and myogenesis signaling, and
their coordination.

and mitochondrial turnover [85-88]. Moreover, the regulatory pathways are widely
studied, and largely known. In contrast, in vivo assessment of myonuclear turnover
remains complicated, e.g. due to the difficulty to efficiently label and trace myonuclei,
and the low basal turnover rate. Hence, direct assessments of myonuclear turnover
have not yet been performed in humans. Moreover, there is a lack of knowledge
on specific molecular checkpoints and processes regulating myonuclear turnover,
while important signaling mechanisms involved in the activation of proliferation and
differentiation are well-established. Until recently, the molecular regulation of satellite
cell fusion was under-explored. A first opportunity to assess the regulation of satellite
cell fusion in vivo was presented by the recent identification of satellite cell fusion
mediators [89-91]. Yet, the development of knowledge on the regulation and role of
15
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satellite cell fusion in both muscle mass and metabolic plasticity would benefit from a
more efficient in vitro assessment tool.
A potential role for impaired skeletal muscle recovery?
As described, there are clear indications for alterations in several mechanisms regulating
skeletal muscle mass and metabolism in patients with COPD. However, the current
methodological and technical limitations hamper addressing their direct implications
for skeletal muscle recovery. In this thesis, we therefore set out the development and
use of novel strategies for the assessment of molecular disturbances in the regulation
of skeletal muscle mass and quality in COPD patients, and discuss the implications for
the development of COPD-related muscle pathology.
OUTLINE THESIS
The overall objective of the work described in this thesis is to study the mechanisms
involved in skeletal muscle recovery, and to assess the implications of potential
disturbances in these processes for skeletal muscle maintenance in COPD patients.
In Chapter 2, we review recent insights on the diagnosis and pathophysiology
of muscle wasting in COPD, to establish the current knowledge on the molecular
alterations underlying muscle atrophy in COPD. Furthermore, we describe the potential
implications of these insights for established and novel therapies, and recommend
directions for future research.
In Chapter 3, we perform a comprehensive assessment and comparison of the basal
molecular regulation of protein degradation, protein synthesis, and myogenesis in
skeletal muscles tissue of muscle-wasted COPD patients, non-wasted COPD patients,
and healthy controls, to identify potential differentially regulated processes in a basal
state.
The molecular regulation of muscle quality and quantity is important for the response
to rehabilitation, which is highly variable between COPD patients. Next, we therefore
aim to identify potential differences in the skeletal muscle regenerative response
between COPD patients. To this end, we first perform an integrative assessment of the
molecular processes implicated in the regulation of muscle quality and quantity during
recovery following disuse in healthy humans and rodents, in Chapter 4. Secondly, we
use an unbiased, clustering based analysis, to identify groups of COPD patients with
a differential molecular rehabilitation response, and extensively characterize these
16
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patient groups for physiological and functional differences in Chapter 5.
To elucidate the role and regulation of postnatal myonuclear accretion in skeletal
muscle mass and metabolic plasticity, we aim to study the functional contribution of
satellite cells to muscle fiber recovery after atrophy or damage. To this end, we have
developed an in vitro model that better reflects in vivo postnatal myogenesis. The
model, and its use to study cell intrinsic and extrinsic processes and signaling involved
in the regulation of postnatal myogenesis, are discussed in Chapter 6. In Chapter 7,
we use this in vitro approach to study the triggers and physiological role of myonuclear
accretion in the regulation of muscle fiber mass and metabolic plasticity.
Finally, the implications of the experimental findings for the regulation of skeletal
muscle atrophy-recovery in health and disease, and for the development of COPDinduced skeletal muscle pathology are discussed in Chapter 8.

17
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Cachexia and muscle wasting are well recognized as common and partly reversible
features of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) adversely affecting
disease progression and prognosis. This argues for integration of weight and muscle
maintenance in patient care. In this review, recent insights are presented in the
diagnosis of muscle wasting in COPD, the pathophysiology of muscle wasting, and
putative mechanisms involved in a disturbed energy balance as cachexia driver.
We discuss the therapeutic implications of these new insights for optimizing and
personalizing management of COPD-induced cachexia.
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INTRODUCTION
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is one of the leading causes of death
worldwide. It has been estimated that COPD-related mortality rates will even increase
in the coming decades. This increase is not only related to the prevalence of smoking,
but also ageing and reduced mortality from other common causes of death play a role
[1]. Additionally, COPD is a major contributor to global disease burden, accounting
for 43.3 million disability-adjusted life years in 2010 [2]. The disease is characterized
by persistent airflow obstruction, resulting from inflammation and remodeling of the
airways, and may include development of emphysema. Furthermore, systemic disease
manifestations and acute exacerbations influence disease burden and mortality risk
[3]. Extending the classical descriptions of the ‘pink puffer’ and ‘blue bloater’, recent
unbiased statistical approaches [4, 5] support the concept that body weight and body
composition discriminate pulmonary phenotypes and are predictors of outcome.
Extra-pulmonary degenerative manifestations that may occur in COPD include
osteoporosis [6] and muscle wasting. The prevalence of muscle wasting is relatively
high in COPD: 15–40% depending on definition and disease stage [7, 8]. Importantly,
muscle wasting not only contributes to diminished skeletal muscle function, reduced
exercise capacity, and decreased health status [9, 10], but is also a determinant of
mortality in COPD, independent of airflow obstruction [8, 11].
Muscle wasting in COPD has been demonstrated by decreases in fat-free mass (FFM) at
whole body level, but also specifically at the level of the extremities [12]. Whole body
and trunk FFM reduction are more pronounced in the emphysematous phenotype,
whereas reduced FFM in extremities is not different between the pulmonary
phenotypes [13, 14]. In addition, muscle wasting is apparent as a decrease in the size
of individual muscle fibers, and this muscle fiber atrophy in COPD seems selective for
type II fibers in peripheral muscle [15, 16], which is in line with other chronic diseases
prone to cachexia such as chronic heart failure [17]. Furthermore, a shift in muscle fiber
composition from type I (oxidative) to type II (glycolytic), accompanied by a decrease
in oxidative capacity, culminates in reduced muscle endurance [18]. This not only
contributes to reduced exercise capacity [19] but may also affect muscle mass in COPD
[20], because type I and II fibers display different responses to anabolic and catabolic
signals [21, 22].
While unintended weight loss was initially considered to be an indicator of inevitable
and terminal progression of the disease process, there is now convincing evidence
that it is an independent determinant of survival, arguing for weight maintenance in
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patient care. There are indications that the pathophysiology of unintended weight loss
is different between clinically stable COPD and during acute flare-ups of the disease.
To date, data in acute exacerbations of COPD are, however, very limited. Therefore,
lung cancer is used as a comparative acute pulmonary cachexia model.
A recent unbiased statistical approach suggests that not all COPD patients but only
the emphysematous phenotype is prone to cachexia [4], although the informative
value of available clinical studies is limited by a cross-sectional study design. The last
two decades have also yielded insight in the impairments of the processes governing
muscle mass and identified putative triggers of muscle wasting in COPD. However, it
remains unclear to what extent acute flare-ups of COPD may accelerate chronic wasting
of muscle mass and whether muscle wasting involves similar mechanisms as in other
chronic diseases or in lung cancer cachexia. In this review, we present recent insights in
the pathophysiology of muscle wasting in COPD and (putative) mechanisms involved
in the pathophysiology of a disturbed energy balance as important driver of cachexia,
which may lead to novel targets for clinical management of cachexia in COPD.
Recent developments in identifying muscle wasting in COPD
Incorporation of body composition into nutritional assessment has been a major step
forward in understanding systemic COPD pathophysiology, since changes in weight and
classification of body mass index (BMI) do not account for (hidden) body compositional
shifts in fat mass (FM), FFM, and bone mineral density. In clinical research, bioelectrical
impedance analysis is commonly used to identify cachexia. Traditionally, reference
values for fat-free mass index (FFMI) in COPD were developed based on age-specific
and gender-specific 10th percentile values [8]. These reference values were defined
as abnormally low, based on well-established adverse effects of low FFMI on physical
performance and survival in normal to underweight COPD patients [7, 11]. However,
this might underestimate low muscle mass in the increasing proportion of overweight
to obese COPD patients [23]. The recent European Respiratory Society statement
on nutritional assessment and therapy in COPD [24] proposed dual-energy X-ray
absorptiometry (DEXA) as the most appropriate method for body composition analysis
in COPD, mostly because it combines screening for osteoporosis with assessment of
FM and FFM at the regional level in addition to whole body level. Consequently, body
composition assessed by DEXA also allows measurement of appendicular skeletal
muscle mass (ASM), which has been demonstrated to be stronger related to physical
functioning than total FFM [23]. Moreover, we recently showed that this particularly
applies to overweight to obese COPD patients [23, 25].
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Whereas low muscle mass is prevalent in ±15% of well-functioning elderly in the
general aged population [26], a higher prevalence can be expected in COPD as a
reflection of accelerated ageing [25]. Indeed, Van de Bool et al. recently identified
low ASM in even 87% of Dutch COPD patients eligible for pulmonary rehabilitation,
along with a high persisting prevalence across all BMI categories [23]. The ASM-wasted
phenotype was not only associated with impaired strength but in men also with
decreased endurance capacity. Coexistent abdominal obesity was identified in 78%
of muscle-wasted patients, which appeared to have a protective effect on physical
functioning [23]. Physiological alterations in terms of less hyperinflation and a larger
inspiratory capacity in obese COPD patients contribute to certain advantages during
physical activity [27]. In addition, mortality rates in advanced COPD are the lowest
among obese subjects [28]. This prognostic advantage typically reflects the ‘obesity
paradox’, because obesity, on the other hand, is also associated with increased risk of
cardiovascular and metabolic diseases.
Although clinically useful estimates can be derived by DEXA, a more precise distinction
between muscle mass, and visceral and subcutaneous adipose tissue, requires more
advanced imaging technologies. This could be relevant in COPD as Van den Borst et
al. and Furutate et al. recently reported a higher visceral adipose tissue in older-age
patients with COPD compared with age-matched healthy controls, despite comparable
subcutaneous adipose tissue and BMI [29, 30].
McDonald et al. [31] recently demonstrated that CT-derived pectoralis muscle area
(PMA) provides a more clinically relevant measure of COPD-related outcomes in
comparison with BMI, as lower PMA was associated with more severe expiratory
airflow obstruction, lower quality of life, and impaired exercise capacity. Because
gender differences have been documented in body composition and its functional
implications [23], Diaz et al. explored gender differences in computed tomography
(CT)-derived PMA and observed lower PMA in women compared with men [32]. CT
scans are often used to exclude other underlying illnesses, and therefore, chest CTderived analysis of body composition may be an attractive diagnostic tool to combine
screening for pulmonary and systemic pathology. However, it first needs to be properly
validated against reference methods of whole body and regional body composition
to allow use in clinical practice. Furthermore, due to the radiation exposure, use of
CT scans for body composition assessment is only admissible when scans are already
performed to screen for pulmonary pathology.
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The loss of muscle mass and cross-sectional area in COPD patients as determined by
imaging techniques has been confirmed at the cellular level, that is, a reduction in
muscle fiber cross-sectional area [16]. As reviewed by Langen et al. [33] and Remels et
al. [20], triggers of muscle wasting include hypoxemia, oxidative stress, inflammation,
impaired growth factor signaling, oral glucocorticoids, disuse, and malnutrition,
some of which are influenced by smoking [34]. Wasting of skeletal muscle is due to a
net catabolic state, which may result from an imbalance in muscle protein synthesis
and breakdown (i.e., protein turnover), as well as from an imbalance in myonuclear
accretion and loss (i.e., myonuclear turnover).
Protein turnover
To get insight in the rate of (muscle) protein turnover in COPD, information on (muscle)
protein synthesis and breakdown is required. Both increased and normal rates of whole
body protein turnover have been reported in patients with COPD [35, 36], but the
relative contribution of muscle versus other tissues to protein turnover is unknown.
Rutten et al. observed an increase in myofibrillar protein breakdown in cachectic
COPD patients compared with non-cachectic patients and controls [35], but no data
are available regarding muscle protein synthesis rate, except for a small study showing
depressed muscle protein synthesis rates in malnourished patients with emphysema
[37]. Numerous studies, however, have addressed molecular regulation of anabolic
and catabolic pathways in the quadriceps muscle of COPD patients, which provides
some insight in altered muscle protein turnover in muscle-wasted COPD patients.
Proteolytic signaling
Several environmental triggers can lead to catabolic signaling in the skeletal muscle,
mediated by transcriptional regulators including nuclear factor kappa-light-chainenhancer of activated B cells (NF-κB) and forkhead box O transcription factors (FOXO).
NF-κB activity is increased in COPD patients compared with controls [38, 39] and
in cachectic COPD patients compared with non-cachectic COPD patients [38, 40].
Furthermore, limb muscle NF-κB activity is increased in patients with lung cancer
cachexia [41]. FOXO mRNA and protein expression are increased in patients with COPD
[38, 39, 42-45], seemingly independent of body composition, although it is noticeable
that in all studies, the patient group showed signs of emphysema. In the COPD patient
group, FOXO-1 protein expression was higher in limb muscles than in respiratory
muscles, while this difference was not found in controls [46]. Interestingly, the
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respiratory muscles of COPD patients show an opposite fiber type shift compared with
limb muscles, that is, towards more type I fibers [47, 48]. This will have implications for
the expression levels of constituents of atrophy signaling pathways [22, 49]. Increased
catabolic signaling through FOXO and NF-κB can induce gene expression of key factors
in both the ubiquitin proteasome system (UPS) [50, 51] and the autophagy lysosome
pathway [33, 52].
Ubiquitin proteasome-mediated degradation
The ubiquitin 26S-proteasome pathway consists of coordinated actions of the ubiquitin
conjugating and ligating enzymes that link ubiquitin chains onto proteins to mark
them for degradation by the proteasome [53, 54]. These enzymes include tripartite
motif containing 63, E3 ubiquitin protein ligase (TRIM63, referred to as MURF1), F-box
protein 32 (FBXO32, referred to as ATROGIN1), and neural precursor cell expressed,
developmentally downregulated 4, E3 ubiquitin protein (NEDD4).
MURF1 limb and respiratory muscle mRNA and protein expression appear unaltered
in COPD patients compared with controls [38, 40, 55-57], although one study reported
increased MURF1 protein expression in the limb muscles of cachectic COPD patients
[39]. In COPD patients, MURF1 protein expression is relatively increased in limb
muscle than in the respiratory muscle, while this difference was not found in controls
[46]. Furthermore, cachectic COPD patients show increased limb muscle mRNA
expression of MURF1 compared with a control population [44]. ATROGIN1 mRNA and
protein expression are increased in limb muscles [38-40, 44, 56, 57], but unaltered in
respiratory muscles of patients with COPD [55]. Similarly, ATROGIN1 mRNA expression
is increased in the limb muscles of smokers [58]. Furthermore, Doucet et al. found that
COPD patients display a higher ATROGIN1 protein expression in limb muscles than in
respiratory muscles, while this difference was not found in controls [46]. Additionally,
limb muscle NEDD4 protein expression is increased in patients with COPD [57]. Total
poly-ubiquitinated protein is increased in limb muscles of COPD patients compared
with healthy controls [39, 56], and in cachectic COPD patients compared with noncachectic COPD patients [38].
Taken together, the majority of the literature suggests that wasting in COPD is
accompanied by an increase in UPS activation. The increase in catabolic signaling in
cachectic COPD patients is site-specific. This may reflect disuse atrophy of the limb
muscle with maintained or increased respiratory muscle activity, or it may result from
an interaction between inactivity and other triggers of atrophy, such as smoking.
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The autophagy-lysosome pathway is a protein degradation pathway, which recently
gained interest in the context of COPD-associated muscle dysfunction. Upon
activation, autophagosomes form and mature to subsequently fuse with lysosomes.
The autophago-lysosomes degrade the cargo and release amino-acids for de novo
protein synthesis or other metabolic fates [59].
Signaling through v-akt murine thymoma viral oncogene (AKT) regulates mechanistic
target of rapamycin (serine/threonine kinase) complex 1 (MTORC1) activity and
downstream of MTORC1, unc-51 like autophagy activating kinase 1 (ULK1) activity,
thereby regulating autophagy initiation [60, 61]. Inhibitory MTORC1-mediated ULK1
phosphorylation is decreased in limb muscles of COPD patients compared with
controls [45], which may implicate an increase in autophagic flux induction. The
increase of FOXO mRNA and protein expression in COPD patients may induce the
transcription of autophagy-related genes. However, it should be taken into account
that FOXO transcriptional activity is also regulated by post-translational modifications.
Plant et al. found that the mRNA expression of autophagy-related genes Beclin-1 and
microtubule-associated protein 1 light chain 3 alpha (MAP1LC3A, referred to as LC3)
is unaltered in the limb muscles of COPD patients compared with controls [57]. Limb
muscle sequestosome 1 (SQSTM1, referred to as P62) mRNA expression, however, is
increased in COPD patients [45]. Although the mRNA expression of autophagy-related
genes and the activation of ULK1 may give some insight in the level of autophagy
initiation, it does not directly reflect the level of autophagic flux. In muscle biopsies,
the conversion of LC3BI to LC3BII can be used as a measure for autophagic flux.
Furthermore, P62 is used as a marker for autophagic flux, because it is broken down
by the lysosome. In the limb muscles of COPD patients, the LC3BII/I ratio is increased
[39, 45], pointing to an increase in the autophagic flux. In contrast, P62 protein
expression is increased, pointing to a decrease in autophagic flux [45]. However, it
cannot be excluded that the increase in P62 protein expression is due to the increase
in P62 transcription. The number of autophagosomes was found to be increased in
the limb muscle of COPD patients [39, 45], which suggests an increase in autophagic
flux. However, it is only possible to speculate on the level of autophagic flux in the
limb muscles of patients with COPD based on the currently applied markers, as these
incompletely cover autophagic flux, autophagy induction, and autophagic-lysosomal
degradation. Therefore, autophagic flux markers should be analyzed coupled to the
activity status of upstream regulators such as MTORC1 and AMP-activated protein
kinase (AMPK) in muscle biopsies. Moreover, besides its role in protein breakdown,
autophagy also acts as a quality control mechanism for proteins and intracellular
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components [62, 63]. Therefore, an impaired autophagic flux in COPD patients may
have consequences for the integrity and function of intracellular components such as
the nucleus and mitochondria.
It currently is unknown if the autophagic-lysosome pathway activity is altered during
acute exacerbations of COPD, because most studies were conducted in stable COPD
patients. However, in lung cancer cachexia, LC3BII protein expression and BCL2/
adenovirus E1B 19kDa interacting protein 3 (BNIP3) mRNA expression are induced
[41], pointing to an increase in autophagy. From this, autophagy induction in skeletal
muscle might be anticipated during acute stages of COPD wasting.
Protein synthesis signaling
A major anabolic pathway is the insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF1)/phosphatidylinositol4,5-bisphosphate 3-kinase, catalytic subunit alpha (PIK3CA referred to as PI3K)/AKT
pathway. Most studies found an increase in IGF1 mRNA expression in the limb muscle
of COPD patients compared with controls [42, 43, 64], although Crul et al. found a
decrease in IGF1 mRNA expression in stable COPD patients [65]. Unfortunately, this
study did not provide body composition data. Cachectic COPD patients seem to
have a lower limb muscle IGF1 mRNA and protein expression than non-cachectic
COPD patients [40]. Furthermore, during an acute exacerbation, muscle IGF1 mRNA
expression is lower in COPD patients than in controls, although IGF1 protein expression
remains unaltered [65].
Even though IGF1 mRNA expression is increased in limb muscles of COPD patients,
AKT activation remains unaltered [39, 45, 57]. AKT activity is relatively increased in
cachectic patients compared with non-cachectic patients and healthy controls [40, 44],
while the decrease in IGF1 mRNA expression in this group would generally implicate
a decrease of IGF1/AKT signaling. Interestingly, an increase in AKT activation is also
observed in patients with lung cancer-related cachexia [41], suggesting it may be a
common feature of pulmonary cachexia. The discrepancy in IGF1 mRNA expression
and AKT activation suggests altered regulation at the IGF1 protein or IGF1 receptor
level [66].
Signaling through AKT inhibits the upstream inhibitor of MTORC1, thereby inducing
MTORC1 activation and subsequent phosphorylation of its downstream targets
eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4E-binding protein 1 (EIF4EBP1, also called
4EBP1) and ribosomal protein S6 kinase, 70kDa, polypeptide 1 (PRPS6KB1, also
called p70S6K) [67]. The increased AKT activation in the limb muscle of cachectic
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patients compared with non-cachectic COPD patients is paralleled by an increase
in phosphorylation of the downstream targets 4E-BP1 and p70S6K [44]. P70S6K
phosphorylation is unaltered in COPD patients compared with controls [44], while
ribosomal protein S6 (RPS6 referred to as S6) phosphorylation was even decreased
in COPD patients [45]. Together, these studies show an increase in protein synthesis
signaling in the limb muscles of cachectic COPD patients compared with noncachectic COPD patients, but no alteration in the general COPD population. In patients
with lung cancer-related cachexia, AKT activation is increased without concurrent
activation of MTOR or its downstream targets [41]. This may indicate that, although
impaired AKT signaling is found in lung cancer cachexia, AKT signaling is largely intact
in COPD-induced muscle wasting. However, one limitation of these studies concerns
the evaluation of the activation status of protein synthesis signaling solely in a basal
state. Although the current data may suggest that the protein synthesis pathway is a
promising target for the treatment of COPD-induced muscle wasting, the integrity of
the anabolic response should be further addressed.
Only limited data are available on anabolic signaling in respiratory muscles of COPD
patients, and although the results also point to an increase in anabolic signaling,
it remains unclear if this is different between cachectic and non-cachectic COPD
patients. Martinez-Llorens et al. found an increase in IGF1 mRNA expression in the
intercostal muscles of patients with COPD [68]. Doucet et al. compared the ratio of
quadriceps to diaphragm AKT activation in COPD patients with controls and found a
lower ratio in COPD [20]. This implicates that the AKT activation is relatively higher in
the diaphragm than in the quadriceps. In line with this, the p70S6K phosphorylation
is relatively higher in the diaphragm, while 4E-BP1 phosphorylation is higher in the
quadriceps [20].
Interestingly, Tannerstedt et al. showed a difference in anabolic response between
type-I and type-II muscle fibers, with increased AKT phosphorylation and downstream
pathway activation in the type-II fibers [69]. In contrast, in COPD, the respiratory
muscle with a shift towards more type-I fibers displayed a larger AKT activation and
downstream signaling than the limb muscles with a shift towards more type-II fibers.
Therefore, the shift in fiber type does not explain the variation in AKT phosphorylation
and downstream signaling between the limb muscle and respiratory muscle. Other
discriminating factors, such as the muscle activity level, may be more closely linked to
differences in AKT phosphorylation.
Taken together, anabolic signaling is increased in the skeletal muscle of patients with
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COPD, with an even larger increase in the diaphragm than the limb muscles. One may
speculate that the increased activation of AKT signaling in the respiratory muscles
is an attempt to preserve respiratory function by compensating catabolic triggers,
although it may also reflect intrinsic alterations in muscle fiber composition.
Myonuclear turnover
Besides the turnover of proteins, the turnover of myonuclei appears essential for
muscle regeneration [70-72]. Furthermore, although at a lower rate, myonuclear
turnover might be indispensable for the maintenance of skeletal muscle mass. The
regulated loss of a nucleus may involve apoptosis. Increased apoptosis, as determined
by an increase in terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase dUTP nick end labelling
(TUNEL) staining and poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase cleavage in the skeletal muscle of
cachectic COPD patients has been reported [73]. In the diaphragm of COPD patients
with muscle wasting, elevated caspase-3 levels indicated an increase in apoptosis [55].
No difference in apoptosis measured by TUNEL staining or caspase-3 was found in
COPD patients with maintained muscle mass compared with controls [74]. A possible
alteration in apoptosis in the muscle of COPD patients remains inconclusive due to
the lack of studies and the use of different markers. Furthermore, the possible role
of apoptotic signaling in the skeletal muscle atrophy remains obscure [75], and
multinucleated muscle fibers may utilize other mechanisms for selective myonuclear
loss, such as autophagy [76].
To replenish the myonuclear pool, satellite cells are essential [72]. In contrast to muscle
wasting in ageing [77, 78], the number of satellite cells per muscle fiber is unaltered
in the limb and respiratory muscles of patients with COPD compared with controls
[68, 79-81]. Furthermore, no differences in satellite cell number have been reported
between muscle-wasted and non-muscle wasted COPD patients [80].
Upon activation, satellite cells proliferate, differentiate, and fuse with myofibers.
Activation and proliferation of satellite cells in the limb muscles does not seem to differ
between COPD patients and age-matched controls based on number of satellite cells
24 h after a resistance-exercise bout [81]. However, molecular markers of satellite cell
activation may be more sensitive than satellite cell number to quantify the satellite cell
response.
In a basal condition, myogenic factor 5 mRNA expression is unaltered in the limb
muscles of patients with COPD compared with controls [57]. Myogenic differentiation
1 (MYOD1) mRNA expression [40] and protein expression appear similar in the limb
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muscles of COPD patients and healthy controls [57]. Furthermore, Myogenin (MYOG)
mRNA expression is unaltered in COPD patients [57]. However, in cachectic COPD
patients, MYOD1 [40] and MYOG [38, 39] protein expression are reduced compared
with controls, while no alteration in MYOG protein expression was found in the limb
muscles of cachectic compared with non-cachectic COPD patients [38]. It should be
considered that in different populations and disease stages, the course of the satellite
cell response might be altered, which may have implications for the timing of the
measurements.
A negative regulator of myogenesis is Myostatin (MSTN) [82]. Limb muscle MSTN mRNA
expression is increased in COPD compared with controls [57, 83], while no difference
seems to be present between cachectic and non-cachectic COPD patients [40]. The
increased MSTN mRNA expression in COPD patients may be partially explained by
smoking status, as this increase is also found in smokers [58]. MSTN protein expression
is unaltered in the limb muscle of COPD patients, independent of the pulmonary
phenotype [38-40], while the circulatory level of MSTN is increased in COPD compared
with control subjects [84]. It should be noted that Snijders et al. showed a delayed
response in MSTN protein levels upon a single bout of resistance exercise in elderly,
while basal levels did not seem to differ [85]. This implies that in the absence of a
myogenic trigger, intrinsic alterations in satellite cell plasticity responses in muscle of
COPD patients may be masked.
Centrally localized myonuclei in myofibers are considered derived from newly fused
satellite cells prior to their final location peripherally in the myofiber against the
sarcolemma. COPD patients with preserved muscle mass have higher amounts of
central nuclei in the limb muscle than muscle-wasted COPD patients and controls
[80]. This could be interpreted as an attempt to counteract atrophic signaling in
COPD patients, which may be essential to preserve muscle mass. However, as there
is only indirect evidence that central myonuclei reflect recent regenerative events,
central nuclei could also reflect an increase in myonuclear turnover to compensate for
increased loss of myonuclei.
To gain further insight in the regulation of myonuclear turnover and possible defects
in COPD-induced skeletal muscle wasting, it is essential to incorporate satellite cell
activation stimuli and sensitive techniques to monitor myonuclear accretion and
turnover in the study design. This will require further development of new techniques,
in parallel with novel ex vivo and in vitro approaches to monitor myonuclear accretion
and possibly myonuclear loss, and assessment of the role of alterations in myonuclear
turnover in muscle atrophy.
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Loss of muscle oxidative phenotype
Besides the importance of the muscle quantity for muscle function, the quality of the
muscle should also be considered. This is highlighted by the finding that muscle massspecific muscle strength and endurance are reduced in patients with COPD [86-88]. A
well-established qualitative alteration in the skeletal muscle of COPD patients is the
loss of oxidative phenotype (OXPHEN) characterized by a muscle fiber type I to type
II shift and a loss of oxidative capacity [20, 88, 89]. The loss of OXPHEN is associated
with increased oxidative stress [88, 90], which may render the muscle more susceptible
to muscle atrophy [38]. In addition, type II fibers are generally more susceptible to
atrophy stimuli including, for example, inflammation [21] and hypoxia [22]. Therefore,
the loss of OXPHEN in COPD may accelerate the loss of muscle mass, thereby linking
muscle quality to muscle quantity. This is supported by the fact that non-symptomatic
smokers already exhibit reduced mitochondrial capacity and a similar fiber-type shift
[91]. Although less extensively investigated, striking similarities are reported regarding
muscle oxidative metabolism in chronic heart failure [92]. As these patients also share
other systemic features and lifestyle characteristics (e.g. muscle wasting and low
physical activity level) comparative analyses between well-phenotyped patients with
COPD and chronic heart failure may provide more insight in common and diseasespecific denominators and mechanisms.
Therapeutic perspective
Because muscle wasting may result from alterations in the protein and myonuclear
turnover, targeting key pathways in these processes will be required to combat muscle
wasting.
Ubiquitin proteasome system activity is increased in the muscles of cachectic
COPD patients, which implicates the atrogenes MURF1 and ATROGIN1 as targets to
normalize UPS activity. This is supported by the finding that in a cell culture model
and in a mouse model of muscle disuse, MURF1 inhibition and knockout, respectively,
prevented muscle fiber atrophy [93, 94]. Pharmacological inhibitors that target specific
ubiquitin-conjugating and deconjugating enzymes are being developed to treat
cancer, neurodegenerative disorders, and autoimmune diseases [95], but may also
be highly relevant for the treatment of COPD-induced muscle wasting. Furthermore,
exercise training may attenuate MURF1 expression, as was observed in the skeletal
muscle of chronic heart failure patients [50, 96]. In contrast to exercise training, one
bout of exercise leads to an increase in MURF1 expression, albeit blunted in COPD [97,
98], while the increase in proteolytic signaling is reduced by branched-chain amino
acid supplementation in a healthy population [97].
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Autophagy is disturbed in patients with COPD, although it remains unclear whether
there is an increased induction of autophagy or an inhibition of autophagic-lysosomal
degradation. Low amino acid availability can activate autophagy by inhibition of
MTOR [99]. In line with this, branched-chain amino acid supplementation leads to an
inhibition of autophagy by activation of MTOR [100]. Furthermore, overall low energy
status, DNA damage, and hypoxia can inhibit MTOR through AMPK and hypoxia
inducible factor 1, alpha subunit (HIF1-α) [101, 102] and thereby induce autophagy.
Interestingly, exercise targets these factors, and exercise training results in elevated
levels of basal autophagy [103]. However, exercise leads to an increase in muscle
mass and strength in COPD patients [98]. Moreover, autophagy is required for muscle
adaptations to training [103, 104]. The counterintuitive effect of exercise on autophagy
may therefore be more tightly linked to its function in quality control.
A more speculative thought is that autophagy may play a role in selective removal of
damaged myonuclei. Besides causing mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) damage, oxidative
stress also causes nuclear DNA damage. COPD patients display elevated levels of
oxidative stress, which may lead to increased DNA damage and requires increased
removal of damaged nuclei. Although exercise induces oxidative stress, which is even
accentuated in COPD patients [105], exercise also triggers myogenesis [106]. In COPD,
this myogenic response to exercise seems intact, although it is specifically impaired
in cachectic COPD [40, 98]. Exercise-induced satellite cell activation is mediated by
IGF signaling [107]. In contrast, MSTN signaling inhibits satellite cell activation [108].
Because MSTN expression is increased in COPD, pharmacological inhibition of MSTN
might be beneficial to prevent COPD-induced muscle wasting. This idea is supported
by the finding that in mice with chronic kidney failure, pharmacological inhibition of
MSTN blocks muscle atrophy [109], and that pharmacological inhibition of the ActIIreceptor, which mediates MSTN signaling, prevents glucocorticoid-induced muscle
atrophy [110]. In vitro, glutamine reduced the tumour necrosis factor alpha-dependent
increase of MSTN [111]. This implicates that availability of amino acids is important
for normal satellite cell function in COPD and that restoration of normal amino acid
levels may be required for muscle maintenance. Taken together, the dual function
and differential regulation of UPS and autophagy in the maintenance of muscle
mass and quality reflects a highly interactive signaling network that is regulated by
several upstream pathways. The effect of specific modulation of UPS and autophagy
mediators may therefore transcend catabolic signaling and may affect a range of
other cellular processes, yielding it difficult to predict long-term side effects. So far,
exercise seems to be the only intervention that can target UPS and autophagy leading
to improved quantity, as well as an improved quality of the muscle in COPD patients.
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One prerequisite is that COPD patients, and specifically cachectic COPD patients,
have maintained responsiveness to exercise stimuli, which remains to be established.
Exercise capacity in COPD may be limited by impaired pulmonary function, leading
to incapability to supply a sufficiently strong exercise trigger to the muscles. In this
case, pharmacological or nutritional activators of AMPK, sirtuin 1, and peroxisome
proliferator-activated receptors such as Metformin, Resveratrol, Rosglitazone, and
polyunsaturated fatty acids could be used as exercise mimetics and may help sensitize
the muscle to a following exercise bout. Furthermore, anabolic steroids could be
considered in the treatment of COPD-induced muscle wasting, although a recent
meta-analysis showed that exercise capacity of COPD patients was not improved
[112]. It should also be considered that an appropriate nutritional status is necessary
for the beneficial effects of exercise and that exercise (in particular, endurance type of
exercise) in a malnourished state could even have detrimental effects by worsening
the energy imbalance. Taken together, a multi-modal approach may be required to
combat COPD-induced muscle wasting, in which exercise training is central. However,
to establish such intervention, further research is crucial to determine whether the
response to exercise is intact or if specific defects occur in cachectic patients with
COPD.
Putative mechanisms involved in a disturbed energy balance in COPD
Specific loss of muscle mass in weight-stable COPD patients has been observed, which
may reflect a tissue-specific sensitivity to an overall catabolic state. A net catabolic
state may also result from an imbalance in energy expenditure and energy availability
(energy balance).
Increased energy expenditure
It is well established that components of whole body energy expenditure may be
increased in patients with COPD [113]. Total daily energy expenditure (TEE) is the
sum of resting energy expenditure (REE), activity-induced energy expenditure (AEE),
and diet-induced thermogenesis (DIT). Assessment of TEE requires sophisticated
methodology including a respiration chamber [114] or doubly labelled water to
allow assessment of TEE in free living conditions [115, 116]. Data on TEE in COPD are
scarce and sometimes contradicting, which may be related to the use of different
methodology or patient characteristics. Based on the available evidence, it seems
that in particular the emphysematous phenotype is prone to increased TEE, as high
values are more often observed in patients with low carbon monoxide diffusing
capacity [117-119]. This is in line with a positive effect of lung volume-reduction
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surgery on body weight in emphysema, although surgical intervention might not
only decrease energy requirements but also improve dietary intake by alleviating
dyspnea [120]. More research is needed to assess putative differences in whole-body
energy metabolism and its components among COPD phenotypes under comparable
standardized circumstances.
Numerous studies have shown that REE is raised [121-123]. This is more prevalent
in emphysema [124, 125], during acute exacerbations [126], and appears inversely
correlated with forced expiratory volume in 1 s when comparing different studies [118,
119, 122, 127]. Highest values are found among weight-losing patients [122]. This is in
contrast with non-pathology-induced malnutrition, where subjects with low BMI have
lower REE due to hypometabolic adjustments [128]. The same results are found for
non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC), where REE is found to be unregulated in 74% of
primary lung cancer patients [129-131]. Hypermetabolism at rest was also found to be
more pronounced in weight-losing compared with weight-stable lung cancer patients
[132]. Thus, increased REE is a consistent feature of chronic and more acute cachexia
and seems to be more pronounced in the emphysematous subtype.
Activity-induced energy expenditure is the most variable component of TEE, and it
has been postulated that COPD patients reduce physical activity to compensate for
dyspnea severity or to anticipate to breathlessness. Indeed, lower physical activity
levels are seen in COPD [133]. Physical inactivity is associated with advanced disease
stage [134-136], exacerbations [137, 138], and degree of emphysema [139]. In addition,
lung volume-reduction surgery in patients with severe emphysema improved exercise
performance due to reduced lung hyperinflation, less dyspnea severity, and less cost
of breathing [140]. However, it did not cause augmentation of physical activity level,
implying other factors play a role, including motivation or anxiety [141]. There are
several indications that when COPD patients perform physical activities, they require
more energy. For example, Lahaije et al. found a higher daily activity-related oxygen
consumption assessed by a face mask measuring ventilatory and metabolic demand
in COPD patients compared with healthy controls [142], while Vaes et al. found an
increase in FFM adjusted oxygen consumption in COPD patients compared with
controls, although total oxygen consumption was not altered [143]. Indirect evidence
for altered AEE is a rise in plasma ammonia in COPD patients during low intensity
walking, which is an indicator of muscle ATP depletion and metabolic stress [144].
These collective data may indicate that COPD patients use oxygen less efficiently and
exhibit an altered energy metabolism during physical activity. This is not surprising
in view of the shift in lower limb muscle fiber type composition in COPD towards
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less oxidative fibers, which appears to be more pronounced in the emphysematous
phenotype [18]. The opposite shift in muscle fiber type of the diaphragm relative to the
limb muscle [47, 48] indicates an adaptation to chronic increase in work of breathing.
Together with hyperinflation-induced mechanical inefficiency, this muscle fiber type
shift could contribute to enhanced oxygen cost of breathing, illustrated by the effects
of lung volume-reduction surgery [145] and non-invasive positive-pressure ventilation
therapy [146]. For comparison, in lung cancer, physical activity level assessed by
accelerometery is also reduced [147, 148], but no specific data about AEE is available.
Diet-induced thermogenesis represents metabolic oxygen cost for processing of
ingested nutrients. Green and colleagues [125] indeed reported enhanced DIT in
emphysematous COPD patients, but this was not confirmed by other authors [149,
150], independently of BMI [151]. These differences may be due to different test meal
composition and portion size. Although oxygen desaturations during meals was
noticed in severe COPD patients [152], it is unknown whether this is DIT related or
not. Therefore, the thermic effect of dietary intake remains unclear. Taken together,
it indicates that energy requirements are increased in COPD, and there is certainly no
adaptive reduced energy demand.
In addition to the hypermetabolic state, early clinical trials have shown that enhanced
systemic inflammation is a contributing factor to elevated REE, both in COPD [153]
and in lung cancer [154], the source of which is yet unclear. Besides pulmonary
inflammation [155], also adipose tissue has also been suggested to contribute to a
higher inflammatory gene expression in adipose tissue, as has been reported in
malnourished patients with advanced COPD [156].
Adipose tissue metabolism
In cachexia, muscle wasting is accompanied by loss of adipose tissue [14, 157]. In fact,
in cancer-induced cachexia, adipose tissue is often one of the first affected organs,
illustrated by decreasing fat cell volume and upregulation of fatty acid metabolism
[158]. Regarding COPD, low BMI [11] and fat mass depletion [14] particularly occur in
those with advanced disease and in the emphysematous phenotype.
Schols et al. observed low leptin levels in blood of patients with emphysema compared
with chronic bronchitis in line with a lower BMI and fat mass [159]. After adjustment
for FM and oral corticosteroid use as possible confounders, leptin was associated with
systemic inflammation, in particular in the emphysematous patients. More recently,
Brusik et al. investigated serum levels and adipose tissue expression of leptin and
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adiponectin in patients with COPD and reported an association between decreased
serum and tissue leptin levels, and decreased serum adiponectin and increased REE
adjusted for body weight in underweight patients [160]. In adipose tissue two cell
types can be distinguished: white adipose tissue (WAT) and brown adipose tissue
(BAT). Brown adipose tissue is differentiated from WAT by the presence of cold and
diet-induced thermogenesis. Thermogenesis is facilitated by BAT-specific uncoupling
proteins (UCP) that dissipate the proton gradient in mitochondria in order to generate
heat [161]. High amounts of mitochondria and high vascularization are responsible for
the brown color of BAT [162]. Additionally, WAT can be converted in BAT, called WAT
browning [163]. BAT activation negatively correlates with BMI, as demonstrated by
decreased BAT activation in obese subjects [164] and during ageing [165]. Cachexia on
the other hand is characterized by fat mass depletion. This raises the question whether
there is a role of BAT activity in the hypermetabolic state, as seen in pulmonary cachexia.
No studies are performed to determine BAT activity in COPD patients. With respect to
lung cancer, results are conflicting and scarce. Despite negative results of BAT activation
reported by some authors [166, 167], Shellock and colleagues provided evidence for
BAT activation as a cachexia mediator. Autopsy reports of cachectic cancer patients
revealed high incidence of BAT in this group compared with age-matched controls
[168]. Furthermore, a correlation between BAT activity and neoplastic status has been
suggested [169], although the authors also reported high amount of BAT activation in
non-malignancy subjects.
There is indirect evidence that BAT activation might be a potential cachexia driver
in COPD as well. Hypoxia [170] and hypermetabolism [122] are hallmarks of COPD.
In response to hypoxia, cells can produce vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)
in order to restore oxygen supply [171]. This has been established by Van den Borst
et al., who found an upregulation of the VEGF gene in adipose tissue in response to
chronic hypoxia in mice. Congruently, adipose tissue showed a brown appearance.
This browning of adipose tissue was established by increased expression of UCP1
[172], which proposes a link between hypoxia-induced VEGF activation and
browning. Indeed, Sun et al. revealed upregulation of UCP-1, the main characteristic
of BAT, in a VEGF overexpressing mouse model [173]. In addition, recently, increased
thermogenesis and energy expenditure were found in mice with VEGF overexpression
in BAT and WAT [174].
Another hypoxia alignment occurs in the form of lactate. In peripheral muscle of COPD
patients, increased glycolysis metabolism is observed [175], which in turn causes
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rising lactate levels [176, 177]. Lactate is indeed increasingly released by adipocytes
in a hypoxic environment [178], which in turn is able to control the expression of UCP1. The UCP-1 regulation is independent of HIF-1α and thereby also promotes WAT
browning under normoxic circumstances [179].
Another possible browning factor is beta-adrenergic stimulation mediated by
norepinephrine [180, 181]. Emphysematous COPD patients indeed exhibit increased
plasma norepinephrine levels [182], indicating a possible activation of the autonomic
nervous system. However, Schiffelers et al. showed a blunted beta-adrenoceptormediated lipolytic and thermogenic response [183], suggesting desensitization.
Additionally, in 10 lean healthy men, BAT activity in response to a systemic nonselective beta-agonist was not enhanced [184]. In contrast, blocking the receptors by
propranolol decreases BAT activity [185]. Therefore, activation of brown fat through
beta-adrenergic stimulation remains disputable.
It can be concluded that there is some indirect evidence pointing towards a role of BAT
in pulmonary cachexia, but this area requires more research to identify therapeutic
potential.
Compromised dietary intake
In order to compensate for increased energy requirements in COPD, patients should
be able to adapt their dietary intake. Systematic analyses of dietary intake in COPD
patients are rare. In terms of caloric content, dietary intake was found to be normal
compared with healthy controls, but inadequate for measured energy expenditure
[118, 186-188]. During severe acute exacerbations, the gap between energy intake
and energy expenditure becomes even wider, which slowly decreases upon recovery
[126, 189]. To our knowledge, no human studies have systematically investigated the
relation between dietary intake and disease severity or putative differences between
emphysematous and non-emphysematous patients. Advanced disease stages and
acute exacerbations are often characterized by chronic or acute hypoxemia [170]. It
is well established that mice under chronic hypoxic circumstances experience weight
loss, which is partly due to temporarily decreased dietary intake [172].
Anorexia
It is acknowledged that apparently normal dietary intake in COPD patients may be
insufficient to meet elevated energy requirements, but reduced food intake may also
be caused by anorexia, that is, loss of appetite [190]. A few underlying causes have
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been mentioned, including nicotine use [191], physical discomfort such as dyspnea
and increased breathing effort [192], depression, and anxiety [193], seen in COPD [194]
as well as in NSCLC [195, 196].
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Besides pulmonary and psychological symptoms, COPD patients often experience
pain. In a Norwegian study, which controlled for age and gender, 45% of the COPD
patients reported chronic pain, compared with 34% of the general population [197].
Opioids are commonly used to combat pain in COPD [198]. Side-effects of opioids
occur regularly, and opioids are able to cause gastrointestinal motility disorders [199],
of which constipation is the most common [200]. People suffering from constipation
often present with anorexia [201], probably due to early satiety. Separate from use
of pain medication, early satiety and abdominal bloating is highly prevalent in COPD
[202].
Chemosensory alterations
Food intake is regulated by taste and smell [203, 204], and chemosensory dysfunction
could influence dietary intake. Nordén et al. showed that 21 out of 169 stable COPD
patients reported taste changes, which contributed to a decreased energy intake
[205]. In addition, Dewan et al. compared 20 COPD subjects with long-term oxygen
therapy to 20 COPD patients without oxygen therapy and 20 healthy elderly controls.
They found reduced smell and taste test scores among COPD patients compared with
controls, independent of oxygen supply [206]. Also, Wardwell and colleagues found
that healthy elderly tended to be able to identify more different tastes correctly than
COPD patients, although not statistically significant [207]. Both authors did not report
medication use, and therefore, the influence of treatment is unknown. Although data
are scarce and methodological quality of the studies is limited, these data suggest that
COPD or its treatment could modify taste and smell detection.
Food reward system
Fullness is regulated by gastrointestinal hormones, including leptin and ghrelin [208],
and their secretion is affected by dietary intake and nutritional status. Clinically stable
emphysematous COPD patients exhibit low leptin levels compared with the chronic
bronchitis subtype [159]. During acute flare-ups, these plasma levels rise temporary
[189], as seen in NSCLC [209, 210]. Likewise, enhanced plasma ghrelin levels are noticed
in COPD [211] and NSCLC [212], and are related to cachectic status.
The peripheral hormonal satiety system closely interacts with the central nervous
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system in order to regulate food intake. Brain imaging studies have revealed rewardspecific brain regions related to food reward [213], and activation of these regions
correlate with food rewarding [214]. Different orexigenic and anorexigenic peptides
and hormones can stimulate neurons in these specific cerebral regions [208, 215]. For
instance, leptin inhibits neurons, causing reduced food intake and increased energy
expenditure [216]. Ghrelin, considered to be a leptin counterpart, can induce food
intake mediated by stimulation of neurons in this area [217].
There is surprisingly no human study available that explored the role of central
dysregulation in food reward in patients with COPD. In relation to lung cancer cachexia,
only one study was performed identifying brain activity in anorectic and non-anorectic
patients while receiving pleasant and unpleasant food cues [218]. In contrast to nonanorectic patients, anorectic patients showed no brain activity differences in response
to pleasant versus unpleasant pictures. This implies an overall blunted response in the
perceptual and motivational system that could also be involved in COPD but requires
further investigation.
Therapeutic perspective
The importance of nutritional status is not only emphasized by adverse effects
on muscle function and exercise performance but also by detrimental effects of
malnutrition on lung tissue. These effects have mostly been studied in animal models.
Following the clinical phenotyping of the pink puffer and the blue bloater in the 1960s,
Sahebjami et al. found reinforcement of pre-existing emphysematous processes due
to caloric food deprivation in rats [219], which was more pronounced in young rats
[220]. These deleterious effects could partly be reversed by refeeding [221]. In contrast,
Bishai et al. found no alveolar size changes in calorie-restricted mice, although the
lungs became stiffer and lung capacity was decreased [222]. Supplementary evidence
was provided by emphysema-like changes present in anorexia nervosa patients, which
underscores the impact of chronic malnutrition on alveoli [223]. In addition to lung
tissue, respiratory muscles also contribute to breathing. Weight loss does not spare the
respiratory muscles, because weight loss is related to diminished diaphragm weight
[224] and decreased function [225] in experimental models and in humans.
As proof of concept, Efthimiou et al. conducted a randomized controlled trial to
investigate the effect of nutritional support on respiratory and peripheral muscle
function in malnourished COPD patients. They reported improvement in respiratory
muscle strength and hand grip strength, accompanied by less dyspnea and enhanced
distance in 6-min walk test. Importantly, these effects diminished after quitting the
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dietary supplementation [226]. The positive effects of dietary support on body weight
was verified by Weekes et al., who found weight gain in the intervention group, whereas
the control group continued to lose weight. Addition of dietary counselling to dietary
support has been shown to maintain weight loss after cessation of intervention [227].
Initially, the focus was primarily on caloric intake to balance energy requirements,
but more recent proof of concept experiments also highlighted the importance
of optimizing protein intake [228, 229]. Low intake of other essential nutrients is
identified, including vitamin D and calcium [230], which are also relevant in the context
of osteoporosis as clustering comorbid condition.
One should keep in mind that dietary intake does not reflect actual availability of
ingested micronutrients. There are indications that intestinal function is impaired in
COPD, illustrated by splanchnic hypoperfusion and reduced intestinal permeability
[231]. Altered intestinal function translates into reduced splanchnic extraction of
amino acids derived from nutritional intake [36, 232], but as a result, the amino acid
uptake in the skeletal muscle of clinically stable COPD patients appears increased
[233]. Thus, the significance for clinical applications remains ambiguous.
Both dietary intake and nutrient availability are controlled by gastrointestinal
hormones. By binding to the growth hormone secretagogue receptor, ghrelin can
induce secretion of growth hormone [234]. This leads to modulation of the growth
hormone/IGF1 axis, which is an important anabolic pathway in human skeletal
muscle [235]. Furthermore, ghrelin can induce food intake, mediated by stimulation
of specific neurons in the food reward center [217]. Due to its orexigenic property,
ghrelin analogues have been proposed for clinical application in cachexia. One clinical
trial with ghrelin analogues have been conducted in COPD patients. They reported
improvements of ventilatory efficiency at peak exercise, reflected by increased peak
oxygen uptake [236]. However, it did not translate in improved 6-min walk distance,
and no data are available about body composition or food intake. Clinical trials in
cancer cachexia [237], including lung cancer [238], demonstrate an enhanced lean
body mass and quality of life. Hence, ghrelin analogues warrant further investigation
in COPD. Besides dietary and pharmacological interventions, cognitive behavioral
interventions are relatively underexplored in the management of cachexia in COPD.
Although results from different functional neuroimaging studies are inconsistent and
sometimes conflicting [239], there might be altered reactivity in the brain reward
system in response to perceived food stimuli in people with altered eating patterns,
including anorexia nervosa and obesity [240, 241]. Therefore, cognitive behavioral
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therapy may serve as a treatment for patients with an eating disorder like anorexia
nervosa [242]. Recently, a randomized controlled trial was conducted in obese
subjects, receiving behavioral therapy for 6 months in order to reduce weight. Analysis
of functional magnetic resonance imaging revealed changes in reward system activity
in the intervention group versus controls. Further research has to identify whether it
is possible to enhance neuroplasticity in the food reward center in order to increase
successfulness for eating disorder treatment [243]. This opens up new insights and
therapeutic opportunities for suspected nutritional therapy-resistant cachectic COPD
patients, if disturbances in the central food reward system are indeed identified.
Conclusions
It is well established that the prevalence and related disease burden of cachexia is
high in COPD and likely to increase in the near future given the high and increasing
prevalence of the disease in an ageing population. Nevertheless, cachexia management
is still poorly implemented in clinical practice. In 2014, the European Respiratory
Society published a statement on nutritional assessment and therapy in COPD
including a nutritional risk stratification diagram based on assessment of BMI, weight
changes, and body composition, which could be useful in patient counselling [24]. In
order to increase overall survival and compress morbidity, a multi-modal intervention
approach is needed, which should target the discussed factors involved in cachexia
(Figure 1). Such a multi-modal intervention approach, encompassing exercise training
and improvement of energy balance and nutrient availability, is currently feasible as
supported by recent statements and meta-analyses, possibly improved in the near
future by targeted pharmacological interventions and cognitive behavioral therapy to
sensitize patients to anabolic stimuli.
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Figure 1. | Pulmonary and extra-pulmonary cross-talk in COPD cachexia. A. Altered brain responses
to food stimuli. B. Muscle fiber type shifting and oxidative metabolism. C. Altered adipose tissue
metabolism. D. Adipose tissue wasting. E. Limb muscle dysfunction. F. Respiratory muscle dysfunction.
G. Osteoporosis. H. Altered gut integrity and reduced splanchnic extraction
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ABSTRACT

3

Background: Sarcopenia was recently recognized as an independent condition by
an International Classification of Diseases, Tenth Revision, Clinical Modification code,
and is a frequently observed comorbidity in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
(COPD). Muscle mass is primarily dictated by the balance between protein degradation
and synthesis, but their relative contribution to sarcopenia is unclear.
Objective: We aimed to assess potential differential molecular regulation of protein
degradation and synthesis, as well as myogenesis, in the skeletal muscle of COPD
patients with and without sarcopenia.
Methods: Muscle biopsies were obtained from the vastus lateralis muscle. Patients with
COPD were clustered based on sarcopenia defined by low appendicular skeletal muscle
mass index (nonsarcopenic COPD, n=53; sarcopenic COPD, n=39), and compared with
healthy nonsarcopenic controls (n=13). The mRNA and protein expression of regulators
and mediators of ubiquitin-proteasome system (UPS), autophagy-lysosome system
(autophagy), and protein synthesis were analyzed. Furthermore, mRNA expression of
myogenesis markers was assessed.
Results: UPS signaling was unaltered, whereas indices of UPS regulation (e.g. FOXO1
protein; p-FOXO3/FOXO3), autophagy signaling (e.g. LC3BII/I; p-ULK1(Ser757)/ULK1),
and protein synthesis signaling (e.g. AKT1; p-GSK3B/GSK3B; p-4E-BP1/4E-BP1) were
increased in COPD. These alterations were even more pronounced in COPD patients
with sarcopenia (e.g. FOXO1 protein; p-FOXO1/FOXO1; LC3BII/I; p-ULK(Ser555);
p-AKT1/AKT1; AKT1; p-4E-BP1). Furthermore, myogenic signaling (e.g. MYOG) was
increased in COPD despite a concomitant increase of MSTN mRNA expression, with no
difference between sarcopenic and nonsarcopenic COPD patients.
Conclusion: Together with elevated myogenic signaling, the increase in muscle
protein turnover signaling in COPD, which is even more prominent in COPD patients
with sarcopenia, reflects molecular alterations associated with muscle repair and
remodeling.
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INTRODUCTION
Sarcopenia is defined as the loss of function in the presence of loss of muscle mass, and
was recently recognized as an independent condition by an International Classification
of Diseases, Tenth Revision, Clinical Modification code [1]. Apart from an age-associated
decline in muscle mass, sarcopenia also encompasses the loss of muscle mass due to
diseases such as chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) [2]. In COPD patients,
sarcopenia is a frequently observed comorbidity, affecting exercise capacity [3, 4],
quality of life [3], and survival [5-7]. Although muscle mass maintenance is considered
to be primarily dictated by the balance between protein degradation and protein
synthesis rates (i.e., protein turnover), their relative contribution to imbalanced protein
turnover during muscle mass loss remains unclear.
To provide a first insight into the potential drivers of this imbalance between muscle
protein synthesis and breakdown in COPD patients, several studies assessed the
molecular regulation of skeletal muscle protein turnover in COPD, and nearly all point
to both increased protein degradation signaling [8-14] and increased protein synthesis
signaling [10, 11, 15]. These findings are in accordance with the reported increase in
whole body protein turnover rate in COPD as assessed by stable isotopes [16]. It was
previously suggested that increased protein synthesis signaling in COPD may serve
to maintain muscle mass in the presence of an elevated protein degradation rate
[11]. However, such a compensatory mechanism to prevent muscle atrophy appears
insufficient, because the prevalence of sarcopenia in COPD patients is high (i.e., 12–
33%) [17-19]. Although there are some data available on protein turnover signaling in
sarcopenic COPD patients [8, 9, 11], these studies are either limited in sample size or
focus solely on either protein degradation or protein synthesis signaling. Furthermore,
the role of myogenesis in muscle mass maintenance is frequently overlooked or
incompletely assessed.
A comprehensive analysis of myogenic and protein turnover regulation in COPD
patients with and without sarcopenia would provide further insight into the underlying
skeletal muscle pathology, potentially providing new targets for intervention. In the
present study, we therefore aimed to assess potential differential regulation of protein
degradation and synthesis, as well as myogenesis, through analysis of an extensive
panel of molecular regulators and mediators of myogenic and protein turnover
signaling in the skeletal muscle of COPD patients with and without sarcopenia
compared with healthy controls.
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METHODS
Study design and participants

3

The skeletal muscle molecular profiles of patients from 2 prospective cohort studies
were analyzed. The study performed in Maastricht was registered at www.trialregister.
nl as NTR1402, written informed consent was obtained from all participants, and
the study was approved by the Maastricht University Medical Center+ (Maastricht,
the Netherlands) ethical review board (08-2-059). The study design was previously
published [20]. The study performed in Golnik was registered at www.clinicaltrials.gov
as NCT02550808, written informed consent was obtained from all participants, and the
study was approved by the Slovenian National Medical Ethics Committee (Ljubljana,
Slovenia). The study design was previously published [21]. Only data from baseline (i.e.,
before pulmonary rehabilitation) measurements were used in the current study. All
included patients were in a stable disease state, free from exacerbations in the 4 weeks
before start of the study protocol.
Participants were excluded from the current analysis if the muscle biopsy or
appendicular skeletal muscle mass index (ASMI) measurement was missing. Sarcopenia
was solely defined according to cut-offs for ASMI (<7.23 kg/m2 for men; < 5.76 kg/
m2 for women) [22]; see Figure 1. One participant without COPD was classified as
sarcopenic and was therefore excluded from the analyses, yielding a study population
of 13 healthy controls and 92 COPD patients.

Figure 1. | Flow chart of participant selection and clustering. Abbreviations: ASMI, appendicular
skeletal muscle mass index; FEV1, forced expiratory volume in 1 second; FVC, forced vital capacity;
COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. Sarcopenia: ASMI <7.23 kg/m2 for men; <5.67 kg/m2
for women [22].
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Pulmonary and physical function
Spirometry was used to obtain forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV1), forced
vital capacity (FVC) and their ratio (FEV1/FVC) according to the European Respiratory
Society guidelines [23]. Patients were classified by disease severity based on Global
Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease (GOLD) stage [24]. Physical function was
assessed by peak load, determined by an incremental load cycling test as previously
described [25].
Anthropometry and body composition
Body Mass Index (BMI) was calculated as body mass/height2 (kg/m2). Whole body DXA
(Hologic QDR Series Explorer bone densitometer; Hologic Inc., MA, USA) was used to
assess total and appendicular (i.e., arms and legs) fat-mass and fat-free mass. Fat-Free
Mass Index (FFMI) was calculated as fat-free mass/height2 (kg/m2). ASMI was calculated
as appendicular skeletal muscle mass/height2 (kg/m2).
Muscle biopsy and analyses
Biopsies were obtained from the M. vastus lateralis of the dominant leg by needle
biopsy, at least 20 hours after the last exercise test. Muscle tissue was snap-frozen in
liquid nitrogen, and stored at -80°C. Tissue processing and molecular analyses were
performed collectively.
RT-qPCR and Western Blotting
Molecular analyses were performed in biopsies from all subjects. After removal of
technical outliers, which varied between different analyses, the total sample size for
protein and mRNA targets included 10–13 controls, 50–53 non-sarcopenic COPD
patients, and 38–39 sarcopenic COPD patients.
Details on the procedures and the exact sample size per analyzed target are provided
in the supplementary material.
Statistics
Differences between nonsarcopenic COPD patients, sarcopenic COPD patients and
controls were tested by one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni post hoc comparisons in case
of a significant group effect. Furthermore, differences between COPD patients and
controls were tested using independent t-test. Relevant results of this comparison are
presented in the figures. Analyses were performed using SPSS Statistics (version 22.0,
IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA). A p-value <0.05 was considered statistically significant.
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RESULTS
Participant characteristics
Based on gender-specific cut-offs for ASMI [22], 39 COPD patients (42%) were sarcopenic,
whereas 53 COPD patients (58%) and all control subjects were nonsarcopenic. Patient
characteristics are presented in Table 1.

3

Table 1. | General characteristics.

Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index; ASMI, appendicular skeletal muscle mass index; FFMI, fat-free
mass index; FEV1, forced expiratory volume in 1 second; FVC, forced vital capacity; GOLD, Global
Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease. Data presented as mean ± SD. Significant post-hoc
comparisons after Bonferroni correction: *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, compared with control
group; †p<0.10, ‡p<0.05, ‡‡p<0.01, ‡‡‡p<0.001, compared to nonsarcopenic COPD group.

Although the sarcopenic COPD group contained slightly more men, groups did not
differ significantly in sex distribution and age. BMI was lower in sarcopenic than in
nonsarcopenic COPD patients, but controls did not differ from either COPD sub-group.
Besides ASMI, FFMI was lower in sarcopenic COPD patients than in nonsarcopenic COPD
patients and controls. Furthermore, physical function was decreased in COPD patients
compared with controls, and tended to be even further decreased in sarcopenic COPD
patients compared with nonsarcopenic COPD patients. FEV1/FVC ratio and FEV1 (%
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predicted) were lower in COPD patients than in controls, and FEV1 (% predicted) was
even lower in sarcopenic than in nonsarcopenic COPD patients. Correspondingly,
nonsarcopenic COPD patients most often had moderate (32%) to severe (45%) COPD,
whereas sarcopenic COPD patients most often had severe (56%) to very severe (31%)
COPD based on GOLD stage. Together, this shows that lung function is more impaired
in sarcopenic than in nonsarcopenic COPD patients.

3

Protein degradation signaling
To assess potential differential regulation of skeletal muscle protein degradation
signaling in COPD and sarcopenic COPD, markers of the 2 major proteolytic pathways
were measured; that is, the ubiquitin-proteasome system (UPS) and the autophagylysosome system (autophagy), which are in part regulated by forkhead box O (FOXO)
transcription factors, including FOXO1 and FOXO3.
Progressively increased FOXO signaling in COPD and sarcopenic COPD
FOXO1 relative phosphorylation was unaltered in the skeletal muscle of nonsarcopenic
COPD patients, but tended to be lower in sarcopenic COPD patients than in controls
(Figure 2A). Remarkably, FOXO1 protein levels were higher in both nonsarcopenic
and sarcopenic COPD patients than in controls, and were even further elevated in
sarcopenic COPD patients compared with nonsarcopenic COPD patients (Figure
2C). This was paralleled by changes in FOXO1 mRNA levels, which appeared higher
in both nonsarcopenic and sarcopenic COPD patients, but reached significance only
in sarcopenic COPD patients compared with controls (Figure 2D). Absolute FOXO1
inhibitory phosphorylation was concomitantly increased (Figure 2B), which may reflect
an adaptation to compensate for the elevated FOXO1 expression. No group differences
were found in FOXO3 mRNA and protein expression or absolute phosphorylation
levels (Figure 2F, G, H); however, relative FOXO3 phosphorylation was lower in both
nonsarcopenic and sarcopenic COPD patients than in controls (Figure 2E).
Unaltered ubiquitin proteasome system signaling
In contrast to the apparent increase in FOXO activity, mRNA expression levels of the
E3 ligases TRIM63 (tripartite motif containing 63 (MURF1)) and FBXO30 (F-box protein
30 (MUSA1)) were unaltered in the skeletal muscle of nonsarcopenic and sarcopenic
COPD patients (Figure 3A, B). However, FBXO21 (F-ox protein 21 (SMART)) mRNA
expression was higher in sarcopenic COPD patients than in controls (Figure 3C),
whereas FBXO32/MAFBX (F-box protein 32 (ATROGIN1)) mRNA expression tended to
be lower in sarcopenic COPD patients than in nonsarcopenic COPD patients (Figure
3D).
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Figure 2. | FOXO regulation in COPD and sarcopenic COPD. A) Relative FOXO1 phosphorylation at
Tyr24, B) Absolute FOXO1 phosphorylation at Tyr24, C) FOXO1 protein expression, D) FOXO1 mRNA
expression, E) Relative FOXO3 phosphorylation at Tyr32, F) Absolute FOXO3 phosphorylation at
Tyr32, G) FOXO3 protein expression, H) FOXO3 mRNA expression. Abbreviations: FOXO1, forkhead
box O1; FOXO3, forkhead box O3; Tyr, tyrosine; Ser, Serine. Values are means ± SEM. *p<0.05,
**p<0.01, ***p<0.001, compared to control group or between indicated groups.

Figure 3. | mRNA expression of UPS markers in COPD and sarcopenic COPD. A) MURF1 mRNA
expression, B) MUSA1 mRNA expression, C) SMART mRNA expression, D) ATROGIN1 mRNA expression.
Abbreviations: MURF1, tripartite motif containing 63; MUSA1, F-box protein 30; SMART, F-box protein
21; ATROGIN1, F-box protein 32. Values are means ± SEM. *p<0.05, compared to control group or
between indicated groups.
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Progressively increased autophagy signaling in COPD and sarcopenic COPD
Among the FOXO target genes are the autophagy-related genes MAP1LC3B
(microtubule associated protein 1 light chain 3 beta (LC3B)), SQSTM1 (sequestosome
1 (P62)), and BECN1 (Beclin 1) [26, 27]. In line with the unaltered MURF1 and MUSA1
mRNA levels, LC3B and P62 mRNA expression remained unaltered (Figure 4D, F). BECN1
mRNA expression, however, was higher in COPD patients than in controls (Figure 4H).
Interestingly, LC3BI protein expression appeared higher in both nonsarcopenic and
sarcopenic COPD patients but reached significance only in sarcopenic COPD patients
compared with controls, whereas LC3BII levels were unaltered (Figure 4B, C). The
resulting lower LC3BII/I ratio in sarcopenic COPD patients than in controls (Figure 4A)
implies a change in autophagic flux, although no change in P62 protein expression was
observed (Figure 4E). In line with the altered LC3BII/I ratio, BECN1 protein expression
seemed to be higher in sarcopenic COPD patients (Figure 4G), but this did not reach
statistical significance.
An important juncture in the initiation of autophagy is activation of unc-51 like
autophagy activating kinase 1 (ULK1), which is regulated through phosphorylation
by the upstream kinases; mechanistic target of rapamycin (MTOR) complex 1
(MTORC1) and AMPK. ULK1 relative inhibitory phosphorylation (Ser757) was lower
in both nonsarcopenic and sarcopenic COPD patients than in controls (Figure 4I),
whereas relative ULK1 activating phosphorylation (Ser555) was unaltered (Figure
4K). Furthermore, absolute ULK1 Ser757 phosphorylation, and ULK1 protein and
mRNA expression were unaltered (Figure 4J, M, N), whereas absolute ULK1 Ser555
phosphorylation tended to be higher in sarcopenic COPD patients than in controls
and nonsarcopenic COPD patients (Figure 4L).
Progressively increased AKT/MTOR signaling in COPD and sarcopenic COPD
Coordination of protein degradation and protein synthesis signaling occurs via
the PI3K/PKB (serine/threonine kinase 1 (AKT1))/MTOR pathway. The relative
phosphorylation of AKT1 was lower in the skeletal muscle of both nonsarcopenic and
sarcopenic COPD patients than in controls, which tended to be more pronounced in
sarcopenic COPD patients compared with nonsarcopenic COPD patients (Figure 5A).
This reduced relative AKT1 phosphorylation did not result from a change in absolute
AKT1 phosphorylation levels (Figure 5B) but from a higher AKT1 protein expression in
nonsarcopenic and sarcopenic COPD patients than in controls, and in sarcopenic COPD
patients compared with nonsarcopenic COPD patients (Figure 5C). Despite the change
in AKT1 regulation, MTOR phosphorylation (Figure 5D, E) and expression (Figure 5F)
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were unaltered. However, relative and absolute phosphorylation of the downstream
AKT1 target glycogen synthase kinase 3 beta (GSK3B) were higher in sarcopenic COPD
patients than in controls (Figure 5G, H, I), suggesting increased AKT1 activity.

3

Figure 4. | Autophagic flux and autophagy initiation markers in COPD and sarcopenic COPD. A)
LC3BII/I protein ratio, B) LC3BII protein expression, C) LC3BI protein expression, D) LC3B mRNA
expression, E) P62 protein expression, F) P62 mRNA expression, G) BECN1 protein expression, H) BECN1
mRNA expression, I) Relative ULK1 phosphorylation at Ser757, J) Absolute ULK1 phosphorylation at
Ser757, K) Relative ULK1 phosphorylation at Ser555, L) Absolute ULK1 phosphorylation at Ser555,
M) ULK1 protein expression, N) ULK1 mRNA expression. Abbreviations: LC3B, microtubule associated
protein 1 light chain 3 beta; P62, sequestosome 1; BECN1, Beclin1; ULK1, unc-51 like autophagy
activating kinase 1; Tyr, tyrosine; Ser, Serine. Values are means ± SEM. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001,
compared to control group or between indicated groups.
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Figure 5. | AKT/MTOR signaling in COPD and sarcopenic COPD. A) Relative AKT phosphorylation at
Ser473, B) Absolute AKT phosphorylation at Ser473, C) AKT protein expression, D) Relative MTOR
phosphorylation at Ser2448, E) Absolute MTOR phosphorylation at Ser2448, F) MTOR protein
expression, G) Relative GSK3B phosphorylation at Ser9, H) Absolute GSK3B phosphorylation at Ser9,
I) GSK3B protein expression. Abbreviations: AKT1, AKT serine/threonine kinase 1; MTOR, mechanistic
target of rapamycin; GSK3B, glycogen synthase kinase 3 beta; Tyr, tyrosine; Ser, Serine. Values are
means ± SEM. *p<0.05, compared to control group or between indicated groups.

Progressively increased protein synthesis signaling in COPD and sarcopenic COPD
Although the MTORC1 downstream effector ribosomal protein S6 (RPS6) displayed
unaltered relative phosphorylation (Figure 6A), both RPS6 protein expression and
absolute phosphorylation were higher in COPD patients than in controls (Figure 6B, C).
Furthermore, both relative and absolute phosphorylation of the translation repressor
EIF4EBP1 (eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4E binding protein 1 (4E-BP1)) were
higher in sarcopenic COPD patients than in controls (Figure 6D, E, F).
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Figure 6. | Protein synthesis signaling in COPD and sarcopenic COPD. A) Relative RPS6
phosphorylation, B) Absolute RPS6 phosphorylation, C) RPS6 protein expression, D) Relative 4E-BP1
phosphorylation, E) Absolute 4E-BP1 phosphorylation, F) 4E-BP1 protein expression. Abbreviations:
RPS6, ribosomal protein S6; 4E-BP1, eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4E binding protein 1;
Tyr, tyrosine; Ser, Serine. Values are means ± SEM. *p<0.05, compared to control group or between
indicated groups.

Increased myogenic signaling in COPD
Increased protein degradation and protein synthesis signaling in COPD and sarcopenic
COPD suggest an increase in protein turnover. A similar pattern of molecular alterations
has been observed during muscle remodeling after exercise [28]. We therefore asked
if myogenesis, a process that is also implicated in muscle repair and remodeling, is
increased in COPD and sarcopenic COPD patients as well. To this end, markers of satellite
cell function were evaluated. The mRNA expression levels of the satellite cell marker
paired box 7 (PAX7) and the proliferation markers proliferation cell nuclear antigen
(PCNA) and cyclin D1 (CCND1) were unaltered in nonsarcopenic and sarcopenic COPD
patients (Figure 7A, B, C). Furthermore, the mRNA expression of myogenic factor 5
(MYF5) was unaltered (Figure 7D). In contrast, myogenic differentiation 1 (MYOD1)
and myogenin (MYOG) mRNA expression was higher in COPD patients than in controls
(Figure 7E, F), and CDH15 (cadherin 15 (M-cadherin)) mRNA expression showed a
similar trend (Figure 7G). This implicates a sarcopenia-independent increase in the
mRNA expression of muscle differentiation markers in COPD. In discordance with
these findings which suggested increased myogenesis, the mRNA expression of the
myogenesis repressor MSTN was higher in the skeletal muscle of both nonsarcopenic
and sarcopenic COPD patients than in controls (Figure 7H).
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Figure 7. | mRNA expression of myogenic markers in COPD and sarcopenic COPD. A) PAX7 mRNA
expression, B) PCNA mRNA expression, C) CCND1 mRNA expression, D) MYF5 mRNA expression, E)
MYOD1 mRNA expression, F) MYOG mRNA expression, G) M-cadherin mRNA expression, H) MSTN
mRNA expression. Abbreviations: PAX7, paired box 7; PCNA, proliferating cell nuclear antigen;
CCND1, cyclin D1; MYF5, myogenic factor 5; MYOD1, myogenic differentiation 1; MYOG, myogenin;
M-cadherin, cadherin 15; MSTN, myostatin. Values are means ± SEM. *p<0.05, compared to control
group.

DISCUSSION
By assessing a comprehensive panel of molecular regulators of muscle protein
turnover, we demonstrate that both protein degradation and synthesis signaling are
increased in the skeletal muscles of COPD patients, and extend previous findings by
showing that these alterations are even more prominent in sarcopenic COPD patients.
Furthermore, we show that myogenic differentiation signaling is increased in COPD,
which is maintained, but not aggravated in sarcopenic COPD.
Several studies have addressed protein degradation and/or protein synthesis
signaling in COPD or sarcopenic COPD [8-14, 29, 30]. However, due to differences
in characteristics of the control groups, differences in disease severity of the COPD
populations, and differences in body composition phenotyping, these studies cannot
be directly compared or combined to extrapolate a conclusion on protein turnover
regulation in COPD-related sarcopenia. In the present study, we therefore measured
an extensive panel of molecular markers in skeletal muscle biopsies of a large, well73
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phenotyped COPD cohort to assess potential differential regulation of protein
degradation and synthesis in the skeletal muscle of COPD patients with and without
sarcopenia, and hint toward its potential implications for the level of protein turnover.
Although we recognize that muscle protein degradation and synthesis rates were
not measured in this study, given that this is a general limitation of many studies in
humans, coordination between signaling and rates of turnover can be extrapolated
from previous studies [31].
Previous studies suggested increased FOXO signaling in the skeletal muscle of COPD
patients and sarcopenic COPD patients [11, 29]. Correspondingly, we find lower relative
FOXO1 and FOXO3 inhibitory phosphorylation in COPD patients, implicating increased
FOXO transcriptional activity. In line, the mRNA expression of the FOXO target SMART
is higher in sarcopenic COPD patients than in controls. However, although previous
reports showed increased ATROGIN1 [8, 9, 13] and MURF1 [11, 29] expression in COPD
and sarcopenic COPD, the present study shows no increase in the mRNA expression
of ATROGIN1, MURF1, or MUSA1. In agreement with the study of Natanek et al. [30],
ATROGIN1 mRNA expression even tends to be lower in sarcopenic COPD patients than
in nonsarcopenic COPD patients. Although the current data seem in disagreement
with some of the previous literature, we and others have suggested that the increased
expression of E3 ligases might be a feature of acute catabolic events rather than
chronic muscle wasting [30, 32, 33], the latter of which was studied in this cohort. We
speculate that a recurring rise in UPS activity during repeated disease exacerbations
results in an increased capacity for UPS induction, rendering the skeletal muscle
more susceptible to catabolic triggers [34, 35]. The higher FOXO1 protein and mRNA
expression levels in muscle tissue of COPD patients and sarcopenic COPD patients may
reflect such an increase in UPS inductive capacity. In this regard, the elevated absolute
FOXO1 phosphorylation level may serve as a compensatory inhibition of (excess)
protein degradation signaling in the stable disease phase.
In line with unaltered E3 ligase expression, the mRNA expression of autophagyrelated FOXO target genes, LC3B and P62, is unchanged in COPD and sarcopenic
COPD patients. Nonetheless, the higher BECN1 mRNA expression level in COPD
patients than in controls, and the apparent elevation in BECN1 protein expression
in sarcopenic compared with nonsarcopenic COPD patients hint toward increased
autophagy in COPD and sarcopenic COPD. It was previously shown that the number of
autophagosomes is higher in the skeletal muscle of COPD patients and muscle-wasted
COPD patients than in controls [14, 29]. Although autophagic flux cannot be measured
in vivo in humans, the lower LC3BII/I ratio in sarcopenic COPD patients compared with
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controls indicates that the level of autophagic flux is altered. The relative inhibitory
phosphorylation (Ser757) of ULK1, an important juncture in autophagy initiation,
is lower in COPD patients than in controls. Furthermore, the absolute Ser555
phosphorylation level tends to be higher in sarcopenic COPD patients than in controls
or nonsarcopenic COPD patients. Together, this suggests that in the skeletal muscle of
COPD patients, and even more prominent in sarcopenic COPD patients, autophagy is
increased.
Higher absolute FOXO1 phosphorylation levels in COPD and sarcopenic COPD patients
can result from increased AKT1 activity. However, several previous studies suggested
a decreased AKT1 activity in COPD and sarcopenic COPD based on the relative AKT1
phosphorylation [11, 14]. In line with this, we find lower relative AKT1 phosphorylation
in nonsarcopenic COPD patients than in controls, and a trend toward a further
decrease in sarcopenic COPD patients compared with nonsarcopenic COPD patients.
Notably, the lower AKT1 relative phosphorylation is not reflective of altered absolute
AKT1 phosphorylation, but rather of higher AKT1 protein expression. Moreover,
phosphorylation levels of other downstream targets of AKT1 (i.e., GSK3B, RPS6, 4EBP1), suggest increased AKT1 activity. This stresses the need to not merely predict
the enzymatic activity of phosphoproteins based on their relative phosphorylation
state, but to also consider alterations in total protein abundance. Indeed, although the
relative RPS6 phosphorylation remains unaltered, both the expression and activating
phosphorylation level of RPS6 are higher in COPD patients than in controls, which
is suggestive of increased mRNA translation capacity. Furthermore, the absolute
inhibitory phosphorylation level of the negative regulators of translation initiation,
GSK3B and 4E-BP1, is higher in sarcopenic COPD patients than in controls, implicating
increased mRNA translation initiation. Together, these results show that the stimulatory
signaling and capacity for protein synthesis is increased in the skeletal muscle of COPD
patients in a stable disease state, particularly in those with sarcopenia.
Alterations in protein turnover are not necessarily accompanied by changes in muscle
mass, and may serve several physiological processes, including muscle remodeling [28].
For example, recovery from muscle injury caused by eccentric exercise is accompanied
by an increase in protein synthesis signaling [36]. Furthermore, a recent study showed
an induction of autophagy during recovery from muscle injury and suggested a role
for autophagy in muscle regeneration [37]. In the present study, muscle biopsies
were taken at a basal state. Therefore, the increased autophagy and protein synthesis
signaling suggest ongoing skeletal muscle remodeling in COPD and sarcopenic COPD
patients, which may relate to muscle phenotypic alterations or damage repair. Indeed,
previous studies showed damage of sarcomeres in the skeletal muscle of cachectic
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COPD patients [29]. Furthermore, recovery from muscle damaging eccentric exercise
is accompanied by an increase in skeletal muscle satellite cell content [38], which is
indicative of myogenesis. Thèriault et al. reported unaltered satellite cell numbers in
COPD patients with and without muscle wasting, whereas the number of central nuclei
was higher in COPD patients with preserved muscle mass [39]. Based on myogenic
regulatory factor (MRF) protein expression, they suggested that satellite cells in COPD
are under a sustained proliferative state. The current study, however, shows no change
in the mRNA expression of PAX7, PCNA, and CCND1, suggesting no alteration in
satellite cell numbers or proliferation in muscle of COPD patients. Furthermore, MYF5
mRNA expression is unaltered, whereas the mRNA expression levels of M-cadherin and
the MRFs, MYOD1 and MYOG, are higher in COPD patients than in controls. Together,
this points toward increased myogenic differentiation signaling in COPD, which is
maintained, but not aggravated, in sarcopenic COPD.
Strikingly, but in line with previous research [13], MSTN mRNA expression is higher
in the skeletal muscle of COPD patients than in controls. MSTN is commonly known
as a negative regulator of protein synthesis and myogenesis [40]. However, when
considering the seemingly contradictory increase in expression of both MSTN and MRFs
in COPD, it should be taken into account that the effect of MSTN is context dependent
[41, 42]. In vitro data showed that MSTN negatively affects myoblast proliferation and
myogenic differentiation [43, 44], and in vivo MSTN deficiency elevates satellite cell
numbers due to increased self-renewal [41]. As such, it seems obvious that proliferation
is inhibited by MSTN. However, the inhibitory effect of MSTN on cell cycle progression
[41], often interpreted as detrimental for myogenesis, may actually facilitate terminal
differentiation [42, 45]. The higher MSTN and MRF mRNA expression in COPD may
therefore be a physiological response to promote terminal differentiation as part of
an increased demand for myonuclear accretion. Importantly, several studies suggest
that temporal expression of MSTN controls the balance between proliferation and
differentiation of satellite cells [41, 46, 47]. A sustained elevation of MSTN expression
may therefore impair satellite cell activation and negatively regulate self-renewal [41],
eventually resulting in satellite cell senescence and depletion of the satellite cell pool
[42, 48].
In conclusion, these results confirm increased protein degradation and synthesis
signaling in the skeletal muscle of COPD patients compared with controls and show
further stimulation of these processes in sarcopenic COPD patients compared with
nonsarcopenic COPD patients. Together with the increase in myogenic signaling, this
mirrors molecular alterations observed during muscle repair and remodeling (Figure
8).
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Figure 8. | Schematic presentation of sarcopenia-related molecular alterations in COPD. COPDrelated factors leading to muscle damage and remodeling may drive the increase in myogenic and
protein turnover signaling in COPD, as well as the even further increased protein turnover signaling
in sarcopenic COPD, which may impair recovery after an exacerbation, leading to a progressive loss
of muscle mass and function. Black text represents the regulation of indicated processes as measured
in the current study, whereas grey text represents their associations and implications from previous
literature. *Puig-Vilanova et al. [29].
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Factors implicated in COPD-related sarcopenia, including oxidative stress and
inflammation [32], can result from and cause cellular damage [49, 50], and may drive
repair and remodeling-like molecular alterations. Although these molecular alterations
are likely necessary to facilitate repair of myofiber damage, a sustained increase
in protein turnover regulation elevates the energetic costs of protein metabolism
[51], whereas a sustained increase in myogenic signaling could result in satellite cell
depletion. This may not affect muscle mass substantially in a stable disease state, but it
remains elusive to what extent this affects the coordination between anabolic signaling
and the anabolic response required for muscle mass recovery after an exacerbation.
Future studies should therefore address the underlying mechanisms and
pathophysiological relevance of repair and remodeling in the context of physiological
responses to anabolic and catabolic stimuli in COPD patients, to elucidate the role of
altered protein turnover and myogenic regulation in the development and treatment
of COPD-related sarcopenia.
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Tissue was homogenized (Beat-Beater) in presence of TRI-reagent (Sigma), and RNA
was isolated by TRI-reagent/Chloroform extraction and subsequently precipitated from
the aqueous phase using glycogen-containing isopropanol. RNA was reconstituted in
30 μl RNA storage solution (Ambion AM7001) and stored at -80°C. RNA concentrations
were measured spectrophotometrically using a Nanodrop UV-Vis spectrophotometer
(ND-1000, Thermo Scientific). 400 ng RNA was diluted in nuclease free H2O and reverse
transcribed to cDNA using the Tetro cDNA synthesis kit (Bioline) according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. qPCR primers were designed based on Ensembl transcript
sequences and ordered from Sigma Genosys (Zwijndrecht, the Netherlands), with
primer details shown in Table S1. qPCR reactions contained Sensimix SYBR & ROX (GC
Biotech) and primer mix, and were run in a 384 well white opaque plate (Roche) on
a LightCycler 480 system (Roche). Melting curves were analysed to verify specificity
of the amplification, and relative quantity of the targets was assessed by LinRegPCR
software (v2014.8) [1]. Three reference genes (RPLP0, B2M, and PPIA) were used to
calculate a GeNorm correction factor, which was used to normalize expression levels
of the target genes.
Western Blot
Tissue was homogenized in 600 μl of Immunoprecipitation lysis buffer (50mM Tris,
150 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, 0.5% Nonidet P40, protease and phosphatase inhibitors
(Roche)) with a Micro Tissue Homogenizer. After homogenization, samples were
incubated on a tube rotator at 4°C for 30 minutes and centrifuged at 14000g at
4°C for 30 minutes. The supernatant was stored at -80°C until analysis. Total protein
concentration was determined using BCA Protein Assay kit (Pierce) according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. For Western Blot analyses, 4x Laemmli sample buffer
(0.25M Tris-HCl ph6.8; 8% (w/v) SDS; 40% (v/v) glycerol; 0.4M DTT and 0.02% (w/v)
Bromophenol Blue) was added and samples were heated to 100°C for 5 minutes. 10
μg protein was separated on a Criterion XT Precast 4-12% Bis-Tris gel (Bio-Rad) in
XT MOPS running buffer (Bio-Rad) by gel electrophoresis. Proteins were transferred
to a nitrocellulose membrane (Bio-Rad) by electroblotting at 100V for 60 minutes in
transfer buffer (25 mM Tris, 192 mM Glycine, 20% (vol/vol) methanol).
For total protein detection, the membrane was stained with PonceauS solution (0.2%
PonceauS in 1% acetic acid; Sigma-Aldrich Chemie) and imaged using the Amersham
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imager 600RGB. The membrane was blocked for 1 hour at room temperature (RT)
in Tris-buffered saline with Tween20 (TBST; 20 mM Tris, 137 mM NaCl, 0.1% (vol/vol)
Tween20, pH 7.6) containing 3% (w/v) nonfat dry milk (Campina, Eindhoven, the
Netherlands). The membranes were washed in TBST, followed by overnight incubation
at 4°C with primary antibody diluted in TBST with 3% BSA or non-fat dry milk (Table
S2). Membranes were incubated with a peroxidase conjugated secondary antibody
solution (Vector Laboratories, #PI-1000 (Diluted 1:10000 in blocking solution)) for 1
hour at RT, and targets were visualized by chemiluminescence using Supersignal West
PICO or FEMTO Chemiluminescent Substrate (Pierce Biotechnology, Inc.) according to
the manufacturer’s instructions, and detected using the Amersham imager 600RGB.
Signals were quantified with Image Quant software (Amersham). For analyses, samples
from controls and COPD patients were randomly distributed within and between
blots, and reference samples were loaded onto all blots to correct for between-blot
variation. Protein expression and phosphorylation levels were corrected for total
protein content, and presented as a fold change compared to the control group.
REFERENCES
1.
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polymerase chain reaction (PCR) data. Neurosci Lett 2003;339(1):62-6.
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Table S1. | qPCR primer sequences of genes of interest and reference genes
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*Sample size (controls/non-sarcopenic COPD patients/sarcopenic COPD patients). Abbreviations:
FOXO1, forkhead box O1; FOXO3, forkhead box O3; MURF1 (TRIM63), tripartite motif containing
63; MUSA1 (FBXO30), F-box protein 30; SMART (FBXO21), F-box protein 21; ATROGIN1 (FBXO32/
MAFBX), F-box protein 32; LC3B (MAP1LC3B), microtubule associated protein 1 light chain 3 beta;
P62 (SQSTM1), sequestosome 1; BECN1, Beclin1; ULK1, unc-51 like autophagy activating kinase 1;
PAX7, paired box 7; PCNA, proliferating cell nuclear antigen; CCND1, cyclin D1; MYF5, myogenic
factor 5; MYOD1, myogenic differentiation 1; MYOG, myogenin; M-cadherin (CDH15), cadherin 15;
MSTN, myostatin; RPLP0, ribosomal protein lateral stalk subunit P0; B2M, beta-2-microglobulin;
PPIA, peptidylprolyl isomerase A.
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Table S2. | Primary antibody list
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*Sample size (controls/non-sarcopenic COPD patients/sarcopenic COPD patients). Abbreviations:
FOXO1, forkhead box O1/ FOXO3, forkhead box O3/ LC3B, microtubule associated protein 1 light
chain 3 beta/ P62, sequestosome 1/ BECN1, Beclin1/ ULK1, unc-51 like autophagy activating kinase
1/ AKT1, AKT serine/threonine kinase 1/ MTOR, mechanistic target of rapamycin/ GSK3B, glycogen
synthase kinase 3 beta/ 4E-BP1, eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4E binding protein 1/ RPS6,
ribosomal protein S6/ Tyr, tyrosine/ Ser, Serine.
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ABSTRACT
Background: Skeletal muscle regeneration after disuse is essential for muscle
maintenance and involves the regulation of both mass- and metabolic plasticityrelated processes. However, the relation between these processes during recovery
from disuse remains unclear. In this study, we explored the potential interrelationship
between the molecular regulation of muscle mass and oxidative metabolism during
recovery from disuse.

4

Methods: Molecular profiles were measured in biopsies from the vastus lateralis of
healthy men after 1-leg cast immobilization and after 1 wk reloading, and in mouse
gastrocnemius obtained before and after hindlimb suspension and during reloading
(RL-1, -2, -3, -5, and -8 d).
Results: Cluster analysis of the human recovery response revealed correlations
between myogenesis and autophagy markers in 2 clusters, which were distinguished
by the presence of markers of early myogenesis, autophagosome formation, and
mitochondrial turnover vs. markers of late myogenesis, autophagy initiation, and
mitochondrial mass. In line with these findings, an early transient increase in B-cell
lymphoma-2 interacting protein 3 and sequestosome-1 protein, and GABA type A
receptor-associated protein like-1 protein and mRNA and a late increase in myomaker
and myosin heavy chain-8 mRNA, microtubule-associated protein 1 light chain 3-II:I
ratio, and FUN14 domain-containing-1 mRNA and protein were observed in mice.
Conclusion: The regulatory profiles of protein, mitochondrial, and myonuclear
turnover are correlated and temporally associated, suggesting a coordinated regulation
of muscle mass- and oxidative metabolism-related processes during recovery from
disuse.
Acknowledgements
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INTRODUCTION
Skeletal muscles are essential to generate the forces for postural support and
physical function. Furthermore, representing half of the body mass and being
highly metabolically active, skeletal muscle tissue is an important site for control
of metabolism [1]. These functions are supported by the muscles’ biochemical and
morphologic makeup, which are tightly regulated and can rapidly adapt to alterations
in mechanical and metabolic demands — referred to as skeletal muscle plasticity.
Muscle disuse results from low skeletal muscle mechanical loading, such as occurs
with bed rest during hospitalization after surgery or acute illness, with immobilization
after a fracture, and with certain chronic diseases. It is well established that disuse
leads to a reduction of skeletal muscle strength [2] and mass [2, 3], which results
from a negative balance in muscle protein turnover [2, 4]. In addition, disuse affects
muscle quality, including a transition from a slow to fast fiber type [5-7], a shift from fat
oxidation toward glycolysis [8], a decrease in mitochondrial mass and function [9-12],
and a reduction in vascularization [13].
The above-mentioned qualitative alterations in response to disuse collectively reduce
the capacity for oxidative metabolism. It has been suggested that these metabolic
alterations represent an adaptation to a decreased energy requirement resulting from
a reduction in the level of protein turnover upon disuse [8]. On the other hand, a study
showed that the inhibition of disuse-induced mitochondrial alterations prevents the
loss of muscle mass [12]. These findings indicate that muscle disuse-induced mass and
metabolic alterations are highly interdependent.
Although disuse-induced alterations in skeletal muscle mass and function may be part
of a normal physiologic response, the negative implications of muscle disuse atrophy
for general health, quality of life [14], and even survival [15-17] have been clearly
demonstrated. Both nutritional interventions and exercise mimetics have been used
to prevent muscle disuse atrophy, but none serve as a complete substitute for the
mechanical and metabolic stimulation during normal muscle use [18-22]. Nevertheless,
in otherwise healthy individuals, a normalization of muscle mass and function occurs
upon reloading after disuse [23, 24]. However, the negative consequences of disuse
may persist when muscle regeneration is impaired, as occurs in elderly [25-27] and
chronically ill persons [28]. To identify and target factors that hamper skeletal muscle
recovery during resumed physical activity after disuse in such persons, a better
understanding of the molecular alterations driving skeletal muscle plasticity during
reloading-induced recovery is imperative.
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In contrast to the wealth of data on the molecular alterations during skeletal muscle
disuse in both humans and animals, insight into the molecular response to reloading
to induce skeletal muscle regeneration is less abundant and depends mainly on data
from studies in rodents. From these studies, it is clear that protein synthesis signaling
related to the control of mRNA translation is increased upon reloading after disuse [27,
29, 30] and that markers of the ubiquitin proteasome system (UPS) return to baseline
levels during reloading [24, 30]. Rather than a passive normalization of the protein
turnover balance, several studies suggest a transient activation of protein degradation
signaling during reloading-induced recovery, particularly of the autophagy-lysosome
pathway [24, 27, 31, 32]. In addition, myogenesis seems to be activated during skeletal
muscle reloading [4, 30, 33].
These reloading-induced molecular alterations are also implicated in intrinsic
remodeling of skeletal muscle. Indeed, metabolic alterations take place upon skeletal
muscle reloading, including an activation of processes that regulate mitochondrial
biogenesis and function [32, 34, 35] and an increase in mitochondrial mass [32, 34].
Similar to the interdependency of mass and metabolic alterations upon muscle disuse,
these processes may be linked during reloading-induced recovery. However, such a
potential relation is largely understudied. In the present study, we therefore sought
to provide insight in the interrelationship between the regulation of muscle mass
and muscle metabolic plasticity during recovery from disuse. A better understanding
of these relations is essential for the identification of the molecular origin, and
subsequent treatment, of impaired remobilization-induced skeletal muscle recovery in
the elderly and chronically ill. We explored these relations by measuring a selected set
of indicators and molecular regulators and mediators of muscle mass- and oxidative
metabolism-related processes and studied their interrelationship during reloadinginduced recovery after disuse in both humans and rodents.
METHODS
Subjects, study design, and measurements
Skeletal muscle molecular profiles of 14 healthy young men (age, 23 ± 1 yr; body
mass index, 22.9 ± 0.6 kg/m2) who participated in a double-blind, randomized,
placebo-controlled intervention trial (www.clinicaltrials.gov; NCT01894737) were
analyzed. Written informed consent was obtained from all subjects, and the study was
approved by the Maastricht University Medical Center+ (Maastricht, the Netherlands)
ethics review board (13-3-023) and performed in accordance with the Declaration of
Helsinki. The study design and primary data were published previously [36]. In brief,
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participants were subjected to 7 d of 1-leg immobilization by means of a full leg cast
[unloading (UL)], followed by 7 d of remobilization [reloading (RL)]. Subjects were
asked to maintain habitual dietary intake and refrain from any heavy physical exercise
during the entire intervention period. Their compliance was checked and confirmed
by dietary intake records and activity journals. Furthermore, the subjects consumed
standardized meals the evening before all test days. Needle biopsies from the vastus
lateralis of the casted leg were taken after an overnight fast after UL and again after
RL. Samples were frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C until further analysis.
Furthermore, muscle mass, measured by cross-sectional area (CSA) was assessed by
a computed tomographic scan of the upper legs, muscle strength was assessed with
a 1-repetition maximum (1-RM) knee extension test, and body weight was measured
with a digital scale. None of the subjects performed progressive resistance-type
exercise training or took creatine supplements or any medication that would interfere
with muscle metabolism in the 6 mo before the study.
Only subjects with a complete set of available muscle biopsies were included in the
current subanalysis (n=14), of whom 5 received placebo and 9 received creatine
supplementation. Based on an increase of <10 mM/kg in muscle total creatine content
[36], 4 subjects were considered nonresponders to creatine loading. Furthermore,
creatine supplementation did not have any impact on muscle disuse or subsequent
recovery [36].
Animals and study design
The animal study was approved by the Institutional Animal Care Committee of
Maastricht University (DEC-2009-074). The study design has been published [30,
34]. In the current subanalysis, only the control (i.e., GSK-3βfl/fl MLC1f-Cre-/-) animals
were used. In brief, 13-wk-old male C57/Bl6 mice were housed in a temperaturecontrolled room (21-22°C) with a 12-12 h light-dark cycle and standard chow pellets
and water ad libitum. Mice were subjected to either no experimental procedure
(baseline, BL; n=9), 14 d of muscle UL by hindlimb suspension (UL, n=8), or 1, 2, 3, 5,
or 8 d of RL after hindlimb suspension (n=8 per time point). Mice were euthanized
at each time point by injection with pentobarbital sodium, and hindlimb muscles
were excised with standardized dissection methods. Muscles were cleaned of excess
fat and connective tissue, pair weighed on an analytical scale, and snap frozen in
liquid nitrogen (biochemical analyses) or embedded in Tissue-Tek optimal cutting
temperature compound (Sakura Finetek, Zoeterwolde, the Netherlands) and frozen
in melting isopentane (histochemical analyses). Samples were stored at -80°C until
further analysis. The gastrocnemius was used for protein and mRNA analyses, as its
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response to hindlimb UL is pronounced and well characterized in studies [37-39].
Furthermore, it has a fiber type composition and distribution that is representative of
many muscles in the hindlimb and is similar to the fiber type composition observed in
the human vastus lateralis.
Protein isolation and Western blot analysis

4

For protein analysis, frozen mouse gastrocnemius was powdered and lysed in a wholecell lysis buffer (50 mM Tris, 150 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, 0.5% Nonidet P40, 1 mM EDTA,
500 μM Na3VO4, 500 μM NaF, 100 μM β-glycerophosphate, 100 μM Na4P2O7, 1 mM DTT,
10 μg/ml leupeptin, and 1% aprotinin) for 1 h on a tube rotator at 4°C, followed by 30
min of centrifugation at 14,000 g at 4°C. Lysates were aliquoted in sample buffer [0.25M
Tris-HCl, 8% (w/v) SDS, 40% (v/v) glycerol, 0.4M DTT, and 0.02% (w/v) bromophenol
blue], boiled for 5 min at 95°C, and stored at -80°C. Human vastus lateralis biopsies
were homogenized in lysis buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl, 1% Nonidet P40, 5 mM EDTA, 2
mM Na3VO4, 100 mM NaF, 10 mM Na4P2O7, 10 μg/ml leupeptin, 10 μg/ml aprotinin, 3
mM benzamidine, and 1 mM PMSF) using an Ultra-Turrax (IKA Works, Wilmington, NC,
USA). Lysates were centrifuged for 10 min at 10,000 g at 4°C. Lysates were aliquoted
in sample buffer [0.35M Tris-HCl, 10% (w/v) SDS, 30% (v/v) glycerol, 0.6M DTT, and
0.02% bromophenol blue], boiled for 5 min at 100°C, and stored at -80°C. Total protein
concentration was determined with the Pierce BCA Protein Assay Kit (Thermo Fisher
Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA), according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
Ten micrograms protein was separated on a Criterion XT Precast Bis-Tris Gel (Bio-Rad,
Hercules, CA, USA) in XT-3-[N-morpholino]propanesulfonic acid or XT-3-[N-morpholino]
ethanesulfonic acid running buffer (Bio-Rad) by gel electrophoresis. Proteins were
transferred to a 0.45-μm nitrocellulose membrane (Bio-Rad) by electroblotting at 100V
for 60 min in transfer buffer [25 mM Tris, 192 mM glycine, 20% (v/v) methanol]. For total
protein detection, membranes were stained with PonceauS solution (0.2% PonceauS
in 1% acetic acid; MilliporeSigma, Burlington, MA, USA) for 3–5 min, washed in doubledistilled H2O for 30 s on a shaker, and imaged with the Amersham imager 600RGB (GE
Healthcar, Chicago, IL, USA). The membranes were blocked for 1 h at room temperature
in Tris-buffered saline with Tween 20 [TBST; 20 mM Tris, 137 mM NaCl, 0.1% (v/v) Tween
20, pH 7.6] containing 5% (w/v) nonfat dry milk (Campina, Eindhoven, the Netherlands).
The membranes were washed in TBST, followed by overnight incubation at 4°C with
primary antibody diluted in TBST with 3% bovine serum albumin (Supplemental Table
S1). After a wash in TBST, membranes were incubated with a peroxidase-conjugated
secondary antibody solution (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA, USA) for 1 h at
room temperature and targets were visualized by chemiluminescence (Supersignal
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West PICO or FEMTO Chemiluminescent substrate; Thermo Fisher Scientific), according
to the manufacturer’s instructions, and detected with the Amersham Imager 600RGB.
Signals were quantified with Image Quant TL software (GE Healthcare). Samples from
each group were distributed within and between blots, to allow for correction of
between-session variation [40], and protein expression and phosphorylation levels
were corrected for protein loading assessed by PonceauS.
RNA isolation and RT-qPCR
For RNA analysis, powdered mouse gastrocnemius was lysed in RLT solution containing
1% 2-ME. Total RNA was extracted using an on-column RNA isolation kit (Qiagen,
Hilden, Germany) according to the manufacturer’s instructions and stored at -80°C.
Human vastus lateralis biopsies were lysed in Trizol (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Total
RNA was isolated by phenol-chloroform extraction and subsequent precipitation from
the aqueous phase with glycogen-containing isopropanol. RNA was reconstituted in
nuclease-free H2O and stored at -80°C.
RNA concentration was determined with a spectrophotometer (Nanodrop ND-1000
UV-Vis; Thermo Fisher Scientific). RNA (400 ng/sample) was reverse transcribed into
cDNA with a Transcriptor cDNA synthesis kit (Roche, Basel, Switzerland), according
to the manufacturer’s instructions. Primers were designed based on Ensemble
transcript sequences and ordered from MilliporeSigma, with primer details shown
in Supplemental Table S2. qPCR reactions contained Sensimix Sybr Rox (GC Biotech,
Alphen aan den Rijn, the Netherlands) and primer mix and were run in a 384-well
white opaque plate (Roche Diagnostics, Indianapolis, IN, USA) on a LightCycler 480
system (Roche Diagnostics). Melting curves were analyzed to verify specificity of the
amplification, and relative quantity of the targets was assessed by LinRegPCR software
(v2014.8; http://www.hartfaalcentrum.nl) (Heart Failure Research Centre, Amsterdam,
the Netherlands). Study-specific reference genes (Supplemental Table S2) were used
to calculate a GeNorm correction factor (https://genorm.cmgg.be/), which was used
to normalize expression levels of the target genes.
Immunohistochemistry
OCT-embedded, frozen mouse gastrocnemius was cut (7 μm), defrosted, and air dried
at room temperature. Tissue was fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde and permeabilized
with 0.2% Triton X-100 in PBS. Subsequently, samples were treated for 60 min with 3%
H2O2, blocked for 60 min in blocking solution [5% (v/v) goat serum, 2% (w/v) bovine
serum albumin, 1:40 mouse-on-mouse blocking reagent (MOM; Vector Laboratories)]
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at room temperature, and incubated overnight at 4°C with primary antibodies
directed against laminin and paired box (PAX)-7 (1:250) (Supplemental Table S1).
Samples were incubated in horseradish peroxidase-conjugated streptavidin and goat
anti-rabbit 555 (1:200) for 60 min at room temperature, and subsequently for 7 min in
tyramide working solution and reaction stop reagent, according to the manufacturer’s
protocol (Tyramide SuperBoost Kit; Thermo Fisher Scientific). Nuclei were stained
with DAPI, after which cover slips were mounted with Mowiol (MilliporeSigma). After
staining, images were digitally captured with fluorescence microscopy (Olympus IX81; Olympus, Hamburg, Germany) connected to a digital camera (EXi Aqua; QImaging,
Surrey, BC, Canada) at x400 magnification. Image processing and quantitative analyses
were performed with ImageJ (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA).
Laminin staining was used to determine the cell borders. Within each image, the mean
fiber CSA, the number of myonuclei per fiber, and the mean fiber CSA per nucleus
were quantified. Satellite cells (SCs) were manually counted and were defined as PAX7+
nuclei located within the basal lamina.
Data analysis and statistics
To address the relation between alterations in skeletal muscle mass- and oxidative
metabolism-related processes during RL after disuse, clustering of human skeletal
muscle biochemical and physiologic parameters was performed with the SciPy
(v.0.19.1) toolkit [41]. The RL response (RL-UL) per parameter was expressed as the
percentage change from UL. The Spearman correlation coefficient between each pair
of relative RL responses (i.e., Rj,k) was computed and subsequently transformed to
Euclidean distance (Dj,k) with (Eq. 1):

The resulting Euclidean distance matrix was hierarchically clustered based on the
between-cluster average linkage using SciPy’s cluster.hierarchy.linkage module and
visualized using the clustermap module within Seaborn v.0.8.1 [42]. Differences in the
distribution of markers between clusters were tested by Pearson’s χ2 test with post-hoc
analysis based on adjusted residuals with Bonferroni correction.
The RL response per parameter of paired data (human biopsies) was tested by pairedsamples t-test. The time-dependent reloading response (mouse muscle) was tested
by 1-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s post-hoc test, using UL as a reference group. Data
are expressed as means ± SEM, unless indicated otherwise. Statistical analyses were
performed with SPSS Statistics (v.22.0; IBM, Armonk, NY, USA).
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RESULTS
One week of remobilization after leg immobilization-induced atrophy tended to
increase quadriceps CSA (Table 1). However, neither quadriceps CSA nor muscle force
measured by 1-RM had returned to preimmobilization baseline levels, indicating that
recovery was still ongoing.
Table 1. | Response to immobilization

4
Data are expressed as means ± SEM. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001 vs. preimmobilization, #p<0.1
vs. postimmobilization.

Regulators and mediators of myogenesis, autophagy, and mitochondrial mass and
dynamics correlate during recovery from muscle disuse in humans
To address whether there is a correlation between alterations in skeletal muscle massand oxidative metabolism-related processes during RL after disuse, we measured the
protein and mRNA expression of several regulators and mediators of protein turnover,
mitochondrial turnover, and myonuclear turnover, before and after 7 d of RL in humans
and clustered the correlations between relative RL responses based on similarity. From
this, 4 clusters of parameters were identified (Figure 1).
Cluster 1 appeared enriched in markers of protein turnover signaling, whereas cluster
2 seemed to be enriched in markers of muscle mass and function (Supplemental
Table S3). Furthermore, two major clusters (3, 4) occurred in which markers of
myogenesis and autophagy were strongly represented (Supplemental Table S3).
This strong representation of myogenesis and autophagy markers was accompanied
by a high percentage of markers of mitochondrial turnover and mitochondrial
dynamics in cluster 3, whereas cluster 4 was concomitantly enriched in markers of
mitochondrial mass and appeared enriched in markers of mitochondrial dynamics,
and to some extent, protein turnover (Supplemental Table S3). Furthermore, most of
the myogenesis markers represented in cluster 3 [i.e., myogenic factor (MYF)-5, myosin
heavy chain (MYH)-8, myogenin (MYOG), and MYH9 mRNA] are associated with late
stages of myogenesis (i.e., differentiation and fusion), whereas most of the myogenesis
regulators and markers represented in cluster 4 [i.e., myostatin (MSTN) protein, and
cyclin D1, PAX7, and cadherin 15 mRNA] are associated with early stages of myogenesis
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(i.e., proliferation). Moreover, most of the autophagy markers in cluster 3 [i.e., optineurin
(OPTN) mRNA, and microtubule associated protein 1 light chain 3 b (MAP1LC3B)-II,
MAP1LC3B-I, and beclin (BECN)-1 protein] are indicators of autophagosome formation,
whereas most of the autophagy markers in cluster 4 [i.e., phosphorylated unc-51 like
autophagy activating kinase 1 (ULK1) ser556, pULK1ser556:ULK1 ratio, pULK1ser758,
pULK1ser758:ULK1 ratio, GABA type A receptor associated protein like 1 (GABARAPL1),
and sequestosome 1 (SQSTM1) protein] are indicators of autophagy initiation.

4

Figure 1. | A correlation heatmap and cluster dendrogram of biochemical and functional parameters
during skeletal muscle recovery from disuse in humans. Each square represents the Spearman
correlation coefficient between the relative RL responses of parameters displayed on the x- and
y-axis, with colors indicating the strength and direction of the correlation.
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Induction of late myogenic markers after 5 d of RL in mice
The distinct clustering of early (cluster 4) and late (cluster 3) myogenesis markers upon
remobilization in human subjects may reflect a time-dependent expression pattern
of these markers, as previously observed for early myogenesis markers by Pansters
et al. [30]. This RL time-course mouse study was therefore used to address those
time-dependent expression patterns. In this study, UL decreased the myofiber CSA,
myonuclear domain, and number of nuclei per fiber (Figure 2A−C). Ongoing recovery
was indicated by an incomplete normalization of CSA and myonuclear domain up
to RL-8, and the number of nuclei per fiber was significantly restored at RL-3 and -8.
This restoration of the myonuclei was paralleled by a tendency toward an increased
number of SCs at RL-3 (Figure 2D−E).

Figure 2. | Changes in myofiber CSA, myonuclear domain (MD), and the number of myonuclei and
SCs during muscle disuse and recovery in mice. A–D) Gastrocnemius muscles were collected at
baseline (BL), after 14 d of UL, or after 1, 3, or 8 d of RL, for immunohistochemical determination of
mean muscle fiber CSA (A); MD (B); mean number of myonuclei (C); and mean number of PAX7+ SCs
per muscle fiber (D). E) Representation of immunohistochemical detection of Laminin (red) and PAX7
(green), and nuclei stained with DAPI (blue). Arrowheads: PAX7+ SCs, arrows: myofiber nuclei. #p<0.1,
*p<0.05, **p<0.01, vs. BL, and $p<0.05 vs. UL.
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To assess whether late myogenesis markers indeed display a distinct temporal
expression pattern, we measured markers of SC fusion and early myofiber regeneration
in mouse gastrocnemius at 1, 2, 3, 5, and 8 d of RL after hindlimb suspension. At RL-1
and -2, Myh9 was transiently increased and gradually normalized at RL-5 and -8
(Figure 3). The expression of another, novel fusion marker, myomaker (Mymk), was
strongly but transiently induced at RL-5. Furthermore, Myh8 was induced at RL-5 and
-8. Expression of the muscle-specific gene creatine kinase (Ckm) was reduced upon
UL, and was transiently further reduced at RL-1, -2 and -3, whereas expression of the
negative regulator of muscle mass Mstn was reduced at RL-5 and -8.

4

Figure 3. | Temporal changes in mRNA expression of markers and mediators of late myogenesis upon
recovery from muscle disuse in mice. mRNA expression of MYH9, MYMK, MYH8, creatine kinase,
and MSTN was assessed in gastrocnemius upon recovery from 14 d hindlimb suspension. #p<0.1,
*p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001 vs. UL.

Parallel modulation of autophagy and myogenesis in mice
To address whether the temporal expression patterns of early and late myogenesis
markers coincide with a temporal regulation of autophagy (as suggested from clusters
3 and 4), mRNA and protein levels of indicators of autophagosome formation and
markers of autophagy capacity and autophagy initiation were measured.
The relative protein expression of Map1lc3b-I displayed an acute but transient increase
at RL-1, -2 and -3, whereas Map1lc3b-II levels remained largely unaltered (Figure 4).
The Map1lc3b-II:I ratio was decreased at RL-1, but subsequently normalized, and
even increased at RL-8. Furthermore, the relative mRNA expression of Map1lc3b was
decreased at RL-2, -3 and -5, and seemed to be partially normalized at RL-8 (Figure
5). In contrast, Gabarapl1 and Sqstm1 protein and mRNA expression displayed an
acute but transient increase at RL-1 compared to UL, although Gabarapl1 mRNA was
initially reduced upon UL (Figure 4, Figure 5). The mRNA expression of Optn, Becn1 and
autophagy related-7 were unaltered during RL (Figure 5).
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Figure 4. | Temporal changes in protein expression of autophagosome formation indicators upon
recovery from muscle disuse in mice. Protein expression of MAP1LC3B-I, MAP1LC3B-II, MAP1LC3BII:I, GABARAPL1, and SQSTM1 was assessed in gastrocnemius upon recovery from 14 d hindlimb
suspension. #p<0.1, *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001 vs. UL.

Figure 5. | Temporal changes in mRNA expression of autophagy-related genes upon recovery
from muscle disuse in mice. mRNA expression of MAP1LC3B, GABARAPL1, SQSTM1, OPTN, BECN1,
and autophagy related (ATG)-7 was assessed in gastrocnemius upon recovery from 14 d hindlimb
suspension. **p<0.01, ***p<0.001 vs. UL.
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To further address a main regulatory step in the conversion of changes in autophagy
capacity into flux, the activating and inhibiting phosphorylation of Ulk1 was assessed.
Both absolute and relative activating Ulk1 phosphorylation (ser555) were increased
during RL, up to RL-3 (Figure 6). However, in parallel, both absolute and relative
inhibiting Ulk1 phosphorylation (ser757) were increased during RL, up to RL-5.

4

Figure 6. | Temporal changes in protein expression of markers of autophagy initiation upon recovery
from muscle disuse in mice. Protein expression of ULK1, p-ULK1(ser555), p-ULK1(ser555):ULK1 ratio,
p-ULK1(ser757), and p-ULK1(ser757):ULK1 ratio was assessed in gastrocnemius upon recovery from
14 d hindlimb suspension. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001 vs. UL.

Temporal induction of mitophagy during recovery from disuse in mice
Next to the predominance of markers of autophagosome formation in cluster 3, this
cluster also appeared to be enriched in markers of mitophagy. We therefore assessed
the temporal expression of mitophagy markers during recovery from disuse in mice.
No significant alterations in protein expression of BCL2 interacting protein 3 like
(Bnip3l) or parkin RBR E3 ubiquitin protein ligase (Prkn) were observed during recovery
after disuse. However, the protein expression of Bnip3 increased at RL-1, subsequently
returned to UL values, and decreased at RL-5 and -8 (Figure 7). Furthermore, FUN14
domain containing 1 (Fundc1) protein expression was increased at RL-8 compared to
UL, although an initial decrease was observed upon UL. Corresponding to its change
in protein abundance, Fundc1 mRNA expression was increased at RL-8 (Figure 8).
Furthermore, Bnip3l mRNA expression was decreased, and phosphatase and tensin
homolog (PTEN)-induced putative kinase 1 (Pink)-1 tended to be decreased upon
remobilization, up to d RL-8, but no changes in the expression of Prkn mRNA were
observed.
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4
Figure 7. | Temporal changes in protein expression of mitophagy regulators and mediators upon
recovery from muscle disuse in mice. Protein expression of BNIP3L, BNIP3, FUNDC1, and PRKN
was assessed in gastrocnemius upon recovery from 14 d hindlimb suspension. #p<0.1, *p<0.05,
***p<0.001 vs. UL.

Figure 8. | Temporal changes in mRNA expression of mitophagy-related genes upon recovery from
muscle disuse in mice. mRNA expression of BNIP3L, BNIP3, FUNDC1, PINK1, and PRKN was assessed in
gastrocnemius upon recovery from 14 d hindlimb suspension. #p<0.1, *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001
vs. UL.
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DISCUSSION
Alterations in the regulation of both muscle mass and metabolic plasticity during
recovery from disuse have been reported, but the interaction between these
processes is understudied. Hence, we explored this potential interaction by measuring
established molecular regulators and mediators of processes that determine muscle
mass and metabolism in human and mouse muscle and showed that molecular
markers of myogenesis, autophagy, and mitochondrial mass and dynamics change
coordinately during recovery from disuse.

4

In the current human study, 1 wk of remobilization after leg immobilization-induced
atrophy increased quadriceps CSA compared to postimmobilization, but did not
return quadriceps CSA or muscle force measured by 1-RM to preimmobilization
baseline levels. This finding is in line with those in studies that showed an incomplete
normalization of CSA [43, 44] and muscle strength [44] upon 1 wk of recovery after
immobilization and a complete normalization of muscle mass and strength after 2
wk of recovery [25, 44-47]. This result shows that after 1 wk of remobilization, skeletal
muscle recovery is still ongoing, and thus allows us to study the processes that are
associated with recovery.
We detected substantial interindividual variation in the human molecular responses
to RL (Supplemental Figure S1), which was not affected by correction for creatine
supplementation. We exploited this variation to assess the relation between molecular
RL responses. Based on hierarchical cluster analysis of the correlations between relative
RL responses, we identified 4 clusters of parameters. The coappearance of markers
and mediators of classic muscle mass- and oxidative metabolism-related processes
within clusters 3 and 4 may point at an interdependency or joint regulation of these
processes during recovery from atrophy. Although we cannot exclude creatine
supplementation as a potential confounding factor and a modulatory effect of
creatine supplementation on certain molecular processes has been suggested [48, 49],
there is no indication of an effect of creatine supplementation on the interrelationship
between the regulatory processes associated with recovery from muscle atrophy, and
correction for creatine supplementation does not alter the pattern of correlations
between RL effects. Markers that regulate and mediate different stages of myogenesis
and autophagy displayed a distinct clustering, which may be related to differences in
their temporal expression patterns. Between-subject asynchronicity in such temporal
expression patterns may contribute to the observed variation, which — despite its
applicability in the assessment of between-variable associations — limits the statistical
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power to detect relevant changes on a group level. Furthermore, interindividual
asynchronicity, combined with a single time-point observation during recovery
in humans, complicates the synthesis of a univocal conclusion on the molecular RL
response. The high-resolution time-course study in mice was thus instrumental in the
indepth exploration of the time-dependent molecular regulation of muscle mass and
metabolic plasticity during disuse-induced atrophy recovery.
Similar to the study in humans, mice displayed an incomplete normalization of muscle
weight [30] and muscle fiber CSA, which supports ongoing recovery over 8 d of RL.
Three days of RL after hindlimb suspension transiently increased the number of PAX7+
SCs per fiber. This finding is in line with previous studies assessing SC numbers after
relative short-term remobilization in rodents [50-52] and humans [46] and may explain
the unaltered number of SCs upon longer term remobilization [53]. In accordance
with the early induction of SC proliferation, our lab showed in another study an early
and potentially biphasic induction of markers and mediators of the initial steps in
myogenesis in this model [30]. In the current work, we showed for the first time that,
subsequent to this increase in early myogenesis markers, the markers and mediators
of late stages of myogenesis Mymk and Myh8 are increased toward the end of the
8 d RL phase. Furthermore, in line with previous studies [54-56], there was a partial
restoration of the number of nuclei per fiber after 3 d of RL, which supports the notion
that SCs functionally contribute to skeletal muscle recovery after disuse [57]. Indeed,
because the myonuclear domain was unaltered during remobilization, the increase in
myonuclear content is expected to result in an increase in muscle fiber CSA. However,
as this change in fiber CSA is not yet significantly detectable, we conclude that
muscle fiber CSA is incompletely restored up to 8 d of remobilization. These findings
could be speculated to result from a lag time between myonuclear accretion and a
functional contribution of the newly incorporated nucleus to protein synthesis or to
reflect a role for myonuclear accretion in muscle fiber metabolic plasticity. Despite the
incomplete normalization of muscle fiber CSA and myonuclear domain over the time
course examined in this mouse study, their recovery seemed to start as early as RL1. This is in agreement with the previously observed acute and sustained increase in
protein synthesis signaling [30, 58-60] and increased protein synthesis rates upon RL
[61]. This anabolic state precedes myonuclear accretion, which supports the notion
that hypertrophy can occur to some extent independent of SCs [62]. Furthermore,
previous studies have consistently shown a suppression of mediators of the UPS
during recovery from disuse [27, 30, 44, 52, 59, 60, 63-65], whereas a transient increase
in proteasome activity [27, 61] and ubiquitin-conjugated proteins [60] have been
observed simultaneously.
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In this study, we conducted a comprehensive analysis of markers of autophagosome
formation, autophagy capacity, and autophagy initiation. From this, we conclude that
autophagy is actively regulated both acutely, as well as after 5 and 8 d of RL, which
appears to parallel the temporal regulation of myonuclear accretion. We showed an
acute but transient increase in the autophagosome formation markers Map1lc3b-I,
Gabarapl1 and Sqstm1 protein, and a decrease and subsequent increase in the
Map1lc3b-II:I ratio that parallels the regulation of late stages of myogenesis. In line with
our data, previous studies showed an increase in Sqstm1 protein expression [27] and an
increase in Map1lc3b-II:I ratio [31]. In addition, White et al. [63] reported an unaltered
Map1lc3b-II:I ratio after 14 d of RL, potentially reflecting a normalization of autophagy
signaling upon completed recovery. Furthermore, in line with previous studies [59, 66],
we showed a transient decrease in the mRNA expression of the autophagy capacity
indicator Map1lc3b and a transient increase in the mRNA expression of Gabarapl1
relative to UL. In addition to the reported increase in Ulk1 inhibiting phosphorylation
[27, 29], we report a concomitant induction of Ulk1 inhibiting and activating
phosphorylation. This temporal regulation of autophagy initiation resembles the
expression pattern of early myogenesis markers observed by Pansters et al. [30].
Despite our comprehensive analysis of autophagy regulation, we did not measure
autophagy flux and therefore cannot draw an unambiguous conclusion regarding the
net effect of RL on the autophagy flux itself. Furthermore, alterations in expression levels
of several autophagy regulators and mediators seem contradictory, which emphasizes
the complexity of autophagy regulation during recovery after disuse. We speculate
that this complexity reflects the degradation of specific targets (e.g. mitochondria),
which is in accordance with a possible involvement of autophagy in skeletal muscle
metabolic plasticity in addition to its classic role in muscle mass regulation [67, 68].
Recent papers suggest a crucial role for autophagy, and more specifically, mitophagy,
in skeletal muscle functional regeneration [69, 70].
During recovery after disuse in mice, the gene expression of the mitochondrial damagerelated mitophagy regulator Pink1 tends to be decreased, whereas Prkn is unaltered.
In addition, Prkn protein expression is unaltered during remobilization, although it
should be noted that this mitophagy pathway is also modulated by posttranslational
modifications [71], which were not assessed in this study. Receptor-mediated
mitophagy via BNIP3L, BNIP3, and FUNDC1 can be induced by both hypoxia and
increased oxidative stress [72], of which an increase during RL has been documented
[73, 74]. Bnip3 protein expression transiently increased, and subsequently decreased
during recovery, which parallels the previously reported alterations in Bnip3 mRNA
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expression in this mouse study [30], and the increase in Bnip3 protein expression
reported by Kang and Ji [74]. In contrast, Bnip3l protein expression is unaltered upon
recovery after disuse, whereas Bnip3l mRNA expression displays a persistent decrease
up to RL-5. The mRNA and protein expression of Fundc1 is specifically induced at RL-8,
suggesting a late-phase response.
These molecular alterations point toward a temporal induction of mitophagy both
acutely and after 8 d of recovery after disuse. Nevertheless, previous data suggest
a normalization of mitochondrial content upon several days of RL [34, 73-75], likely
driven by an increase in mitochondrial biogenesis [34, 73]. The induction of mitophagy
in the presence of a recovery of mitochondrial content suggests the induction of
mitochondrial remodeling during remobilization. Indeed, an increase in mitochondrial
remodeling [75] and mitochondrial dynamics [34, 75] has been observed during
recovery from disuse. This RL-induced mitochondrial remodeling may be a response to
increased oxphos [76] and could serve to meet the altered metabolic demands during
remobilization. Another observation is that a late increase in Fundc1 expression
paralleled the temporal regulation of late-stage myogenesis markers. It is becoming
increasingly clear that mitophagy [77], mitochondrial dynamics [78, 79], and metabolic
reprogramming [80-83] are crucial for myogenic differentiation. Furthermore, Mishra
et al. [76] showed that mitochondrial proteins compartmentalize to discrete domains
located around a nucleus of origin that originates from SC-mediated myonuclear
accretion. In line, myogenesis seems to be involved in the aerobic adaptation in
response to endurance-type exercise [84]. Clearly, this indicates a close relation
between muscle mass- and oxidative metabolism-related processes.
Conclusion
We showed, through the combination of a cluster analysis and high-resolution
time-course study, that the molecular regulation of protein turnover, mitochondrial
turnover, and myonuclear turnover are correlated and temporally associated during
recovery from atrophy. This result suggests an interdependency or joint regulation of
these muscle mass- and oxidative metabolism-related processes during recovery from
atrophy and emphasizes the need to study these processes by integrated molecular
analyses.
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Table S3. | Cluster composition

4

Distribution of markers and mediators associated with the indicated processes, presented as
the number (counts) or percentage (% within process) of markers per cluster. **p<0.01 Pearson’s
chi-square post-hoc based on adjusted residuals, with Bonferroni correction.
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Figure S1. | Change in mRNA and protein expression in human M. vastus lateralis upon 1-week
recovery from disuse. Relative change in mRNA and protein expression upon reloading (RL), in fold
change compared to unloading (UL). A. Relative mRNA expression of markers and mediators of late
myogenesis. B. Relative protein expression of indicators of autophagosome formation. C. Relative
mRNA expression of autophagy-related genes. D. Relative protein expression of markers of autophagy
initiation. E. Relative protein expression of mitophagy regulators and mediators. F. Relative mRNA
expression of mitophagy-related genes. #p<0.1, *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001 compared to UL.
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ABSTRACT
Background: Pulmonary rehabilitation (PR) is a cornerstone in the management of
COPD, targeting skeletal muscle to improve functional performance. However, there
is substantial inter-individual variability in the effect of PR on functional performance,
which cannot be fully accounted for by generic phenotypic factors. We performed an
unbiased integrative analysis of the skeletal muscle molecular responses to PR in COPD
patients, and comprehensively characterized their baseline pulmonary and physical
function, body composition, blood profile, comorbidities, and medication use.

5

Methods: M. vastus lateralis biopsies were obtained from 51 COPD patients (Age 64 ± 1
years, Sex 73% males, FEV1, 34 (26–41) %pred.) before and after 4 weeks high-intensity
supervised in-patient PR. Muscle molecular markers were grouped by networkconstrained clustering, and their relative changes in expression values — assessed by
qPCR and Western blot — were reduced to process scores by principal component
analysis. Patients were subsequently clustered based on these process scores. Pre- and
post-PR functional performance was assessed by incremental cycle ergometry and
6-min walking test (6MWT).
Results: Eight molecular processes were discerned by network-constrained hierarchical
clustering of the skeletal muscle molecular rehabilitation responses. Based on the
resulting process scores, four clusters of patients were identified by hierarchical cluster
analysis. Two major patient clusters differed in PR-induced Autophagy (p<0.001),
Myogenesis (p=0.014), Glucocorticoid signaling (p<0.001), and Oxidative metabolism
regulation (p<0.001), with Cluster 1 (C1; n=29) overall displaying a more pronounced
change in marker expression than Cluster 2 (C2; n=16). General baseline characteristics
did not differ between clusters. Following PR, both 6-min walking distance (+26.5 ± 8.3
m, p=0.003) and peak load on the cycle ergometer test (+9.7 ± 1.9 W, p<0.001) were
improved. However, the functional improvement was more pronounced in C1, as a
higher percentage of patients exceeded the minimal clinically important difference
in peak workload (61 versus 21%, p=0.022), and both peak workload and 6MWT (52
versus 8%, p=0.008) upon PR.
Conclusions: We identified patient groups with distinct skeletal muscle molecular
responses to rehabilitation, associated with differences in functional improvements
upon PR.
Acknowledgements
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BACKGROUND
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is increasingly recognized as a
complex chronic disease with extra-pulmonary manifestations and comorbidities,
including skeletal muscle dysfunction [1]. Skeletal muscle dysfunction in COPD arises
from structural and metabolic alterations such as a loss of muscle mass, a shift in
fiber type distribution, decreased oxidative capacity, and mitochondrial dysfunction
[2]. Importantly, besides affecting physical functioning and health-related quality of
life [3], skeletal muscle dysfunction is a predictor of mortality independent of lung
function [4, 5].
In clinically stable COPD patients, exercise training is currently the most potent
intervention to improve skeletal muscle function. As such, exercise training forms
a cornerstone in pulmonary rehabilitation (PR) in patients with COPD. However,
despite the overall positive effects of exercise training on muscle mass and function
at the group level, there is substantial inter-individual variability in the effect of PR
on skeletal muscle function [2, 6-10]. The sources of this variability currently remain
unexplained, but may be better understood when we improve our comprehension of
the underlying skeletal muscle molecular response pattern. In the older population,
which is prone to the loss of muscle mass and strength (i.e., sarcopenia), the exercise
response can be blunted due to impaired skeletal muscle regeneration [11]. This
potentially results from an impaired induction of skeletal muscle remodeling-related
processes, as reflected by a blunted induction of protein degradation [12], anabolic
resistance [13], and a delayed or blunted satellite cell response [11]. Similarly, the
exercise response in COPD patients may be limited by impaired satellite-cell mediated
skeletal muscle regeneration [14]. Furthermore, we recently showed an elevated basal
activity of skeletal muscle remodeling-related processes in COPD patients [15]. This
may hinder the normal induction of these processes during skeletal muscle recovery
after disuse or upon exercise training [12].
Several studies assessed molecular markers of remodeling-related processes upon
exercise training in COPD patients [10, 16-18], but none report a clear differential
rehabilitation response between predefined phenotypic categories, e.g. based on
body composition. This may be partially due to the limited sample size in most of these
studies, or the individual assessment of a limited selection of markers, which often
display a large variation. Nevertheless, age, body composition, and comorbidities such
as metabolic and heart diseases, have been weakly associated with the functional
response to rehabilitation [16, 19, 20]. Other studies however, report inconclusive or
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even contradicting results [6-9, 17, 21, 22], strongly indicating that these phenotypic
factors do not fully account for the variability in rehabilitation responses.
In the current study, we take a clustering approach to — for the first time — unbiasedly
address inter-individual heterogeneity in the skeletal muscle molecular response to PR
of patients with advanced COPD.
METHODS
Study design and participants

5

We selected COPD patients from a prospective observational study conducted in the
inpatient PR unit at the University Clinic Golnik. The study design has previously been
published [23] (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier: NCT02550808). The study was approved by
the Slovenian National Medical Ethics Committee (Ljubljana, Slovenia), was carried out
in accordance with the ethical standards laid down in the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki
and its later amendments, and all participants provided written informed consent.
Patient selection for the current analysis was based on completion of the 4-week
rehabilitation program, and availability of both a pre- and post-rehabilitation muscle
biopsy specimens, yielding 51 patients.
Pulmonary and physical function
Spirometry was used to obtain FEV1, FVC, and their ratio (FEV1/FVC) [24]. Physical
function was assessed with the 6-min walking test (6MWT) [25], and by measurement
of peak load (W) and peak oxygen consumption (VO2, mL/kg/min) by an incremental
load cycling cardiopulmonary exercise test (CPET) [26]. In addition, the improvements
in physical function were categorized by the minimal clinically important difference
(MCID; 6MWT: 25m [27], peak load: 10W [28]).
Body composition
Whole body dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry was used to assess total and
appendicular (i.e., arms and legs) fat mass and fat-free mass at baseline, as previously
described [23]. Fat Mass Index (FMI), Fat-Free Mass Index (FFMI), and Appendicular
Skeletal muscle Mass Index (ASMI) were calculated as the ratio of mass to height2 (kg/
m2). Presence of muscle mass depletion was defined by the cut-offs for ASMI (<7.23
kg/m2 for men; <5.76 kg/m2 for women) [29]. Bioelectrical impedance (BIA; QuadScan
4000; Bodystat, Douglas, United Kingdom) was performed pre- and post-PR as
previously described [23], and was used to assess the change in FMI and FFMI upon PR.
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Skeletal muscle molecular analyses
Pre- and post-PR biopsies were obtained from the vastus lateralis muscle of the
dominant leg by needle biopsy, one day (≥20 h) after the last exercise test. Muscle
tissue was snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at -80°C until processed for
molecular analyses. mRNA levels and protein abundance of mediators and regulators
of muscle mass and metabolism were determined by RT-qPCR and Western blotting,
respectively. Details are provided in the supplementary methods.
Data analysis
Clustering
Details on the clustering analyses are provided in the supplementary methods. Briefly,
molecular rehabilitation responses, calculated as the percentage change from prerehabilitation values, were grouped by network-constrained hierarchical clustering
of the markers. The resulting processes were named based on enrichment of Gene
Ontology (GO) biological processes. Data dimensionality was reduced by computing a
single score for each process using principle component analysis (PCA). Subsequently,
patients were hierarchically clustered based on their individual process scores.
Analyses were performed in Python using the scikit-learn library, and results were
visualized using Graph-tool.
Statistics
After checking for normality, rehabilitation responses were tested by paired-sample
t-test. Between-group differences were tested by independent-sample t-test (2
groups), by one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni post-hoc comparisons (>2 groups), or
by their non-parametric or categorical equivalents. Correlations between molecular
processes were tested using Pearson’s correlation coefficient, and between-group
differences in correlations were tested by a Fisher r-to-z transformation. Analyses were
performed using SPSS Statistics (version 22.0, IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA). A p-value
<0.05 was considered statistically significant.
RESULTS
General characteristics
51 patients were included in the analyses, with subject characteristics displayed in
Table 1. The patient group consisted mostly out of males, current smokers, and 76% of
patients completed the PR without an exacerbation. Based on the GOLD classification
[30], most patients had severe (stage III; 53%) to very severe COPD (stage IV; 33%), and
60% of patients had muscle mass depletion.
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Table 1. | Baseline subject characteristics.
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6MWT, six-minute walk test; ASMI, appendicular skeletal muscle mass index; BMI, body mass index;
FEV1, forced expiratory volume in 1s; FFMI, fat-free mass index; FMI, fat mass index; FVC, forced vital
capacity; HDL, high-density lipoprotein; HOMA-IR, homeostatic model of insulin resistance; LDL,
low-density lipoprotein; PR, pulmonary rehabilitation. Due to the insufficient sample size, individual
values for Cluster 3 (n=4) and Cluster 4 (n=2) are not depicted in this table. Data expressed as
mean ± SEM unless indicated otherwise. *Significance of between group (Cluster 1 versus Cluster
2) comparisons assessed by independent sample t-test, Mann-Whitney U test, or Chi-square test.
†Median [IQR].
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Functional and skeletal muscle molecular rehabilitation responses in COPD
patients
Following PR, both 6-min walking distance (+26.5 ± 8.3 m, p<0.01) and peak load on
the cycle ergometer test (+9.7 ± 1.9 W, p<0.001) were improved. Moreover, 25 patients
(51%) exceeded the MCID on the 6MWT, and 17 patients (40%) exceeded the MCID for
peak load upon PR.
Using data from all 51 patients, eight molecular processes (i.e., P1–P8) were discerned
by network-constrained hierarchical clustering of the skeletal muscle molecular
rehabilitation responses (Figure 1a, Table S1), and were named based on GO-term
overrepresentation as indicated in Table S1. In general, P1 (Autophagy) related mRNA
expression was decreased, whereas Autophagy-related protein phosphorylation and
expression were increased after PR (Figure 1b). Furthermore, P2 (AKT/mTOR signaling)
related mRNA expression, and protein phosphorylation and expression were
predominantly increased upon rehabilitation (Figure 1b). Similarly, P3 (Myogenesis)
related mRNA and protein expression, and P4 (Oxidative phosphorylation capacity
(OXCAP)) and P5 (Mitophagy, FUNDC1/DNM1L) related protein expression were
increased upon rehabilitation, whereas P6 (Mitophagy, PRKN) related protein
expression was decreased (Figure 1b). Furthermore, P7 (Glucocorticoid signaling)
related inhibitory phosphorylation seemed to increase upon rehabilitation, and
in line with this, Glucocorticoid signaling-related downstream mRNA expression
was decreased (Figure 1b). Despite the significant decrease in mRNA expression of
transcriptional regulators of mitochondrial biogenesis (TFAM and PPRC1), and the
increase in a regulator of mitochondrial quality (PINK1), P8 (Oxidative metabolism
regulation) related markers displayed no consistent overall pattern of change upon
rehabilitation (Figure 1b).
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Figure 1. | Molecular network, and network-constrained hierarchical clustering of molecular
rehabilitation responses. a) Network-constrained clusters revealing 8 distinct processes (P), as
indicated with different colors. b) Molecular rehabilitation responses. The literature-based molecular
network is indicated as lines between molecular markers. Circles represent mRNA markers; pentagons
represent protein markers. Numbers correspond to individual markers as depicted in Table S1.
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Identification of patient clusters with differential skeletal muscle molecular
rehabilitation responses
Both the functional and skeletal muscle molecular rehabilitation responses displayed
a substantial inter-individual variation. To gain insight in the determinants of this
variation, an unbiased approach was used to classify patients based on their molecular
rehabilitation responses. To this end, one process score per identified molecular
process was computed by PCA, with component loadings indicated in Table S2. Four
clusters (C1–4) of patients were identified by hierarchical cluster analysis based on
process scores, using a cutoff based on the local optimum in silhouette score (Figure
2a–b). C3 and C4 had an insufficient sample size (n=4 and n=2, respectively) for the
statistical detection of relevant group differences, and were therefore omitted in
further analyses.
C1 (n=29) and C2 (n=16) differed in rehabilitation-induced modulation of Autophagy,
Myogenesis, Glucocorticoid signaling, and Oxidative metabolism regulation, and
tended to differ by regulation of OXCAP (Figure 2c, Table S3). Specifically, the difference
in rehabilitation-induced change in Autophagy markers between C1 and C2 was
mainly reflected by a differential change in SQSTM1, MAP1LC3B, BECN1, BNIP3, ULK1,
GABARAPL1, and OPTN mRNA expression (Table S4). Although, both clusters displayed
an overall increase in Autophagy-related protein expression, a differential change
in MAP1LC3BI, and a tendency towards a differential change in MAP1LC3BII/I were
observed (Table S4). Conversely, the differential regulation of Myogenesis was only
reflected by a significant difference in the rehabilitation-induced change in MYOD1
and CDH15 mRNA expression (Table S4). In contrast to Myogenesis, the differential
regulation of Glucocorticoid signaling consisted of a differential rehabilitation-induced
change in all related markers, although FOXO3 mRNA did not reach significance (Table
S4). The difference in the rehabilitation-induced modulation of Oxidative metabolism
regulation was reflected by a differential change in PINK1, OPA1, FIS1, COX4I1, MYH2,
MFN1, TFAM, PPARGC1A, PPRC1, PPARGC1B, PRKN, MYH1, and SOD2 mRNA expression
(Table S4). Interestingly, although the tendency towards a differential regulation in
OXCAP was not apparent at the marker level, a significant rehabilitation-induced
increase in NDUFB8, SDHB, MT-CO1, ATP5F1A, and TOMM20 protein expression was
observed for C1, while these markers remained unaltered in C2 (Table S4).
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Figure 2. | Hierarchical clustering of patients. a) Silhouette scores for n clusters (mean ± SEM).
Clustering based on raw molecular rehabilitation responses (marker values; i.e., no data reduction)
is indicated in grey; clustering based on 8 process scores is indicated in black. b) Patients individual
silhouette coefficient values per cluster. c) Dendrogram and clustered heatmap of individual marker
rehabilitation responses (Z-scores) and process scores.
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Association between muscle molecular rehabilitation responses
To assess whether a differential response at the process and marker level resulted in
a differential coordination between processes, the correlations between scores of the
eight identified processes were computed and compared between the two clusters
(Figure 3).
Cluster 1
P2

Cluster 2
Between cluster difference, p<0.05
Between cluster difference, p<0.1

P3
rp=-0.332#
rp=0.174

5
P4
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rp=0.423
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rp=0.759***

P6
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rp=0.523*
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Figure 3. | Associations between molecular rehabilitation responses. Each square displays a scatter
plot and regression line of the processes indicated on the x and y axis, for both Cluster 1 and Cluster
2. Differences between correlations were tested by a Fisher r-to-z transformation, and indicated with
a red outline (p<0.05), or orange outline (p<0.1). Pearson correlation coefficients per cluster are
depicted for differential correlations, and when p<0.1. #p<0.1, *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001.

Differential correlations for C1 and C2 were observed between Autophagy and
Oxidative metabolism regulation, between AKT/mTOR signaling and OXCAP, and
between Mitophagy (FUNDC1/DNM1L) and Mitophagy (PRKN) (all p<0.05) (Figure 3). In
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addition, AKT/mTOR signaling tended to be differentially correlated with Myogenesis
(p=0.06), Mitophagy (PRKN) (p=0.07), and Glucocorticoid signaling (p=0.05) (Figure 3).
Moreover, Oxidative metabolism regulation tended to be differentially correlated with
OXCAP (p=0.07), and Glucocorticoid signaling (p=0.09) (Figure 3).
Cluster characteristics and functional rehabilitation responses

Categorization of rehabilitation responses based on the MCID revealed that the
distribution of change in peak load differed between C1 and C2, with a relatively larger
amount of patients exceeding the MCID in C1 (61 versus 21%, p<0.05) (Figure 4c). In
accordance, C1 contained relatively more patients that exceeded the MCID for both
the 6MWT and peak load than C2 (52 versus 8%, p<0.01) (Figure 4c).
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C1 and C2 did not differ significantly in demographics, pulmonary function or body
composition (Table 1), nor comorbidities or use of medication (Table 1, Table S5).
Likewise, C1 and C2 did not differ in baseline values of the functional parameters
(Table 1) and average rehabilitation-induced change in FFMI or FMI assessed by BIA
(Figure S1). Furthermore, these clusters did not differ significantly in the average
rehabilitation-induced change in 6MWT or peak load (Figure 4a–b). However, a
pronounced and significant increase in 6MWT was observed in C1, whereas the
change in 6MWT did not reach significance in C2 (Figure 4a). Similarly, a pronounced
and significant rehabilitation-induced increase in peak load was observed in C1, but
not in C2 (Figure 4b).
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Figure 4. | Functional rehabilitation
responses per cluster. Individual
rehabilitation-induced
changes.
a) Distance (meters) walked in sixminute walk test (6MWT), n=28/15.
b) Peak load (W) on a cycle ergometer
test, n=23/14. Data expressed as
mean ± SD. c) Percentage of patients
with a change in 6MWT, Peak load,
or both, exceeding the minimal
clinically
important
difference
(MCID; 6MWT: 25m, peak load: 10W).
*p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001,
indicating significance of withingroup rehabilitation responses, or
significance of differences between
indicated groups.
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DISCUSSION
To our knowledge, this study is the first to perform unbiased clustering of COPD patients
based on their skeletal muscle molecular response to PR. Using this approach, we
show that clustering based on the molecular response to PR leads to the identification
of patient groups who differ by their functional response to PR.
Variability in the response to pulmonary rehabilitation
Study participants followed a supervised, high-intensity in-patient PR program, which
targeted skeletal muscle using a comprehensive exercise training program [31]. In
line with previous studies [32], PR improved physical performance assessed by 6MWT
and peak workload on a cycle ergometer test, but the effect was highly variable.
We measured a panel of molecular markers that are important for exercise-induced
skeletal muscle mass and metabolic plasticity [33-36], and similarly, observed high
variability in the rehabilitation-induced changes in skeletal muscle molecular marker
expression levels. Therefore, molecular markers were clustered into processes, and
assessed within the context of co-clustered markers. Subsequently, an integrative
clustering approach was used for unbiased identification of patient groups with a
differential skeletal muscle molecular response to PR.
Patient clusters with differential skeletal muscle molecular rehabilitation
responses
We identified two major patient clusters which differed in both the direction and
magnitude of the molecular response to PR. Overall, C1 displayed the most pronounced
changes in markers of Autophagy, Myogenesis, Glucocorticoid signaling, Oxidative
metabolism regulation, and OXCAP in response to PR.
Specifically, C1 displayed a change in Autophagy-related marker expression reflective
of a decrease in autophagy, and a corresponding decrease in Glucocorticoid signalingrelated mRNA expression upon PR, as is in line with the PR-response in previous studies
(e.g. [16]). Furthermore, corresponding to previous observations [10, 16, 18], AKT/mTOR
signaling was induced upon PR, resulting in an increased capacity and stimulatory
signaling of protein synthesis. In keeping with an induction of anabolic signaling
upon PR in C1, proliferation marker expression was mostly increased. However, in
contrast to previous studies [10, 16], mRNA expression of the myogenic differentiation
markers MYOD1 and CDH15 were reduced, while mRNA expression of the fusion
marker MYMK was induced upon PR in C1. Furthermore, a decrease in expression of
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Oxidative metabolism regulation markers was observed in C1. Nevertheless, this does
not negate the previously reported importance of oxidative metabolism regulation
in the coordination of exercise training-induced metabolic alterations [37]. Indeed, as
anticipated upon exercise training [38], OXCAP protein expression was increased upon
PR in C1. Moreover, the PR-induced modulation of Mitophagy-related markers in C1 is
in agreement with an important role for mitochondrial dynamics and mitophagy in the
regulation of mitochondrial quality upon exercise training, as reviewed by Drake et al.
[37]. Together, these data indicate a relative decrease in catabolic signaling, a relative
increase in anabolic signaling, and an increase in mediators of oxidative metabolism
upon PR in C1, which strikingly reflects a normal response to exercise training [39].
Importantly, the ‘normal’ molecular response observed in C1 was accompanied by
a strong improvement in physical functioning in this cluster, as determined by an
increase in peak load on the cycle ergometer test and an improvement in walking
distance in the 6MWT.
In C2, both the functional and molecular responses to PR were less pronounced.
This cluster significantly differed from C1 in the rehabilitation-induced regulation
of Autophagy, Myogenesis, Glucocorticoid signaling, and Oxidative metabolism
regulation. Specifically, expression of Autophagy-related mRNA and Glucocorticoid
signaling markers remained unaltered, or even increased upon PR in C2, which is in line
with previous observations [10, 18], and may be due to disease-related factors such
as hypoxia or systemic inflammation [40, 41]. However, an early transient induction
of catabolic processes is also evident upon exercise, and may play an important role
in muscle regeneration [42]. Furthermore, the differential regulation of Myogenesis is
reflected by a differential change in the expression of specific markers. Interestingly,
the reduction in the Myogenesis markers MYOD1 and CDH15, and induction in MYMK
mRNA expression upon PR in C1, was previously shown to be reflective of late-stage
muscle regeneration [43, 44]. Conversely, the apparent increase in MYOD1 and CDH15
mRNA expression, together with only a tendency towards an increase in MYMK upon
PR in C2, is reflective of an earlier phase of muscle regeneration [43, 44]. Despite
differences in the regulation of Autophagy, Myogenesis, and Glucocorticoid signaling
between C1 and C2, these processes correlate similarly in both clusters, which shows
that there is no cluster-specific dissociation between these processes. This may
indicate that, with respect to muscle mass plasticity, both clusters display a normal
physiological response to PR, but may reflect distinct phases of PR-induced muscle
remodeling.
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Interestingly, we found a tendency towards a differential association between
Oxidative metabolism regulation and OXCAP in Clusters 1 and 2, and a differential
correlation between protein turnover and mitochondrial turnover regulatory
processes. This supports previous studies showing a correlation between tissue
remodeling and bioenergetics pathways that were altered in COPD [36, 43, 45], and
adds that this alteration may be present only in a subgroup of patients. Indeed, as
expected upon exercise training [39], C1 displayed an increase in OXCAP markers upon
PR, reflecting a restoration of the oxidative metabolic machinery. This is corroborated
by the decreased expression of Oxidative metabolism regulation markers, as a
normalization of metabolism-related mRNA has previously been shown in late-stage
muscle regeneration [43, 46]. Conversely, in C2, Oxidative metabolism regulation and
OXCAP were statistically unaltered, although Oxidative metabolism regulation seemed
to increase upon PR. Furthermore, C2 displayed a strong induction in PINK1 mRNA
expression, which plays an important role in the regulation of mitochondrial quality
[47]. Together, this suggests that the oxidative metabolic machinery is incompletely
restored in C2, which may indicate that this process is impaired—as previously
suggested in COPD [48]—or yet ongoing.
Potential drivers of cluster differences
Compellingly, and in line with previous studies (e.g. [6, 7, 9, 22, 49]), baseline variables
did not seem predictive of the muscle molecular or functional response, as patient
clusters did not differ in baseline values of functional parameters, demographics,
pulmonary function, body composition, presence of comorbidities, or use of
medication. Furthermore, both the current physiological and molecular data do not
provide clear indications of a ‘defective’ response in either cluster. Rather, we propose
that molecular differences between clusters are reflective of distinct phases of muscle
remodeling, which may be due to differences in the speed by which the remodeling
process occurs and/or the timing of initiation of muscle remodeling-related processes
upon PR. Interestingly, a differential response to PR may reflect the underlying cause of
exercise limitation [50], including reduced muscle capillarization and neuromuscular
function as reported upon aging [11, 12], which delays or slows PR-induced muscle
mass and metabolic remodeling processes. This may be influenced by lifestyle factors,
which is corroborated by the tendency towards a difference in smoking status and
blood lipid profile between the clusters. Alternatively, the molecular changes reflecting
an early stage of muscle remodeling may originate from an impaired progression
through regulating processes, preventing their late-stage normalization, as may be
the case for Myogenesis [51]. However, the drivers of differential clustering remain
elusive, and will be an important target for future investigations.
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Strengths and limitations
We acknowledge that future longitudinal studies are needed to discern a potential
defect in muscle mass and metabolic plasticity from a differential progression of these
processes. Nevertheless, the use of a relatively short intervention period was likely
critical in the identification of clusters with molecular differences reflective of distinct
phases of the muscle remodeling process.

5

As we aimed to address the variability in the skeletal muscle rehabilitation response
between COPD patients, no healthy control group was included. Furthermore,
although no PR-induced change in FFMI was detected by BIA, we did not measure
changes in muscle mass using a sensitive measure such as CT or MRI. Therefore, we
cannot confirm our assumption that C1 displays a more ‘healthy’ response to PR than
C2. However, it is unlikely that the delivered training load differed between clusters,
as the training program was conducted in a controlled, supervised in-patient setting.
Moreover, the training modality was based on baseline characteristics, which did not
differ between clusters.
The current study population was characterized by severe COPD and a high prevalence
of muscle mass depletion. Therefore, distribution of patients among clusters cannot
be directly extrapolated to the general COPD population. In line, it should be noted
that aside from the two extensively discussed major clusters, two other patient
clusters have been identified. We chose to omit these two very small clusters in further
analysis, rather than recursively merging clusters based on their hierarchical structure,
since they showed a distinct molecular response to PR. However, these clusters may
thus be clinically meaningful, and call for future investigation.
To support identification of robust, clinically relevant subgroups, patients were
clustered based on process scores. The physiological relevance of the identified
processes is substantiated by the separation of two mitophagy processes that have
been reported in literature [52], and was achieved by inclusion of prior knowledge
of the molecular network into the marker clustering [53]. To this end, we relied on
well-established knowledge of their interactions, and previous unbiased network
analyses of ‘omics’ data [36, 45]. In contrast to these studies, we have performed
a targeted analysis of a selection of molecular markers, which can be confined
in future studies as several markers show a low contribution to the process scores.
Nevertheless, component loadings did not imply single biomarkers for the identified
processes. Moreover, assessment of single marker expression proved important for the
interpretation of observed differences in processes, certainly in the context of temporal
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responses, and therefore remains necessary for obtaining insight in the mechanisms
underlying muscle dysfunction in COPD.
Conclusion
Based on the cluster-based analysis, no specific cluster with ‘non-responders’ was
identified, reinforcing that exercise training should form a cornerstone of PR to improve
skeletal muscle function in advanced COPD. However, this study identifies two major
clusters of COPD patients with a differential muscle molecular rehabilitation response,
which may be reflective of distinct phases of muscle remodeling, and corresponds to
a differential gain in physical functioning.
Identification of the drivers of these differential temporal responses will provide an
opportunity for personalized interventions optimizing the exercise training response.
We propose that, next to detailed analyses of baseline lifestyle factors such as
smoking, diet and physical activity, and lung function impairments and blood gasses,
future studies should investigate muscle intrinsic differences that determine the
kinetics of the muscle molecular response to PR. This could open up new avenues
for pharmacological and nutritional interventions to optimize the skeletal muscle
functional improvements upon PR.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
METHODS
RT-qPCR
Tissue was homogenized (Beat-Beater) in presence of TRI-reagent (Sigma), and RNA
was isolated by TRI-reagent/Chloroform extraction and subsequently precipitated from
the aqueous phase using glycogen-containing isopropanol. RNA was reconstituted in
30 μl RNA storage solution (Ambion AM7001) and stored at -80°C. RNA concentrations
were measured spectrophotometrically using a Nanodrop UV-Vis spectrophotometer
(ND-1000, Thermo Scientific). 400 ng RNA was diluted in nuclease free H2O and reverse
transcribed to cDNA using the Tetro cDNA synthesis kit (Bioline) according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. qPCR primers were designed based on Ensembl transcript
sequences and ordered from Sigma Genosys (Zwijndrecht, the Netherlands), with
primer details shown in Table A. qPCR reactions contained Sensimix SYBR & ROX (GC
Biotech) and primer mix, and were run in a 384 well white opaque plate (Roche) on
a LightCycler 480 system (Roche). Melting curves were analysed to verify specificity
of the amplification, and relative quantity of the targets was assessed by LinRegPCR
software (v2014.8) [1]. Three reference genes (RPLP0, B2M, and PPIA) were used to
calculate a GeNorm correction factor, which was used to normalize expression levels
of the target genes.
Western Blot
Tissue was homogenized in 600 μl of Immunoprecipitation lysis buffer (50mM Tris,
150 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, 0.5% Nonidet P40, protease and phosphatase inhibitors
(Roche)) with a Micro Tissue Homogenizer. After homogenization, samples were
incubated on a tube rotator at 4°C for 30 minutes and centrifuged at 14000g at
4°C for 30 minutes. The supernatant was stored at -80°C until analysis. Total protein
concentration was determined using BCA Protein Assay kit (Pierce) according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. For Western Blot analyses, 4x Laemmli sample buffer
(0.25M Tris-HCl ph6.8; 8% (w/v) SDS; 40% (v/v) glycerol; 0.4M DTT and 0.02% (w/v)
Bromophenol Blue) was added and samples were heated to 100°C for 5 minutes. 10
μg protein was separated on a Criterion XT Precast 4-12% Bis-Tris gel (Bio-Rad) in
XT MOPS running buffer (Bio-Rad) by gel electrophoresis. Proteins were transferred
to a nitrocellulose membrane (Bio-Rad) by electroblotting at 100V for 60 minutes in
transfer buffer (25 mM Tris, 192 mM Glycine, 20% (vol/vol) methanol).
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For total protein detection, the membrane was stained with PonceauS solution (0.2%
PonceauS in 1% acetic acid; Sigma-Aldrich Chemie) and imaged using the Amersham
imager 600RGB. The membrane was blocked for 1 hour at room temperature (RT)
in Tris-buffered saline with Tween20 (TBST; 20 mM Tris, 137 mM NaCl, 0.1% (vol/vol)
Tween20, pH 7.6) containing 3% (w/v) nonfat dry milk (Campina, Eindhoven, the
Netherlands). The membranes were washed in TBST, followed by overnight incubation
at 4°C with primary antibody diluted in TBST with 3% BSA or non-fat dry milk (Table
B). Membranes were incubated with a peroxidase conjugated secondary antibody
solution (Vector Laboratories, #PI-1000 (Diluted 1:10000 in blocking solution)) for 1
hour at RT, and targets were visualized by chemiluminescence using Supersignal West
PICO or FEMTO Chemiluminescent Substrate (Pierce Biotechnology, Inc.) according to
the manufacturer’s instructions, and detected using the Amersham imager 600RGB.
Signals were quantified with Image Quant software (Amersham). For analyses, samples
from controls and COPD patients were randomly distributed within and between
blots, and reference samples were loaded onto all blots to correct for between-blot
variation. Protein expression and phosphorylation levels were corrected for total
protein content, and presented as a fold change compared to the control group.
Data analysis
Clustering
Molecular rehabilitation responses were calculated as the percentage change from
pre-rehabilitation values. Before clustering, data were pre-processed per molecular
marker by (i) imputing missing values based on the median value across patients, (ii)
removing outliers by truncating at the 3-97 percentile interval and (iii) scaling the data
between 0 and 1.
• First, network-constrained agglomerative clustering of the molecular markers
using Ward’s criteria [2] was performed as implemented in the scikit-learn
(version 19.0) environment [3]. This recursively merges the pair of clusters
that minimally increases within-cluster variance. Defaults settings were used,
except that a literature-based molecular network was used to define a sparse
connectivity matrix. As such, clustering of molecular markers with known
functional interactions was prioritized. A reasonable number of marker clusters
(i.e., processes) was chosen based on the cluster size, and physiological relevance.
Graph-tool (version 2.26) was used to visualize the network of molecular markers
and subsequent clustering result [4]. Second, data dimensionality was reduced
by computing a single process score for each process based on the associated
individual marker values by principle component analysis (PCA) within scikit138
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learn. To assess the contribution of individual markers to the process scores,
component loadings were obtained using the ‘components_’ attibute provided
by scikit-learn’s PCA module.
• Processes were named based on enrichment of Gene Ontology (GO) biological
processes, as determined by Panther ((http://www.pantherdb.org/, version
13.0) statistical overrepresentation test (Fisher’s exact test with FDR <0.02) [5, 6].
When no significant overrepresentation of GO-terms was detected, the process
name was based on the markers’ predominant muscle-related GO annotations.
As for the molecular markers, patients were hierarchically clustered using Ward’s criteria
based on their process scores, however, without connectivity prior. This was repeated
across a range of predefined number of clusters (i.e., 2-10), after which the optimal
number of clusters was chosen based on the ‘silhouette’ score [7]. The silhouette score
was calculated using the corresponding module within scikit-learn.
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Figure S1. | PR-induced changes in body composition. a) PR-induced change in Fat-Free Mass Index
(FFMI) in kg/m2 assessed by BIA. b) PR-induced change in Fat Mass Index (FMI) in kg/m2 assessed by
BIA. Data expressed as mean ± SD.
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*Measurement level of indicated molecular markers. M, mRNA expression; P, protein expression; PP, protein phosphorylation; PPr, protein phosphorylation
relative to total protein expression; FDR, false discovery rate. Overrepresentation of GO-terms was assessed by Fisher’s exact test, and top 10 was based on
p-value ranking of GO-terms with FDR<0.02.
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5
*Measurement level of indicated molecular markers; M, mRNA expression; P, protein expression; PP
protein phosphorylation; PPr, protein phosphorylation relative to total protein expression. Markers
are ranked by strength of component loadings.

Table S3. | Rehabilitation responses per cluster, process scores

*Independent sample t-test of rehabilitation responses in Cluster 1 vs. Cluster 2, with p<0.05 indicated
in bold. Data expressed as mean ± SEM.
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M, mRNA expression; P, protein expression; PP protein phosphorylation; PPr, protein phosphorylation
relative to total protein expression. Data expressed as mean ± SEM. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001,
comparing pre- and post-rehabilitation by paired-sample t-test. †Measurement level of indicated
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molecular markers. ‡Independent sample t-test of rehabilitation responses in Cluster 1 vs. Cluster 2,
with p<0.05 indicated in bold.
Table S5. | Medication use
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*Chi-square test of Cluster 1 vs. Cluster 2.
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ABSTRACT
Background: Due to the post-mitotic nature of myonuclei, postnatal myogenesis
is essential for skeletal muscle growth, repair, and regeneration. This process is
facilitated by satellite cells through proliferation, differentiation, and subsequent
fusion with a pre-existing muscle fiber (i.e., myonuclear accretion). Current knowledge
of myogenesis is primarily based on the in vitro formation of syncytia from myoblasts,
which represents aspects of developmental myogenesis, but may incompletely
portray postnatal myogenesis. Therefore, we aimed to develop an in vitro model that
better reflects postnatal myogenesis, to study the cell intrinsic and extrinsic processes
and signaling involved in the regulation of postnatal myogenesis.
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Methods: Proliferating C2C12 myoblasts were trypsinized and co-cultured for 3 days
with 5 days differentiated C2C12 myotubes. Postnatal myonuclear accretion was
visually assessed by live cell time-lapse imaging and cell tracing by cell labelling with
Vybrant® DiD and DiO. Furthermore, a Cre/LoxP-based cell system was developed to
semi-quantitatively assess in vitro postnatal myonuclear accretion by the conditional
expression of luciferase upon myoblast–myotube fusion. Luciferase activity was
assessed luminometrically and corrected for total protein content.
Results: Live cell time-lapse imaging, staining-based cell tracing, and recombinationdependent luciferase activity, showed the occurrence of postnatal myonuclear
accretion in vitro. Treatment of co-cultures with the myogenic factor IGF-I (p<0.001),
and the cytokines IL-13 (p<0.05) and IL-4 (p<0.001) increased postnatal myonuclear
accretion, while the myogenic inhibitors Cytochalasin D (p<0.001), Myostatin (p<0.05),
and TNFα (p<0.001) decreased postnatal myonuclear accretion. Furthermore, postnatal
myonuclear accretion was increased upon recovery from electrical pulse stimulationinduced fiber damage (p<0.001) and LY29004-induced atrophy (p<0.001). Moreover,
cell type-specific siRNA-mediated knockdown of Myomaker in myoblasts (p<0.001),
but not in myotubes, decreased postnatal myonuclear accretion.
Conclusions: We developed a physiologically relevant, sensitive, high-throughput cell
system for semi-quantitative assessment of in vitro postnatal myonuclear accretion,
which can be used to mimic physiological myogenesis triggers, and can distinguish
the cell type-specific roles of signals and responses in the regulation of postnatal
myogenesis. As such, this method is suitable for both basal and translational research
on the regulation of postnatal myogenesis, and will improve our understanding of
muscle pathologies that result from impaired satellite cell number or function.
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BACKGROUND
Skeletal muscle fibers arise from the biochemical and morphological differentiation of
muscle precursor cells. This process is called myogenesis and is essential for prenatal
development, as well as postnatal muscle tissue growth, maintenance, and repair.
Myogenesis during prenatal skeletal muscle development is elaborately studied (for
review, see e.g. Buckingham et al. [1]). Briefly, limb muscles arise from muscle progenitor
cells that are derived from the dermomyotome — the maturing somite that forms
from the paraxial mesoderm. Upon external cues, muscle progenitor cells migrate into
the limb bud, proliferate, become committed to the myogenic transcription program,
differentiate biochemically and morphologically, and fuse with each other to give rise
to primary and secondary muscle fibers.
In postnatal skeletal muscle, muscle progenitor cells are also present. These adult
progenitor cells, called satellite cells, originate from the same dermomyotomederived Pax3+/Pax7+ population [2-5] and are located between the sarcolemma and
basal lamina. In the early postnatal period, myogenesis facilitates muscle growth by
satellite cell proliferation, differentiation, and fusion with a pre-existing muscle fiber
[6], which is recapitulated during adult muscle hypertrophy. However, in healthy adult
muscle, the majority of satellite cells are quiescent. Upon external cues, adult satellite
cells become activated, proliferate, and either return to quiescence in a process called
self-renewal, or differentiate to fuse with a pre-existing muscle fiber (for review, see
e.g. Dhawan et al. [7]).
Due to the post-mitotic nature of myonuclei, postnatal myogenesis is essential for
skeletal muscle maintenance, growth, repair, and regeneration. In vivo in human
skeletal muscle, these roles are demonstrated by the acute increase in satellite cell
activation status and number after exercise, and the positive association between
changes in muscle fiber size, satellite cell content, and myonuclear content after
prolonged exercise training, as reviewed by Snijders et al. [8]. The requirement of
satellite cells for muscle growth, repair, and regeneration has mainly been established
in animal studies. These fundamental studies showed that satellite cell ablation by
γ-irradiation or Pax7+ cell depletion prevents sustained overload-induced muscle
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hypertrophy and recovery from muscle injury [9-12]. Although subsequent work has
challenged this concept [13], more recent studies confirm the essential role of satellite
cells in muscle growth [14, 15].
A role for impaired myogenesis, by either a reduced satellite cell number or function,
has been implicated in the loss of skeletal muscle mass and function (i.e., sarcopenia)
in aging, chronic diseases, and myopathies [16-18]. The identification of regulators and
pathways involved in postnatal satellite cell function and dysfunction is imperative
for a better comprehension of the role of myogenesis in aging and disease-related
muscle loss, and to develop targeted intervention strategies aimed at optimizing
muscle health and function.

6

Considerable progress has been made towards uncovering these mediators and
regulators of satellite cell function in health and disease, as reviewed by Buckingham
et al. [1]. In vivo and ex vivo models were fundamental in their identification, while
knowledge on the causal role of these mediators and regulators in myogenesis was
primarily based on in vitro culturing and differentiation of primary satellite cells and
immortalized myoblasts. This in vitro formation of syncytia from mononucleated
myoblasts morphologically resembles developmental myogenesis, but has also
been employed as a model to study the regulation of postnatal myogenesis [1921]. Indeed, it was theorized that muscle regeneration recapitulates developmental
myogenesis. However, based on the reported differential requirements for β-catenin
during embryonic and fetal myogenesis [5], this theory has been challenged [2224]. Several reviews compared developmental and postnatal myogenesis and found
important distinctions in the involved cells, anatomy, cellular mechanisms, and
expression of regulatory genes [22, 24, 25]. This novel insight requires reframing of the
current knowledge on myogenesis, and reconsideration of established myogenesis
models. Specifically, we should consider the contextual use of the classical in vitro
model of myogenesis, i.e., syncytia formation from myoblasts, which may represent
developmental myogenesis, but incompletely or even inaccurately portrays postnatal
myogenesis.
The use of a more appropriate model will advance the comprehension of regulation
and dysregulation of postnatal myogenesis and its role in the development of
sarcopenia, and is thus indispensable in the identification of specific targets for
effective prevention and treatment of sarcopenia. In this study, we therefore aimed to
develop an in vitro model that better reflects postnatal myogenesis, to study the cell
intrinsic and extrinsic processes and signaling involved in the regulation of postnatal
myogenesis.
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METHODS
Cell culture and reagents
Cell maintenance and experiments were performed in a humidified incubator at 37°C
with 5% CO2. C2C12 myoblasts (ATCC, Wesel, Germany; #CRL-1772) were maintained
in growth medium (GM) which was composed of Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium
(DMEM 1 g/L glucose (Gibco, Rockville, MD; #22320-022) supplemented with 9% (v/v)
fetal bovine serum (FBS), and 50 U/mL penicillin and 50 μg/mL streptomycin (P/S)
(Gibco). To induce differentiation, cells were plated onto tissue culture plates coated
with 2% (v/v) Growth Factor Reduced Matrigel® (BD Biosciences, Bedford, MA) and
switched to differentiation medium (DM) composed of DMEM 4.5 g/L glucose (Gibco;
#41966-029) supplemented with 0.5% (v/v) heat-inactivated FBS and P/S.
Human C25 myoblasts (HSM) [26] were kindly provided by V. Mouly. HSM cells were
maintained in GM which was composed of Skeletal Muscle Cell Growth Medium
supplemented with 42 μg/mL bovine Fetuin, 8.3 ng/mL human recombinant Epidermal
Growth Factor, 0.83 ng/mL human recombinant Basic Fibroblast Growth Factor, 8.3
μg/mL human recombinant Insulin, 0.33 μg/mL Dexamethasone (all from PromoCell,
Heidelberg, Germany), 17% (v/v) FBS, and P/S. To induce differentiation, cells were
plated onto Matrigel-coated tissue culture plates and switched to DM which was
composed of DMEM 4.5 g/L glucose, GlutaMAX™ (Gibco; #61965-026) supplemented
with P/S.
DM was replaced 24 h after initiation of differentiation, and subsequently every 48
h. Myotube–myoblast co-cultures were initiated with 5 days differentiated myotubes
and 5000 cells/cm2 myoblasts, unless indicated otherwise.
For lentivirus production, 293FT cells (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA; #R700-07) were
maintained in DMEM 4.5 g/L glucose supplemented with 9% (v/v) FBS, P/S, and 500
μg/mL Geneticin (Gibco).
Recombinant human insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF-I) (Sigma-Aldrich, Zwijndrecht,
the Netherlands), recombinant human/mouse/rat growth differentiation factor 8
(Myostatin, MSTN), recombinant mouse interleukin-4 (IL-4) and human IL-13 (R&D
systems, Minneapolis, MN), and recombinant mouse tumor necrosis factor alpha
(TNF-α) (Merck Millipore, Amsterdam, the Netherlands) were dissolved in 0.1% bovine
serum albumin (BSA) (Sigma-Aldrich) in Hanks’ Balanced Salt Solution (HBSS). LY294002
(LY) (Merck Millipore) and Cytochalasin D (CytoD) (Sigma-Aldrich) were dissolved in
DMSO.
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Electrical pulse stimulation
Myotubes were electrically stimulated using a C-Pace unit and a C-Dish electrode
assembly for 35 mm culture dishes (Ion Optix, Milton, MA). Stimulation was performed
according to the “twitch” protocol by Orfanos et al. [27]. Briefly, pulses were applied for
20 ms at 10 V, at a frequency of 1 Hz.
RNA interference
Knockdown of Myomaker was achieved by RNA interference. Target Silencer® Select
siRNA or negative control Silencer® Select siRNA (final 10 nM) was mixed with
Lipofectamine RNAiMAX (Invitrogen) in Opti-MEM reduced serum medium (Gibco;
#31985-070). After complex formation at room temperature (RT) for 5 min, the
transfection mix was added to adherent cells, and incubated for 24 h before initiation
of co-culturing.
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Western blot
Cells were lysed in whole cell lysis buffer (20 mM Tris, 150 mM NaCl, 1% Nonidet P40,
and protease and phosphatase inhibitors (Roche)), incubated on ice for 30 min, and
centrifuged at 14,000g for 30 min. Total protein concentration in the supernatant
was determined using BCA Protein Assay kit (Pierce) according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. 4x Laemmli sample buffer (0.25 M Tris-HCl ph 6.8, 8% (w/v) SDS, 40% (v/v)
glycerol, 0.4 M DTT, and 0.02% (w/v) Bromophenol Blue) was added to the supernatant,
and samples were heated to 100°C for 5 min. Protein (3 μg myoblast lysate; 10 μg
myotube lysate) were separated on a Criterion XT Precast 4–12% Bis-Tris gel (Bio-Rad),
followed by transfer to a 0.45 μm nitrocellulose membrane (Bio-Rad) by electroblotting.
For total protein detection, the membrane was stained with PonceauS solution (0.2%
PonceauS in 1% acetic acid; Sigma-Aldrich Chemie) and imaged using the Amersham
imager 600RGB. The membrane was blocked for 1 h at RT in Tris-buffered saline with
Tween20 (20 mM Tris, 137 mM NaCl, 0.1% (v/v) Tween20, pH 7.6 (TBST)) containing 5%
(w/v) nonfat dry milk (Campina). After washing in TBST, the membrane was incubated
overnight at 4°C with 1:1000 anti-Myomaker (NBP2-34175; Novus) diluted in TBST with
5% (w/v) BSA. Subsequently, the membrane was incubated with peroxidase conjugated
secondary antibody solution (PI-1000; Vector laboratories) for 1 h at RT, and the target
was visualized by chemiluminescence using Supersignal FEMTO Chemiluminescent
substrate (Pierce Biotechnology, Inc.) according to the manufacturer’s instructions,
and detected using the Amersham Imager 600RGB. Signals were quantified with
Image Quant Software (Amersham), and corrected for total protein content.
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Stable transfection
The LV-floxed-Luc C2C12 cell line expresses a conditional luciferase cassette
dependent on Cre-mediated recombination, and was generated by Lipofectamine®
2000 (Invitrogen) mediated transfection with LV-floxed-Luc (Addgene, Cambridge,
MA; #60622) and subsequent selection based on a selectable marker.
The Cre C2C12 cell line expresses Cre recombinase, and was obtained by lentivirusmediated infection with Cre-IRES-PuroR (Addgene; #30205). Lentiviral supernatant was
produced by polyethylenimine-mediated co-transfection of 293FT cells with Cre-IRESPuroR, pRSV-Rev (Addgene; #12253), pMDLg/pRRE (Addgene; #12251), and pMD2.G
(Addgene; #12259) (1:1:1:1) in C2C12 GM. Lentivirus supernatant was collected 24, 48,
and 72 h after transfection, filter sterilized (0.45 μM), and stored at −20°C. C2C12 cells
were infected by addition of lentiviral supernatant in GM (1:1) containing 1 μg/mL
polybrene (Sigma-Aldrich), and subsequently selected based on a selectable marker.
Stable polyclonal cell lines were expanded, and stored in liquid nitrogen. For each
experiment, a new vial was used to reduce variability between experiments.
Cell staining and hybrid quantification
C2C12 or HSM cells were subjected to live staining with Vybrant® DiD or DiO cell labelling
solution (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA) before plating. Briefly, myoblasts were
stained in suspension in GM at 37°C for 20 min, and washed three times by pelleting
and resuspension in GM. To obtain stained myotubes, stained myoblasts were plated
and differentiated as described. Subsequently, co-culturing was initiated, and after 2
days, cell monolayers were washed with HBSS and fixed in 3.7% paraformaldehyde
(PFA). After fixation, nuclei were stained with DAPI and coverslips were mounted onto
the cell monolayers using Mowiol/DABCO.
Images were taken at a 100x magnification using an Eclipse E800 microscope (Nikon)
connected to a digital camera (DXM, 1200 NF, Nikon). For quantification of hybrid
formation, five random fields of view (FOV) were captured from each well. Myotubes
(i.e., cells with ≥3 nuclei) containing both DiD and DiO cell tracers, resulting from
myonuclear accretion, were defined as hybrids. Total myotubes and hybrid myotubes
were counted, and hybrids were expressed as percentage of the total number of
myotubes. The sum of five images was used to represent each well.
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BrdU labelling and immunohistochemical detection
C2C12 myoblasts were incubated with 10 μM Bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) (SigmaAldrich) in GM for 24 h, and subsequently co-cultured with 5 days differentiated
myotubes.
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At the indicated time points, cells were fixed in 3.7% PFA, and subsequently
permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X-100 (Sigma-Aldrich) in phosphate buffered saline
(PBS). Fixed cells were denatured with 1 N HCl in PBS for 30 min at 45°C, and neutralized
with 0.1 M borate buffer (pH 8.5) for 10 min at RT. After 1 h incubation with blocking
buffer (1% BSA, 22.52 mg/ml glycine, 0.1% Tween in PBS (PBST)), cells were incubated
overnight with rat monoclonal anti-BrdU antibody (Abcam; #ab6326) (1:75 in 1%
BSA in PBS) at 4°C in a humidified chamber, and then incubated for 1 h with rabbit
anti-rat antibody (Abcam; #ab6730) (1:200 in 1% BSA in PBS) at RT in the dark. Nuclei
were subsequently stained with DAPI, and coverslips were mounted onto the cell
monolayers using Mowiol/DABCO. Images were taken at a 100x magnification using
an Axio Observer A1 microscope (Zeiss) connected to a digital camera (AxioCam ICM1,
Zeiss). From each well, five random FOV were captured, and BrdU+ nuclei (staining
positive for BrdU and DAPI) in myotubes (i.e., cells with ≥3 nuclei) were counted. The
sum of five images was used to represent each well.
Luciferase detection
Cell monolayers of Cre and LV-floxed-Luc C2C12 co-cultures were lysed in reporter lysis
buffer (Promega, Madison, WI) by scraping and a subsequent freeze-thaw cycle, and
briefly centrifuged to remove cell debris. Luciferase activity was measured by addition
of 100 μL luciferase assay reagent (1.07 mM MgCO3, 2.67 mM MgSO4, 20.0 mM Tricin,
0.10 mM EDTA, 33.3 mM DTT, 530 µM ATP, 270 µM Coenzyme A, 470 µM Luciferin) to 20
μL lysate, and subsequent luminescence detection using a single tube luminometer
(Lumat LB 9507, Berthold, Bad Wildbad, Germany), according to the manufacturer’s
protocol (Promega). The luminescence signal (RLU) was corrected for total protein
content in the soluble fraction assessed by a BCA protein assay (Pierce Biotechnology,
Rockford, IL).
Statistics
Data are presented as means ± SEM and are representative of ≥3 independent
experiments. Analyses were performed using SPSS Statistics (version 22.0, IBM
Corp., Armonk, NY). Comparisons between two groups were performed using an
independent student’s t-test. Comparisons between >2 groups were performed by
one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni post hoc correction. A p-value <0.05 was considered
statistically significant.
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RESULTS
In vitro fusion of myoblasts with myotubes
The classical in vitro myogenesis model entails the formation of syncytia from
myoblasts. To better mimic postnatal myogenesis in vitro, we sought to represent the
involved fusion partners. To this end, myotubes obtained by 5-day differentiation of
C2C12 myoblasts were co-cultured with yet undifferentiated myoblasts. Through live
cell time-lapse imaging fusion of myoblasts with myotubes was observed during the
48 h after initiation of co-culturing (Figure S1; Additional File 1). Accordingly, the fusion
of DiO-stained C2C12 myoblasts with DiD-stained myotubes resulted in the formation
of hybrid myotubes (Figure 1), and in vitro myotube–myoblast fusion was confirmed in
a similar experiment in HSM cells (Figure S2). Together, this shows that both C2C12 and
HSM cells are capable of in vitro postnatal myonuclear accretion.
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Figure 1. | In vitro myoblast–myotube fusion. Hybrid formation in DiD-stained C2C12 myotubes 2
days after initiation of co-culturing with DiO-stained C2C12 myoblasts. (DAPI/nuclei: blue; DiD: red;
DiO: green). Arrows indicate non-hybrid myotubes, arrow heads indicate hybrid myotubes.

In vitro postnatal myonuclear accretion is increased by IGF-I
Staining-based quantification was optimized (Figure S3), and used to assess if the
number of in vitro postnatal myonuclear accretion events can be modified. Co-cultures
were treated with IGF-I, representing a well-established myogenic factor, which
impacts on both proliferation and differentiation [28]. This revealed a higher total
amount of myotubes, a higher total amount of hybrids, and a higher relative amount
of hybrids 2 days after initiation of co-culturing in the presence of IGF-I (Figure 2A–C).
IGF-I treatment started 24 h after initiation of co-culturing had no effect, whereas 24-h
pre-treatment with IGF-I increased the number of myotubes but did not affect the
relative amount of hybrid myotubes (Figure S4). This showed that the staining-based
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method had sufficient power to detect relevant differences in postnatal myonuclear
accretion. Furthermore, the staining-based method displayed a significant inter-rater
correlation and a moderate to high inter-rater agreement (Figure S5). However, BlandAltman analysis revealed a significant fixed bias for both the absolute and relative
amount of hybrids, and potentially clinically relevant differences may lie within the
95% limits of agreement (Figure S5D, F). Moreover, the staining-based assessment of
postnatal myonuclear accretion was labor intensive and time consuming. For unbiased,
high throughput, semi-quantitative assessment of postnatal myonuclear accretion, we
therefore developed a Cre/LoxP-based cell fusion reporter system (Figure S6), which
allows the conditional expression of luciferase after myoblast–myotube fusion. IGF-I
treatment of LV-floxed-Luc myotubes and Cre myoblast co-cultures increased protein
content and absolute luciferase activity, but no change in the relative luciferase activity
was observed. However, IGF-I treatment of Cre myotube and LV-floxed-Luc myoblast
co-cultures resulted in an increased protein content, and increased relative and
absolute luciferase activity in cells lysed 3 days after initiation of co-culturing (Figure
2D–F, Figure S6F−H), indicating increased cell fusion.
The Cre/LoxP-based cells system was further characterized by employing cocultures with increasing concentrations of IGF-I. A dose-dependent increase in the
relative luciferase activity and total protein content was observed upon treatment
with increasing concentrations of IGF-I (Figure S7D−F). To verify IGF-I stimulated
myonuclear accretion, the incorporation of BrdU-labelled myoblast nuclei into
myotubes was assessed. A dose-dependent increase in the number of BrdU+ nuclei
in myotubes was observed upon treatment with IGF-I, which had a strong, but nonsignificant correlation with the change in relative luciferase activity (Figure S7G−I). To
further validate luciferase activity in the Cre/LoxP-based model as an index of fusion,
the stimulatory effects of IGF-I on protein synthesis- and fusion-dependent luciferase
expression were dissected. Cre and LV-floxed-Luc myoblasts were co-cultured and
differentiated into hybrid myotubes with constitutive luciferase expression, and their
subsequent time- and dose-dependent luciferase activity in response to IGF-I was
compared to myoblast-myotube co-cultures (Figure S8). Although IGF-I treatment
increased the relative luciferase activity at T=72 in both systems, the magnitude of the
effect in the preformed hybrid myotubes was negligible compared to that observed in
fusion-dependent luciferase expressing co-cultures (Figure S8).
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Figure 2. | Increased in vitro postnatal myonuclear accretion in C2C12 cells upon IGF-I treatment. (AC) Staining-based assessment of myonuclear accretion 2 days after initiation of co-culturing +/- 10
nM IGF-I. A) total number of myotubes, B) number of hybrid myotubes, C) % hybrid myotubes. (D-F)
Luciferase-based assessment of myonuclear accretion 3 days after initiation of co-culturing +/- 10
nM IGF-I. D) luciferase activity (RLU) per well, E) protein content (μg/μL) per well, F) relative luciferase
activity (RLU/protein content) per well. Values are means ± SEM, n=4. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001.

In vitro postnatal myonuclear accretion is reduced by Cytochalasin D, Myostatin
and TNFα
To assess if the rate of in vitro postnatal myonuclear accretion can be suppressed, cocultures were treated with known inhibitors of myogenesis: CytoD, MSTN and TNFα.
CytoD treatment upon initiation of co-culturing resulted in a reduction of luciferase
activity to background levels measured in myotube only cultures, and a small increase
in total protein content (Figure 3A–C). MSTN treatment upon initiation of co-culturing
had no effect on the protein content, but led to a decrease in absolute and relative
fusion reporter activity (Figure 3D–F). Similarly, TNFα treatment upon initiation of coculturing led to a decrease in absolute and relative fusion reporter activity, in presence
of an increase in the total protein content per well (Figure 3G–I). Suppression of fusion
reporter activity by TNFα treatment was dose-dependent (Figure S7A−C). Moreover,
when applied to preformed hybrid myotube cultures no decrease in absolute or
negative luciferase content was detected in response to TNFα (Figure S8D−F),
suggesting reduced fusion-dependent luciferase expression in myoblast-myotube cocultures (Figure 3G−I) rather than decreased synthesis of luciferase protein.
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Figure 3. | Decreased in vitro postnatal myonuclear accretion in C2C12 cells upon CytoD, MSTN and
TNFα treatment. Luciferase-based assessment of myonuclear accretion 3 days after initiation of coculturing +/- 0.3 μM CytoD (A-C), 250 ng/mL MSTN (D-F), or 10 ng/mL TNFα (G-I). A) luciferase activity
(RLU) per well, B) protein content (μg/μL) per well, C) relative luciferase activity (RLU/protein content)
per well, D) luciferase activity (RLU) per well, E) protein content (μg/μL) per well, F) relative luciferase
activity (RLU/protein content) per well, G) luciferase activity (RLU) per well, H) protein content (μg/μL)
per well, I) relative luciferase activity (RLU/protein content) per well. Values are means ± SEM, n=4.
*p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001.
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In vitro postnatal myonuclear accretion is increased by the anti-inflammatory
cytokines IL-13 and IL-4.
In contrast to the pro-inflammatory cytokine TNFα, the anti-inflammatory cytokines
IL-13 and IL-4 have been identified as promoting factors for postnatal myogenesis [29,
30]. IL-13 treatment upon initiation of co-culturing resulted in an increase in the total
protein content and an increase in the absolute and relative fusion reporter activity
(Figure 4A–C). Similarly, IL-4 treatment tended to increase the total protein content
and led to an increase in the absolute and relative fusion reporter activity (Figure 4D–
F).
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Figure 4. | Increased in vitro postnatal myonuclear accretion in C2C12 cells upon IL-13 and IL-4
treatment. Luciferase-based assessment of myonuclear accretion 3 days after initiation of coculturing +/- 250 ng/mL IL-13 (A-C) or 500 ng/mL IL-4 (D-F). A) luciferase activity (RLU) per well, B)
protein content (μg/μL) per well, C) relative luciferase activity (RLU/protein content) per well, D)
luciferase activity (RLU) per well, E) protein content (μg/μL) per well, F) relative luciferase activity
(RLU/protein content) per well. Values are means ± SEM, n=4. *p<0.05, ***p<0.001.
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In vitro postnatal myonuclear accretion is increased upon recovery from myotube
injury and atrophy
Physiological conditions that trigger in vivo postnatal myonuclear accretion include
the recovery from muscle damaging exercise such as eccentric exercise and the
recovery from muscle atrophy. In vitro myotube damage induced by electrical
pulse stimulation (EPS) followed by recovery in the presence of myoblasts led to an
increased total protein content and increased absolute and relative fusion reporter
activity compared to untreated co-cultures (Figure 5A–C). In vitro induction of atrophy
by LY pre-treatment and maintenance during co-culturing led to a significant decrease
in the total protein content and a decrease in the absolute and relative fusion reporter
activity (Figure 5D–F). Furthermore, removal of LY upon initiation of co-culturing led
to a normalization of the total protein content and an increase in the absolute and
relative fusion reporter activity compared to maintained LY stimulation and control
(Figure 5D–F).
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Figure 5. | Increased in vitro postnatal myonuclear accretion in C2C12 cells upon recovery from
myotube damage and atrophy. Luciferase-based assessment of myonuclear accretion 3 days
after initiation of co-culturing of myotubes pre-treated by 1-hour electrical pulse stimulation, with
myoblasts in presence of conditioned medium (n=6). A) luciferase activity (RLU) per well, B) protein
content (μg/μL) per well, C) relative luciferase activity (RLU/protein content) per well. Luciferasebased assessment of myonuclear accretion 3 days after initiation of co-culturing of myotubes
pre-treated +/- 15 µM LY (24h pre), with myoblasts in presence or absence of 15 µM LY (72h post)
(n=4). D) luciferase activity (RLU) per well, E) protein content (μg/μL) per well, F) relative luciferase
activity (RLU/protein content) per well. T=initiation and duration of treatment (h) relative to start of
co-culturing. Values are means ± SEM, n=4. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001 compared to control or
between indicated groups.
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In vitro postnatal myonuclear accretion requires the expression of Myomaker in
myoblasts
A novel factor involved in myogenic fusion that is required for muscle regeneration
and hypertrophy is Myomaker [15, 31]. A cell type-specific differential requirement
of Myomaker has been reported [32]. We assessed if the requirement of Myomaker
for fusion is myoblast or myotube specific. SiRNA-mediated knockdown of Myomaker
was verified and resulted in a strong reduction in Myomaker protein abundance in
myotubes, whereas Myomaker expression was below the detection limit in myoblasts
(Figure 6D−E). Knockdown of Myomaker in myotubes did not alter the absolute and
relative cell fusion reporter activity in co-cultures (Figure 6A−C). In contrast, treatment
of myoblasts with siRNA against Myomaker decreased both the absolute and relative
fusion reporter activity in co-cultures containing Myomaker-expressing or -silenced
myotubes (Figure 6A−C). These data indicate that Myomaker expression in myoblasts
is required for cell fusion.
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Figure 6. | Myomaker is specifically required in myoblasts for in vitro postnatal myonuclear accretion
in C2C12 cells. Luciferase-based assessment of myonuclear accretion 3 days after initiation of coculturing of myotubes (MT) with myoblasts (MB) which received 24-hour pre-treatment with either
negative control siRNA (siNeg) or siRNA against Myomaker (siMyo) (n=4). A) luciferase activity (RLU)
per well, B) protein content (μg/μL) per well, C) relative luciferase activity (RLU/protein content)
per well. Parallel experiment of siRNA treated MT and MB, maintained in separate cultures. D)
Western blot of Myomaker, E) densitometric analysis of 20kDa band (n=8). Values are means ± SEM.
***p<0.001 compared to control.
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DISCUSSION
The requirement for postnatal myogenesis in muscle growth, repair and regeneration,
and basal muscle maintenance is evident from research in humans [8, 33, 34] and
rodents [9-12, 35]. However, data on the regulation and dysregulation of postnatal
myonuclear accretion is scarce due to the technical challenge to investigate and
quantitate this process in vivo and in vitro. Although, myoblast–myotube fusion is
frequently mentioned in literature, the majority of these in vitro studies actually refer
to late myogenesis in progressively differentiating cultures. Certainly, these classical
studies have provided invaluable insights in the regulation and dysregulation of
myogenesis, however, their translatability to adult skeletal muscle maintenance can
be challenged [5, 22-24].
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In the current study, we developed an unbiased, high throughput, Cre/LoxP-based
in vitro model system for semi-quantitative assessment of postnatal myonuclear
accretion. This model builds on the broadly employed classical model of myogenesis,
by including the fusion partners involved in in vivo postnatal myonuclear accretion
through co-culturing of differentiated C2C12 myotubes with yet undifferentiated
C2C12 myoblasts. Via live cell time-lapse imaging, staining-based cell tracing, and
recombination-dependent luciferase activity, we show that postnatal myonuclear
accretion occurs in vitro. This finding is in line with the scant previous studies assessing
myoblast–myotube fusion in co-cultures by staining-based cell tracing [30, 36-39].
Furthermore, we reproduced this finding in a HSM cell line, and thereby confirm that
in vitro myoblast–myotube fusion is not a C2C12 cell line specific anomaly.
Using this co-culture model, a substantial number of hybrid cells and a pronounced
luciferase signal are detected even in the absence of an additional myogenic trigger.
Although previous literature states that in uninjured adult muscles, satellite cells are
mitotically quiescent [12], in line with our data, a more recent study challenged this
proposed low basal myonuclear turnover rate and shows that a significant percentage
of satellite cells divide and fuse in uninjured adult muscles [40]. Differences in
observed ‘basal’ myonuclear turnover rates may arise from variations in the employed
methodologies. Importantly, satellite cells were reported to rapidly activate in explant
cultures [41], which resembles the proliferative state of myoblasts in our co-culture
model.
Based on the basal luciferase signal and the responsiveness of the Cre/LoxP-based
reporter system with Cre and LV-floxed-Luc C2C12 alternating as acceptor and donor
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cells for myonuclear accretion, we conclude that co-culturing of Cre myotubes with
LV-floxed-Luc myoblasts most sensitively reports fusion (Figure S6). This likely reflects
the recombination-dependent increase in luciferase expression in Cre myotubes with
the incorporation of every additional nucleus derived from an LV-floxed-Luc myoblast,
whereas accretion of one single nucleus derived from a Cre myoblast may result in the
recombination of multiple nuclei present in one LV-floxed-Luc myotube. We show that
in this model, IGF-I induces a profound increase in postnatal myonuclear accretion.
IGF-I is a well-established driver of muscle hypertrophy that has been associated
with increases in both protein synthesis and myogenesis [42]. In line with this, IGF-I
treatment during co-culturing increases the total protein content, as well as cell fusion
assessed by staining-based and reporter-based fusion quantification. In agreement
with previous literature [42], the effect of IGF-I depends on the timing of treatment
initiation, which may suggest a role for temporal IGF-I expression during postnatal
myogenesis. Furthermore, we show that TNFα treatment decreases postnatal
myonuclear accretion. This disease-related factor was previously shown to reduce
the myogenic index [19]. Although we demonstrate a dose-dependent decrease in
fusion upon increasing TNFα concentrations, a bimodal effect of TNFα treatment was
found when lower concentrations were included [43]. Furthermore, positive effects of
TNFα on proliferation have been reported [44], which may explain the increase in total
protein content in TNFα-treated co-cultures.
These modulatory effects of IGF-I and TNFα show that the Cre/LoxP-based fusion
reporter system is responsive to physiologically relevant ligands that modulate
myogenesis. Furthermore, the IGF-I and TNFα-dose dependent (Figure S7A−F), and
the myoblast-density dependent (Figure S6E) effects on the relative luciferase activity,
together with the lag time for effects of modulations to result in changes in luciferase
activity (Figure S6F−H, Figure S8A−C), suggest that the relative luciferase activity is
reflecting fusion. Moreover, in keeping with previous research [32, 45], treatment of
co-cultures with CytoD reduces the luciferase reporter activity to background levels,
verifying that luciferase reporter activity in our system requires cell fusion. In line, the
stimulation of luciferase activity corresponds with an increased presence of myoblastderived myonuclei in myotubes, providing further support that alterations in luciferase
activity are determined by, and therefore reflect fusion. Nevertheless, the absolute
luciferase activity is a product of post-recombinational luciferase expression, which
may be affected by alterations in cellular transcriptional and translational activity. To
disentangle effects on fusion and protein synthesis, we compared the time-dependent
effects of IGF-I and TNFα on fusion-dependent luciferase expressing co-cultures,
and Cre and LV-floxed-Luc hybrid myotubes with constitutive luciferase expression,
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respectively (Figure S8). Based on the large difference in the magnitude of the effect of
IGF-I, and the difference in the direction of the effect of TNFα on the relative luciferase
activity, we conclude that changes in the relative luciferase activity in the Cre/LoxPbased fusion reporter system are indeed mainly dictated by changes in fusion.
Nevertheless, when the absolute rate of myonuclear accretion is of interest, luciferasebased screening should be followed up by quantitative assessment of myonuclear
accretion, e.g. by staining-based nuclear tracing of BrdU labelled myoblasts.
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The current method reports the cumulative functional contribution of fusion events,
and may thereby facilitate the elucidation of the homeostatic control of myonuclear
number, which is of particular interest for the slow progressive muscle wasting seen in
aging [8], chronic diseases [46], and muscle dystrophy [47]. However, luciferase-based
reporting of fusion operates with a certain lag time, determined by recombination,
transcription, and translation of the reporter gene. Therefore, no complete distinction
can be made between alterations in the amount or rate of myonuclear accretion,
although both may be equally relevant. To gain a more mechanistic insight in the
regulation of postnatal myonuclear accretion, the current method should be used in
conjunction with assays for proliferation and biochemical differentiation, to distinguish
between effects on those processes and fusion, as alterations in any of these processes
will affect myonuclear accretion. Furthermore, it should be taken into account that
long term monitoring of in vitro myonuclear accretion is restricted by the limited cell
viability in culture. Moreover, in contrast to the staining-based assessment of in vitro
postnatal myonuclear accretion, Cre/LoxP-based assessment does not provide any
insight in the intermediate morphological states of myoblasts before fusion with a
myotube. Thus, although we refer to myoblast-myotube fusion, we cannot exclude
the occurrence nor assess the relevance of e.g. myoblast-myoblast fusion before fusion
with a pre-existing myotube. Nevertheless, a major advantage of the Cre/LoxP-based
system is that it does not rely on visual identification of individual myotubes which is
labor intensive and complex due to irregular myotube structure, and it may therefore
also be suitable to study postnatal myonuclear accretion in e.g. 3D culture systems
[48].
In an initial utilization of the model, we assessed pharmacological and physiological
modulators of postnatal myonuclear accretion. Similar to IGF-I [49, 50], MSTN
modulation is part of the exercise recovery response [51, 52]. Treatment of co-cultures
with the myogenic inhibitor MSTN results in a pronounced reduction of cell fusion,
which is in agreement with previous studies that show a reduction in the myogenic
index by treatment with MSTN [21, 53]. Furthermore, cytokine secretion is induced
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during physiological conditions that are accompanied by myonuclear accretion [52,
54], such as recovery from eccentric exercise and recovery from muscle atrophy. In
contrast to the inhibitory effect of the pro-inflammatory cytokine TNFα on myogenesis,
the anti-inflammatory cytokines IL-13 and IL-4 have been reported to increase fusion
by acting as recruitment factors for muscle growth [29, 30]. In line with this, we find
an increase in the relative fusion reporter activity upon co-culture treatment with
IL-4 and IL-13. Furthermore, during the recovery phase after simulation of muscle
damaging exercise in vitro through electrical pulse stimulation [27], we observe an
increase in myonuclear accretion. Moreover, upon induction of in vitro muscle atrophy
by treatment with the Pi3K inhibitor LY [55], in line with previous research [56], a
reduction in myonuclear accretion in the presence of LY is observed, which may reflect
a requirement of IGF-I/AKT signaling in one of the myogenic processes leading to
myonuclear accretion. Interestingly, myonuclear accretion is increased during recovery
from myotube atrophy upon removal of LY, illustrating that myonuclear accretion can
be determined by myotube intrinsic properties, and suggesting a role of myonuclear
accretion in restoring myofiber size.
In vivo, contraction-induced muscle damage and muscle atrophy are processes that
affect the adult myofiber. However, the subsequent satellite cell response during
muscle recovery suggests that crosstalk occurs between muscle fibers and satellite
cells. Importantly, the current model system allows the separate treatment of
myotubes and myoblasts, and thereby provides the possibility to disentangle cell
type-specific signals and responses, and facilitates exploration of their role in the
regulation of postnatal myogenesis. We exploited this distinctive capacity by assessing
whether Myomaker, a recently identified regulator of fusion, is required for postnatal
myonuclear accretion in a cell-type specific manner. To this end, we knocked down
Myomaker in myotubes and/or myoblasts before initiation of co-culturing, and report
a myoblast specific requirement of Myomaker for postnatal myonuclear accretion. This
is in line with an early Myomaker study, which reported a cell-type specific differential
requirement of this protein in myoblasts–fibroblasts fusion [32], and a more recent
study, which reported a satellite cell-specific requirement for Myomaker in overloadinduced muscle hypertrophy [15].
CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we developed a Cre/LoxP-based in vitro model that better reflects
postnatal myogenesis by including the relevant fusion partners, and can be used
for semi-quantitative assessment of postnatal myonuclear accretion. We show that
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this model is responsive to known ligands with myogenesis inducing and inhibiting
properties, as well as physiological triggers that affect postnatal myonuclear accretion.
Moreover, this model allows the distinction the cell type-specific roles of signals and
responses in the regulation of postnatal myogenesis. Together, these features make
the Cre/LoxP-based in vitro model of postnatal myonuclear accretion suitable for
both basal research on the molecular regulation of postnatal myogenesis, as well
as translational research on the whole range of muscle diseases that may involve
impaired satellite cell number or function.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
Additional File 1. | Live cell time-lapse imaging. In vitro myoblast–myotube fusion captured by live cell
time-lapse imaging. Days and hh:mm indicate time after initiation of myotube-myoblast co-culture.
https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.5891122.v1

6
Figure S1. | Selected frames depicting in vitro myoblast–myotube fusion captured by live cell timelapse imaging. Arrow head indicates myoblast movement, and subsequent fusion with a myotube.
T= time (hh:mm) after initiation of myotube-myoblast co-culture.

Figure S2. | Hybrid formation in DiD-stained HSM myotubes 2 days after initiation of co-culturing
with DiO-stained HSM myoblasts. (DAPI/nuclei: blue; DiD: red; DiO: green). Arrows indicate nonhybrid myotubes, arrow heads indicate hybrid myotubes.
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Figure S3. | Moving average and variation per well by increasing number of fields of view (FOV). A)
moving average of total number of myotubes per well in well 1 (left) and well 2 (right), B) moving
average of number of hybrid myotubes per well in well 1 (left) and well 2 (right), C) moving average
of % hybrid myotubes per well in well 1 (left) and well 2 (right).
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Figure S4. | Staining-based assessment of myonuclear accretion 2 days after initiation of co-culturing
+/- 10 nM IGF-I treatment started 24 hours before start of co-culturing (T=-24), upon co-culturing
(T=0), or 24 hour after start of co-culturing (T=24) (A-C). A) total number of myotubes, B) number
of hybrid myotubes, C) % hybrid myotubes. Values are means ± SEM, n=4. *p<0.05, **p<0.01,
***p<0.001 compared to control.
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Figure S5. | Inter-rater reliability of staining-based assessment of postnatal myonuclear accretion. A)
scatter plot of total number of myotubes per well by observer 1 and observer 2, B) Bland-Altman
plot of total number of myotubes per well, C) scatter plot of number of hybrid myotubes per well by
observer 1 and observer 2, D) Bland-Altman plot of number of hybrid myotubes per well, E) scatter
plot of % hybrid myotubes per well by observer 1 and observer 2, F) Bland-Altman plot of % hybrid
myotubes per well. Means (solid line), and the 95% confidence interval (95% CI) and 95% limits
of agreement (95% LOA) (dotted line) are displayed. Inter-rater correlation was tested by Pearson
correlation (R2), absolute inter-rater agreement was assessed by two-way mixed model intraclass
correlation coefficient (ICC) with 95% CI, and fixed bias was assessed by Bland-Altman analysis and
tested by one sample t-test. ***p<0.001.
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Figure S6. | Optimization of Cre/LoxP-based assessment of myonuclear accretion. Co-culture of LVfloxed-Luc C2C12 myotubes with Cre C2C12 myoblasts (A-D). A) relative luciferase activity (RLU/
protein content) per well 2 days after addition of 0, 2500, 5000 or 10000 myoblasts/cm2 (n=3).
Cells lysed at indicated time points (hours) after initiation of co-culturing +/- 10 nM IGF-I (n=8), B)
luciferase activity (RLU) per well, C) protein content (μg/μL) per well, D) relative luciferase activity
(RLU/protein content) per well. Co-culture of Cre C2C12 myotubes with LV-floxed-Luc C2C12
myoblasts (E-H). E) relative luciferase activity (RLU/protein content) per well 2 days after addition
of 0, 2500, 5000 or 10000 myoblasts/cm2 (n=3). Cells lysed at indicated time points (hours) after
initiation of co-culturing +/- 10 nM IGF-I (n=8), F) luciferase activity (RLU) per well, G) protein content
(μg/μL) per well, H) relative luciferase activity (RLU/protein content) per well. Values are means ± SEM.
*p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001 compared to 0 cells/cm2 or compared to T=16 within each condition,
and between indicated bars.
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Figure S7. | Validation of Cre/LoxP-based luciferase production as a reporter of myonuclear accretion.
Co-culture of Cre C2C12 myotubes with LV-floxed-Luc C2C12 myoblasts. Cells lysed 3 days after
initiation of co-culturing +/- increasing concentrations of TNFα (n=4) (A-C), A) luciferase activity (RLU)
per well, B) protein content (μg/μL) per well, C) relative luciferase activity (RLU/protein content) per well.
Cells lysed 3 days after initiation of co-culturing +/- increasing concentrations of IGF-I (n=4)
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(D-F), D) luciferase activity (RLU) per well, E) protein content (μg/μL) per well, F) relative luciferase
activity (RLU/protein content) per well. G) myonuclear accretion of BrdU+ myoblast nuclei into
myotubes, 3 days after initiation of co-culturing (DAPI/nuclei: blue; BrdU: green). Arrows indicate
examples of BrdU+ myoblast nuclei, arrow head indicates a BrdU+ nucleus in a myotube. H) Average
number of BrdU+ nuclei in myotubes per well 3 days after initiation of co-culturing +/- 10 nM IGF-I,
50 nM IGF-I, or 100 nM IGF-I. I) scatter plot of the relative luciferase signal (RLU/protein content) and
BrdU+ nuclei in myotubes, 3 days after initiation of co-culturing +/- 10 nM IGF-I, 50 nM IGF-I, or 100 nM
IGF-I. Abbreviations: rP, Pearson correlation coefficient; rS, Spearman correlation coefficient. Values
are means ± SEM. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001 compared to control; #p<0.1 for correlations.
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Figure S8. | Dissection of effects of alterations in fusion, and protein synthesis on the fusion reporter activity. Co-culture of Cre C2C12 myotubes with LVfloxed-Luc C2C12 myoblasts (A-C). Cells lysed at indicated time points (hours) after initiation of co-culturing +/- 10 ng/mL TNFα, 10 nM IGF-I, or 50 nM IGF-I
(n=4), A) luciferase activity (RLU) per well, B) protein content (μg/μL) per well, C) relative luciferase activity (RLU/protein content) per well. Cre/LV-floxed-Luc
C2C12 myotubes obtained by 5 days co-culturing of Cre C2C12 and LV-floxed-Luc C2C12 myoblasts (D-E). Cells lysed at indicated time points (hours) after
start of incubation +/- 10 ng/mL TNFα, 10 nM IGF-I, or 50 nM IGF-I (n=4), D) luciferase activity (RLU) per well, E) protein content (μg/μL) per well, F) relative
luciferase activity (RLU/protein content) per well. Values are means ± SEM. Results 2-way ANOVA (treatment × time); A) treatment effect***, time effect***,
interaction***, B) treatment effect*, time effect***, interactionns, C) treatment effect***, time effect***, interaction***, D) treatment effect***, time effect***,
interactionns, E) treatment effect***, time effect***, interaction*, F) treatment effect***, time effect***, interaction*. Post-hoc analyses with Bonferroni
correction are depicted in the figures, *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001 compared to control within each time-point.
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CHAPTER 8

The progressive loss of skeletal muscle mass and function is frequently observed in
elderly and patients with chronic diseases such as COPD. This may lead to sarcopenia,
which affects physical functioning and metabolic health. The prevention or treatment
of sarcopenia requires a better understanding of the underlying cellular and molecular
pathobiology. Although skeletal muscle catabolic processes are broadly studied, a
potential role for impaired skeletal muscle recovery in the development of sarcopenia
is still underexplored. In this thesis, we studied mechanisms involved in skeletal muscle
recovery, and assessed the implications of potential disturbances in these processes
for skeletal muscle maintenance in COPD patients. In this final chapter we will discuss
the findings in a broader perspective and address the implications. Finally, we define
important goals for future research in this area.
Temporal regulation of remodeling-related processes during recovery from
skeletal muscle atrophy

8

It is generally accepted that the loss of muscle mass results from a change in the
dynamic protein turnover balance leading to a net catabolic state, as nicely illustrated
by Atherton et al. [1]. The relative contribution of alterations in rates of muscle protein
synthesis (MPS) and muscle protein breakdown (MPB) to disuse-induced atrophy is
highly relevant for the development of targeted interventions, but is still subject to
debate. Numerous studies have shown a decline in basal and post-prandial MPS upon
disuse [2-5]. However, due to a lack of data from studies in humans, disuse-induced
changes in MPB are less clear-cut [6]. Similarly, alterations in MPB upon remobilization
after disuse-induced atrophy remain underexplored in humans. Although a
compensatory decrease in MPB upon remobilization may be expected, a temporary
increase in MPB was shown after exercise [7-9], and may also be anticipated upon
remobilization. Furthermore, postprandial MPS normalizes or even increases upon
remobilization after disuse-induced atrophy [7, 8, 10, 11].
Interestingly, but unsurprisingly, several studies showed a lack of association between
exercise-induced changes in MPS and the eventual change in muscle mass [12-14].
This could be partially due to the relatively short-term duration of protein turnover
measurement, which may incompletely reflect the cumulative effects of dynamic
temporal changes in MPS and MPB rates [15]. Alternatively, this lack of correlation
could be due to an underappreciated role for MPB in the determination of muscle
mass [15]. A further complicating factor in the interpretation of increases in MPS may
be a differential temporal regulation of MPS depending on the mode of induction.
There is strong evidence that, in addition to resistance exercise, endurance exercise
also triggers the induction of MPS [16-20], while this is generally not accompanied
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by a substantial gain in muscle mass. Based on this discrepancy, a potential role
for increased MPS in muscle reconditioning and remodeling has been extensively
discussed [14, 21, 22]. In line with this notion, a more recent study showed that in the
initial exercise response, MPS tends to correlate with Z-band streaming as a marker of
muscle damage, but not with muscle fiber cross-sectional area (CSA) [23]. The authors
of that study speculated that the increase in MPS in this context is more related to
the regulation of muscle repair than of muscle mass [23, 24]. Together, these studies
clearly indicate that, in addition to a role in the regulation of muscle mass, alterations
in MPS are also essential in the regulation of muscle quality.
Technical limitations in the measurement of MPB prevent the further dissection of
the temporal protein turnover dynamics, which is imperative for a comprehensive
understanding of its role in the regulation of muscle mass and quality, particularly in
the context of skeletal muscle recovery from atrophy. However, repeated assessment
of the molecular signals involved in the control of muscle protein turnover may provide
further insight in the temporal alterations in MPS and MPB by achieving a higher timeresolution. Moreover, molecular signals control both the changes in muscle mass
and muscle quality, and as such, likely best reflect the coordination between these
processes.
Hindlimb-suspension and reloading in rodents is a well-established model for disuse
atrophy and recovery that can facilitate high-resolution assessment of the dynamics of
skeletal muscle molecular signals involved in muscle plasticity in these conditions. By
studying an elaborate panel of molecular markers in this mouse model, it was shown
that acutely upon reloading, both protein synthesis and protein degradation signaling
are increased [25] (Chapter 4) (Figure 1). Although UPS signaling normalized or even
decreases after longer-term reloading, the increase in autophagy signaling was
sustained up to the later phases of reloading [25] (Chapter 4). This is in line with the
recently implicated roles for autophagy in the remodeling of skeletal muscle cellular
components [9, 26-29], e.g. by promoting the removal, recycling, and replacement of
damaged and dysfunctional components [28]. Autophagy not only seems to play an
important role in muscle fiber remodeling, but also in the metabolic remodeling of
satellite cells required for their functional maintenance [30]. In line with the parallel
activation of autophagy and myogenesis reported in vitro [31], we observed a
concomitant induction of myogenesis and autophagy in vivo during recovery from
skeletal muscle atrophy in mice [25] (Chapter 4) (Figure 1). Upon remobilization,
we previously showed the sequential induction of proliferation and differentiation
markers [25], and now extend these findings by showing the ‘late phase’ induction
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of a novel marker of satellite cell fusion, i.e., Myomaker (Chapter 4). The resulting
functional contribution of satellite cells to the myonuclear pool is implied by the ‘late
phase’ recovery of the myonuclear content (Chapter 4), thereby promoting myofiber
maintenance and remodeling via protein synthesis with or without hypertrophy [32].
In parallel with the progression of myogenesis, metabolic remodeling is activated, as is
evident from the induction of mitochondrial biogenesis and mitochondrial dynamics
regulation, together with the recovery of OXPHOS during remobilization [33] (Figure
1). The regulation of these metabolic alterations seems to occur in a biphasic pattern,
which may reflect an asynchronous response of the two different cell types involved
in myonuclear accretion. We speculate that an initial induction of mitochondrial
biogenesis, evidenced by elevated transcript levels of biogenesis regulatory genes,
occurs in the myofiber and is facilitated by the increase in muscle protein synthesis
signaling, whereas the second bout of mitochondrial biogenesis signaling originates
from the differentiating satellite cells. Alternatively, completed incorporation of
satellite cell-derived nuclei may contribute to a ‘later phase’ mitochondrial biogenesis
originating from the muscle fiber, e.g. by delivery of nuclear DNA (nDNA) and
mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) to support the transcription of mitochondrial proteins.

8

Figure 1. | Temporal regulation of remodeling-related processes during recovery from skeletal muscle
atrophy. A. Schematic presentation of the temporal protein turnover signaling associated with the
recovery of muscle mass and metabolism (as described in Chapter 4). B. Schematic presentation of
the temporal regulation of myogenesis and mitochondrial biogenesis signaling associated with the
recovery of muscle mass and metabolism (as described in Chapter 4). C. Hypothesized distinction
between patient clusters based on the pattern of molecular and functional alterations resembling
an ‘early’ (Cluster 2) versus ‘late’ stage (Cluster 1) of muscle remodeling (as described in Chapter 5).
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The temporal interrelationship between muscle mass and metabolic plasticity is
evident from our work, as well as others’ (Chapter 4) [26-31, 34-40]. However, applying
a similar high time resolution approach as was done in the mouse study is technically
and ethically very challenging in humans, preventing the direct assessment of the
temporal nature of these interrelationships in vivo in humans. We took an important
step towards a better understanding of these interrelationships in humans by adopting
an integrative approach. By performing a cluster analysis of the correlations between
remobilization-induced changes in molecular signaling after limb immobilization,
we found a tight coordination specifically between the regulation of autophagy and
myogenesis, and, more generally, between regulators of muscle mass and metabolic
plasticity (Chapter 4).
Due to the cross-sectional nature and technical limitations of most studies in humans,
it remains difficult to establish the role for these coordinated responses in the longterm regulation of muscle mass versus muscle remodeling. However, a recent study
prospectively assessed the satellite cell response to exercise depending on the
training status, and found an acute exercise-induced increase in satellite cell numbers
in the untrained state, and a sustained elevation with no further exercise-induced
alterations in satellite cell numbers in the later weeks of a training program [24]. In line
with the time-point dependent correlations with exercise-induced muscle damage
and alterations in MPS and MPB, the authors speculated that the initial increase in
satellite cell numbers supports skeletal muscle repair, whereas the sustained elevation
supports skeletal muscle hypertrophy [23, 24], as may also be the case during
remobilization-induced recovery from atrophy. As such, the regulation of skeletal
muscle mass and metabolic plasticity depends on the training status. This may not
solely reflect training-induced myocellular intrinsic changes, but also adaptations in
the myocellular microenvironment (e.g. neuromuscular junctions (NMJ), vasculature,
and extracellular matrix (ECM)) [41-45]. In line, disuse induces NMJ degeneration
[46], capillary loss [47, 48], and ECM remodeling [45, 49], which are reversed upon
remobilization and exercise training [45, 50-56]. Adding to the complexity of skeletal
muscle recovery responses, not only these local factors, but also systemic factors
are important mediators of remobilization-induced skeletal muscle recovery. For
example, during skeletal muscle recovery from disuse or injury, macrophage invasion
contributes to the removal of damaged cells, and contributes to muscle repair, growth
and regeneration [57, 58]. Although these factors were not subject of investigation
in the current thesis, they may be important contributors to the inter-individual
variability in molecular exercise responses, and as such, should be subject of future
investigation when studying muscle recovery.
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Indications for altered skeletal muscle remodeling-related processes in COPD
Skeletal muscle disuse is an important determinant of muscle wasting in patients with
COPD [59]. However, in addition to the structural and metabolic alterations driven by a
low amount of physical activity, COPD patients display an exaggerated impairment in
oxidative phenotype compared to activity-matched healthy subjects [60]. Moreover,
COPD patients with a low muscle mass seem to display an exacerbated impairment in
oxidative phenotype [61-63]. As such, it was previously suggested that the impaired
oxidative phenotype may accelerate the loss of muscle mass [64]. However, despite
the fact that the overlap between regulatory mechanisms of muscle mass and quality
implies their association, a causal role for potential disturbances of this relationship
in the development of COPD-induced skeletal muscle pathology remains to be
established.

8

Primarily based on animal studies, it could be hypothesized that COPD disease-related
drivers of muscle qualitative alterations, such as hypoxia and systemic inflammation,
mainly contribute to muscle wasting by the excessive induction of protein degradation
[65]. Interestingly, extensive review of the fragmented human tissue data in the existing
literature suggested not only an induction of catabolic processes, but also of anabolic
processes in the skeletal muscle of patients with COPD [59] (Chapter 2). To obtain a
better understanding of changes in shared muscle mass and remodeling-related
mechanisms, we studied the regulation of muscle protein synthesis and degradation
in COPD patients with and without sarcopenia, and in healthy controls. In addition,
we studied the molecular regulation of the anabolic process ‘myogenesis’. Through a
comprehensive analysis of both anabolic and catabolic signaling, we confirmed the
concomitant induction of both protein degradation, and protein synthesis pathways
in patients with COPD (Chapter 3). Strengthened by the accompanying induction of
myogenesis (Chapter 3), we suggest that these alterations may reflect ongoing repair
or remodeling of the skeletal muscle. While COPD disease-related factors per se may
drive remodeling processes [66, 67], there are also indications for elevated levels of
damage in the skeletal muscle of COPD patients. For example, sarcomere disruption
[68], and oxidative damage to muscle proteins [68, 69] and mtDNA [70] are increased
in the skeletal muscle of COPD patients. Interestingly, the effects of such induction of
skeletal muscle damage may be exacerbated by the COPD-associated fiber type shift,
as type II fibers are more susceptible to inflammation and oxidative stress-induced
damage [71-73]. As such, the fiber type shift may contribute to muscle wasting. Indeed,
in line with a more pronounced fiber type shift in patients with a low muscle mass
[74], there are indications for increased (oxidative) muscle damage in these patients
[68, 74]. Moreover, we found that the COPD-related increase in protein turnover
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signaling was most prominent in sarcopenic patients (Chapter 3), suggesting even
more pronounced remodeling in skeletal muscle of these patients. In contrast, the
induction of myogenesis signaling was not further enhanced in sarcopenic patients
(Chapter 3). Contrary to aging [75], there is no clear evidence for a further depletion of
the satellite cell pool in skeletal muscle of COPD patients [76, 77]. Nevertheless, in line
with the ‘inadequate’ increase in myogenesis signaling, muscle wasted COPD patients
display replicative exhaustion, and potentially resulting senescence of satellite cells
[77-79]. Unfortunately, we were not able to directly measure satellite cell numbers
or function in the COPD patient cohort studied in this thesis (Chapter 3 & Chapter
5). However, given the crucial role of myogenesis in muscle repair and regeneration
[80-86], we propose that impaired myogenesis, evidenced by an inadequate adaptive
increase in myogenesis signaling, may result in impaired muscle quality maintenance
and thereby contribute to the progressive decline of muscle mass in COPD patients.
An inadequate increase in myogenic signaling may reflect an exhaustion of the
systems regulating skeletal muscle mass and metabolic plasticity. As such, COPDassociated baseline alterations may prevent the induction of these signaling pathways
involved in the skeletal muscle recovery from atrophy, and the response to exercise
training as deployed during pulmonary rehabilitation programs. However, several
studies assessed molecular markers of remodeling-related processes upon exercise
training in COPD patients [87-91], and did not find a clear differential rehabilitation
response between predefined phenotypic categories. Similarly, we did not find a clear
differential molecular rehabilitation response pattern between the COPD patients
with or without sarcopenia studied in Chapter 3 [unpublished data]. Moreover, the
rehabilitation-induced change in 6MWT and peak load on a cycle ergometer did not
differ between these sarcopenic and non-sarcopenic patients [unpublished data].
Interestingly, only 3 patients (7%) displayed no change or a decrease in both the
6MWT and peak load. This suggests that in line with findings in healthy subjects [92,
93], nearly all COPD patients functionally improve after supervised exercise training.
Nevertheless, as generally accepted, there is a large inter-individual variation in
the response to exercise or rehabilitation. In part, this may explain the lack of clear
differences in the molecular rehabilitation response between predefined phenotypic
categories (e.g. based on muscle mass). However, we should also consider that the
skeletal muscle molecular changes that drive the loss of muscle mass and quality, may
not necessarily occur in parallel with the development of phenotypic alterations. To
identify divergent molecular patterns that may be underlying to the development of
skeletal muscle pathology, we performed an unbiased analysis of the rehabilitationinduced molecular alterations in skeletal muscle of COPD patients. Thereby, we
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identified two major patient clusters, which were distinguished by a pattern of
molecular and functional alterations resembling an ‘early’ versus ‘late’ stage of muscle
remodeling (Chapter 5) (Figure 1).

8

The separation of patients in these two response-patterns may have several causes,
likely reflecting either an ‘impaired’, or ‘delayed/blunted’ remodeling response in
the ‘early’ stage remodeling group. Several studies found indications for an altered
progression of myogenesis in the isolated muscle satellite cells from skeletal muscle
of COPD patients [77, 94], which may be linked to a defective metabolic plasticity
[31]. Such an altered remodeling response would suggest that, even upon long-term
exercise training, skeletal muscle adaptation would remain incomplete. Although an
impaired remodeling response may originate from a failed induction of remodelingrelated signaling, a failed progression of these processes seems more plausible given
the pattern of ‘early’ response, suggesting that the initial induction of the process is
still present. However, while an impaired response would suggest that the short-term
hypertrophic effects of exercise training may not be maintained over time [86], several
studies have shown that long-term exercise training effectively induces health benefits
in COPD patients [95-100]. Moreover, there is evidence for exercise-induced metabolic
and morphological adaptations in the skeletal muscle of these patients [101, 102].
These data suggest a delayed or blunted remodeling response rather than an impaired
response in COPD patients. As in healthy subjects, the speed and amplitude of the
remodeling-response depends on the initial training status, reflecting myocellular
‘intrinsic’ and microenvironmental ‘extrinsic’ characteristics. Indeed, it was shown in
healthy subjects that the extent of muscle fiber capillarization and innervation are
associated with the exercise-induced satellite cell response and muscle recovery
following disuse [103, 104]. In line with a potentially delayed or blunted remodeling
response to exercise in a subgroup of COPD patients, there is evidence for a decreased
capillarization, and persistent denervation of skeletal muscle in COPD patients [61,
105-108]. Nonetheless, these parameters can still be improved through exercise
training [53, 109]. In addition to these microenvironmental characteristics, COPDrelated systemic factors may contribute to a delayed or blunted remodeling response
to exercise. Interestingly, it was indeed shown that systemic inflammation in COPD is
associated with an increased macrophage number and abnormal polarization [110,
111], which may delay the progression of myogenesis [112-114]. Again, this supports
our hypothesis that myogenesis may be delayed or blunted rather than impaired in a
subgroup of COPD patients.
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A central role for satellite cells in muscle fiber remodeling
Given the clear indications for a tight interrelationship between the cell’s structure and
molecular systems that regulate skeletal muscle mass and muscle quality, it is essential to
identify central regulators that may serve as a target for intervention. Evidently, protein
synthesis is essential for the production of structural and functional components to
support e.g. muscle fiber hypertrophy, recovery from injury, and metabolic plasticity.
In turn, muscle fiber protein synthesis is controlled by myonuclei, which, according
to the ‘myonuclear domain’ theory, each control the mRNA transcription and protein
synthesis of a finite volume of cytoplasm (i.e., myonuclear domain) [115, 116]. As such,
extensive and sustained myofiber expansion would require myonuclear accretion. In
addition, the myonuclear domain size does not just depend on the synthetic capacity,
but also depends on the rate of protein degradation. This would suggest that conditions
that require an increased protein synthesis in the absence of muscle growth, such as
muscle repair and remodeling, may similarly require myonuclear accretion (Figure 2).
Indeed, myonuclear accretion is facilitated by satellite cells, which were shown to be
indispensable for both muscle hypertrophy and repair [80-86].
Interestingly, a non-hypertrophic increase in protein synthesis is also necessary
for muscle qualitative remodeling. In line, it has become clear that satellite cells
contribute to the muscle aerobic metabolic adaptation, as recently reviewed by
Abreu et al. [34]. Specifically, in this context, it should be noted that not all myocellular
proteins are encoded by the nDNA, but several metabolic genes are encoded by the
mtDNA. Although in contrast to nDNA, mtDNA can be replicated in the post-mitotic
muscle fibers, excessive DNA damage may prevent this [117]. Importantly, mtDNA is
more sensitive than nDNA to oxidative stress [118], which is a well-known driver of
muscle pathology in COPD. Furthermore, impaired mtDNA quality has been linked
to a decrease in oxidative phenotype, a change in fiber type, and sarcopenia [119121], which are all characteristic of COPD-induced skeletal muscle pathology. Previous
reports suggest that satellite cells support the restoration of mtDNA quality [122, 123],
which may potentially occur via the direct donation of satellite cell mtDNA to the
muscle fiber [124, 125], and may be particularly important for muscle maintenance in
COPD patients.
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Figure 2. | A central role for satellite cells in the plasticity of muscle mass and muscle quality. A. Satellite
cell-derived myonuclear accretion. B. Muscle fiber structural and molecular damage. C. Muscle
fiber hypertrophy. D. Muscle fiber phenotypic and metabolic alterations. E. Muscle vasculature. F.
Neuromuscular junctions. G. Extracellular matrix.

Satellite cell cross-talk
Evidently, a plethora of physiological conditions can lead to the induction of
myonuclear accretion, suggesting that satellite cells ‘sense’ a need for myonuclear
accretion. This implies a well-controlled cross-talk between the muscle fiber and
satellite cell, in order to control satellite cell activation, its number of replicative cycles,
the timely induction of myogenic differentiation, and the guidance of fusion. However,
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cross-talk between muscle fibers and satellite cells is difficult to study in vivo, and in
vitro models are not equipped to study the regulation of myoblast–myotube fusion as
occurs during postnatal myogenesis. Therefore, we developed an in vitro model that
better reflects the aspects of postnatal myogenesis, and that facilitates the study of
myotube-myoblast cross-talk (Chapter 6).
In the context of skeletal muscle growth and regeneration, the extrinsic regulation
of satellite cell function has been extensively reviewed [126, 127]. Since several
physiological conditions that evoke adaptations in the myofibers can lead to the
induction of myonuclear accretion, factors that induce satellite cell activation and
differentiation likely originate from the muscle fiber. Indeed, when in vitro myotubes
were subjected to an atrophic trigger, subsequent myonuclear accretion was increased
during myotube recovery (Chapter 6 & Chapter 7). Through the use of myotube
conditioned medium, we revealed the involvement of a secreted factor in this response
(Chapter 7). Myotubes and myofibers have been reported to secrete myokines, and
extracellular vesicles containing microRNA’s, which have a role in the regulation
of satellite cell function, as extensively reviewed [128-131]. Interestingly, myokine
secretion has not only been reported in the context of muscle mass regulation, but
also in the regulation of metabolism [132]. In line, we found that disruption of myotube
metabolism induces an increase in myonuclear accretion during recovery (Chapter
7). In accordance with previous reports [133, 134], myotube metabolic disruption
was shown to induce the expression of FGF21 (Chapter 7). FGF21 is an interesting
candidate regulator of myonuclear accretion to control muscle metabolic alterations,
as FGF21 has been associated with the progression of myogenesis and the formation of,
specifically, aerobic fibers [135-137]. A general role of FGF’s has been shown in satellite
cell activation, differentiation, and self-renewal, but the effect on fusion had not been
studied yet [138]. We showed for the first time that myotube FGF21 knockdown led to
a decrease in in vitro postnatal myonuclear accretion (Chapter 7), implicating FGF21 as
a myotube-derived regulator of myotube-myoblast cross-talk during the regulation
of muscle plasticity. This notion is supported by the expression of FGF receptors in
satellite cells [139].
Considering the close proximity of satellite cells to myofibers, a direct interaction
between these cell types through membrane bound proteins is anticipated. Indeed, as
reviewed, an extensive interaction of membrane receptors is involved in the regulation
of satellite cell fusion during muscle development [140]. To date, no distinction is
made between developmental and postnatal regulation of satellite cell fusion, but the
role of several membrane-bound proteins, such as Myomaker and Myomixer, in the
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regulation of adult skeletal muscle maintenance is verified [141]. Importantly, using
our in vitro model, we were able to show that Myomaker knockdown, specifically in
myoblasts, impairs postnatal myonuclear accretion (Chapter 6).

8

Membrane bound proteins and myokines not only modulate the cross-talk between
the muscle-fiber and satellite cell, but also control the communication with other
structures in the skeletal muscle, as well as the communication between skeletal muscle
and other organs [41, 142]. Interestingly, satellite cells display a direct interaction with
a structural part of the niche, i.e., the ECM, which modulates satellite cell function
[143, 144] (Figure 2). Conversely, satellite cells regulate ECM deposition [86], which
may be mediated by fibroblasts [83, 145-147]. In addition, excessive fibrosis and failed
regeneration were shown upon inhibition of macrophage functioning [148]. This likely
reflects the important role for macrophages in the regulation of satellite cell function
[57, 58]. Interestingly, secreted factors from the muscle fiber regulate macrophage
activation, and potentially macrophage polarization [149]. As such, macrophages may
play a mediating role in muscle fiber – satellite cell cross-talk, even in the absence of
muscle trauma. Recent evidence also implied a mediating role for macrophages in the
coupling between myogenesis and angiogenesis [150, 151]. In turn, the level of muscle
fiber capillarization is associated with the exercise-induced satellite cell response [53,
103], which potentially results from a direct interaction between endothelial cells
and satellite cells [152, 153] (Figure 2). Additionally, a regulating role for satellite cells
in the maintenance and regeneration of the NMJ was proposed [154, 155], whereas
denervation is clearly associated with satellite cell loss [156, 157] (Figure 2). Together,
this shows that cross-talk within and between different cell types in the skeletal muscle
is important for the satellite-cell mediated regulation of muscle mass and quality, and
disturbances in satellite cell function may contribute to aberrations of multiple muscle
tissue-associated structures in COPD.
Therapeutic perspectives and future research in COPD
The studies described in this thesis, and recent advances in the literature clearly
indicate that postnatal myogenesis plays a central role in the regulation of muscle
mass and metabolic plasticity. Moreover, the observed COPD-related disturbances in
this process seem to be underlying to both the loss of skeletal muscle mass and quality
in COPD patients. Considering the clear interrelationship between the regulation
of muscle mass and quality, treatments that target the observed skeletal muscle
alterations may result in severe off-target effects. For example, in mice, inhibition of
protein degradation leads to an impaired recovery from skeletal muscle atrophy [158].
Therefore, it is imperative to identify the central regulators, and underlying drivers of
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COPD-associated skeletal muscle mass and quality loss.
Based on the studies presented in this thesis, and the recent literature, we propose a
central role for satellite cell dysfunction in the development of COPD-related muscle
pathology. Interestingly, the replicative exhaustion underlying satellite cell dysfunction
in COPD patients is also a hallmark of aging [159]. Thus, depending on the employed
definition, COPD-associated satellite cell dysfunction and disturbed myogenesis
may at least partially be considered as the results of accelerated aging. Satellite cell
dysfunction could directly contribute to both the COPD and age-associated muscle
pathology, by preventing the turnover of myonuclei and myofiber components,
and by obscuring the direct interactions with the myocellular microenvironment.
Notably, the characteristics of COPD- and age-associated muscle pathology differ, e.g.
evidenced by a differential shift in fiber type distribution. Nevertheless, satellite cell
dysfunction may also be underlying to age- or disease-specific muscle alterations, due
to its crucial role in the removal and recovery from muscle fiber damage. For example,
COPD is often associated with systemic inflammation and oxidative stress, which can
lead to the induction of damage to the nDNA and mtDNA. The removal of this damage
is partly mediated by satellite cell mediated DNA turnover, and as such, impairments in
this system may lead to DNA damage accumulation and the subsequent loss of muscle
mass and oxidative capacity characteristic for COPD [70, 160, 161]. Moreover, systemic
inflammation and oxidative stress seem to drive the production of specific microRNA’s,
including miR-206 [162, 163], which was shown to be elevated in the circulation of
COPD patients [164]. This microRNA is a paracrine signal that promotes myogenesis
[163, 165], but a systemic elevation may also drive the excessive ECM production in
COPD patients [145-147, 166].
Based on this, it seems reasonable to aim therapies for COPD patients at the suppression
of systemic inflammation and oxidative stress. However, certain levels of both immune
cell activity and oxidative stress are important for satellite cell functioning, and more
research is required to define a favorable modulation of these factors. In line with this,
future studies should further elucidate the communication between the satellite cell
and myofiber, and the modulation of this communication by COPD and age-related
alterations in the satellite cell niche components. Advances in this area may be
accelerated by the use of our new in vitro cell culture system. Moreover, the complexity
of in vivo modulation of myonuclear accretion may be even more accurately studied by
expanding the in vitro cell culture systems beyond the interaction between myotubes
and myoblasts, by including factors such as the ECM characteristics.
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Given the complexity and interrelationship between the skeletal muscle molecular
regulation of mass and quality, and the interaction with the satellite cell niche
components, molecular targets for intervention have not yet been defined. Although
beneficial effects of exercise training have been observed, longitudinal studies will be
essential to determine the long-term skeletal muscle responses to exercise training in
both COPD patients and elderly, to assess the role for potential satellite cell intrinsic
and extrinsic defects in an ‘impaired’ or ‘blunted’ exercise training response. To combat
aging- and COPD-associated satellite cell intrinsic defects, autologous stem cell
transplantation seems a promising therapy [167, 168]. For example, by ex vivo expansion
of the satellite cell pool, potential harmful effects of the pathological satellite cell
niche on satellite cell activation and proliferation can be circumvented. Furthermore,
a satellite cell pool with intrinsic defects preventing proliferation, differentiation, or
fusion can be renewed by transplantation of mesenchymal stem cells (MSC). Moreover,
co-transplantation of satellite cells with MSCs is of particular interest, as this further
improves skeletal muscle regeneration likely due to a beneficial modification of the
satellite cell niche by MSCs [169]. However, despite recent advances, this treatment
option is still in its infancy, as beneficial effects in humans have yet to be proven, and
fundamental challenges such as the development of appropriate delivery systems
remain to be solved. Conversely, the most comprehensive and effective intervention
to date remains exercise training, which benefits skeletal muscle mass and function
in both COPD patients and elderly. To better understand variability in the exercise/
rehabilitation response and the association with the progressive loss of muscle
mass and function, future studies should include the characterization of baseline
differences, and the sequential rehabilitation-induced modification of satellite cell
niche components in patients with COPD. Thereby, we may be able to select training
modalities that most potently improve the factors that limit the rehabilitation response
in the different identified patient clusters in this thesis.
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SUMMARY
The progressive loss of skeletal muscle mass and function is frequently observed in
elderly and patients with chronic diseases such as Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary
Disease (COPD). This may lead to sarcopenia, which affects physical functioning
and metabolic health. The prevention and treatment of sarcopenia requires a better
understanding of the underlying cellular and molecular pathobiology. Although skeletal
muscle catabolic processes have been broadly studied, a potential role for impaired
skeletal muscle recovery in the development of sarcopenia is still underexplored. In
this thesis, we therefore set out the development and use of novel strategies for the
assessment of molecular disturbances in the regulation of skeletal muscle mass and
quality in COPD patients, and discuss the implications for the development of COPDrelated muscle pathology.
To establish the current knowledge on the molecular alterations underlying muscle
atrophy in COPD, we reviewed recent insights in the diagnosis and pathophysiology
of muscle wasting in COPD (Chapter 2). Based on the available literature, we found
indications for skeletal muscle molecular signaling towards increased protein
degradation and protein synthesis, as well as increased myogenesis signaling, in
muscle wasted COPD patients.

S

However, the available studies had either a limited sample size, or focused solely
on either protein degradation or protein synthesis signaling. Furthermore, the role
of myogenesis in muscle mass maintenance was incompletely assessed. To further
establish the coordination and differential regulation of protein degradation and
synthesis, as well as myogenesis, we analyzed an extensive panel of molecular
regulators and mediators of these processes in skeletal muscle biopsies of a large, wellphenotyped cohort, and compared expression patterns in COPD patients with and
without muscle wasting, and healthy controls (Chapter 3). While ubiquitin proteasome
system (UPS) signaling was unaltered, indices of UPS regulation, autophagy signaling,
and protein synthesis signaling were increased in COPD. These alterations were even
more pronounced in muscle wasted COPD patients. Furthermore, myogenic signaling
was increased in COPD, with no further alterations in muscle wasted COPD patients.
We propose that this pattern of molecular alterations reflects ongoing muscle repair
and remodeling. However, it remains unknown to what extent these alterations in
basal skeletal muscle molecular signaling affect the coordination between anabolic
signaling and the anabolic response required for skeletal muscle recovery after disuse.
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To identify and target factors that may hamper skeletal muscle recovery during resumed
physical activity following disuse, a better understanding of the interrelationship
between the regulation of muscle mass and metabolic plasticity during reloadinginduced recovery is imperative. We explored these relations by measuring a selected
set of molecular regulators and mediators of muscle mass- and oxidative metabolismrelated processes, and studied their interrelationship during reloading-induced
recovery following disuse in both humans and rodents (Chapter 4). We showed
through the combination of a cluster analysis and high-resolution time-course
study, that the molecular regulation of protein turnover, mitochondrial turnover, and
myonuclear turnover are correlated and temporally associated during recovery from
atrophy.
As these findings suggest an interdependency or joint regulation of these muscle
mass- and oxidative metabolism-related processes during recovery from atrophy, we
next used an unbiased integrative approach to identify groups of COPD patients with a
differential skeletal muscle molecular response to pulmonary rehabilitation (Chapter
5). We identified two major patient clusters that differed in pulmonary rehabilitationinduced Autophagy, Myogenesis, Glucocorticoid signaling, and Oxidative metabolism
regulation. Cluster 1 displayed a more pronounced change in marker expression than
Cluster 2, which was accompanied by a more pronounced functional improvement
upon pulmonary rehabilitation.
The in vivo studies in this thesis clearly indicated a coordinated regulation of myogenesis
during muscle mass and metabolic plasticity, and provided indications for altered
myogenesis signaling in COPD patients. To further elucidate the role and regulation of
postnatal myogenesis in skeletal muscle mass and metabolic plasticity, we developed
an in vitro model that better reflects in vivo postnatal myonuclear accretion (Chapter
6). This yielded a validated, physiologically relevant, sensitive, high-throughput, Cre/
LoxP-based cell system to semi-quantitatively assess in vitro postnatal myonuclear
accretion by the conditional expression of luciferase upon myoblast–myotube
fusion. Next, we used this in vitro model to study the role and regulation of postnatal
myogenesis in non-hypertrophic skeletal muscle adaptation and recovery (Chapter
7). We showed that recovery from myotube metabolic stress or atrophy increased in
vitro postnatal myonuclear accretion, and found indications that, specifically during
recovery from metabolic stress, this is mediated by AMPK/FGF21 signaling.
In the final chapter, we address the implications of the findings presented in this thesis,
and define important goals for research in this area (Chapter 8). The studies described
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in this thesis collectively indicate that postnatal myogenesis plays an important role
in the regulation of muscle mass and metabolic plasticity, and that dysregulation of
this process may be central in the development of COPD-related muscle pathology.
To date, exercise training remains the most comprehensive and effective intervention
to improve skeletal muscle mass and function in COPD patients. However, to better
understand the variability in the exercise/rehabilitation response and the association
with the progressive loss of muscle mass and function, future studies should include
the characterization of baseline differences, and the sequential rehabilitation-induced
modification of satellite cell niche components in patients with COPD. Thereby, we
may be able to select training modalities, potentially with other co-interventions, that
most potently improve the rehabilitation response in specific patient groups.
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Sarcopenie is een syndroom dat gekenmerkt wordt door verlies van massa en functie
van de skeletspieren en dat veel voorkomt bij ouderen en bij patiënten met de
chronische longziekte COPD. Om sarcopenie te kunnen voorkomen en behandelen
is een beter begrip van de onderliggende cellulaire en moleculaire mechanismen
vereist. Eerder spierbiologisch onderzoek richtte zich vooral op afbraakprocessen.
Een mogelijke rol voor een verstoord skeletspierherstel na spiermassa verlies in de
ontwikkeling van sarcopenie is tot op heden echter onderbelicht. In dit proefschrift
passen we nieuwe strategieën toe voor de bestudering van moleculaire stoornissen in
de regulatie van skeletspiermassa en -kwaliteit bij COPD-patiënten.
Allereerst hebben we een literatuuronderzoek gedaan naar de meest recente
inzichten in de diagnose en pathofysiologie van COPD-gerelateerd spiermassaverlies
(Hoofdstuk 2). Op basis van de beschikbare literatuur vonden we aanwijzingen
voor een moleculaire signalering duidend op een verhoogde spiereiwitafbraak
en spiereiwitaanmaak, alsook een verhoogde signalering van de ontwikkeling
van spierweefsel, de zogenaamde myogenese, bij COPD-patiënten met een lage
spiermassa. De beschikbare studies hadden echter een beperkte steekproefomvang,
of bestudeerden enkel eiwitaanmaak dan wel eiwitafbraak signalering. Daarnaast
werd de rol van myogenese in het behoud van spiermassa in deze studies onderzocht
met behulp van een zeer beperkt aantal moleculaire markers.

S

Om de afstemming en veranderde regulatie van eiwitafbraak en –aanmaak alsook
myogenese in COPD patiënten verder te onderzoeken, hebben we een uitgebreid
panel van moleculaire regulatoren en mediatoren van deze processen bestudeerd
in stukjes spierweefsel van een grote groep COPD patiënten. Hierin vergeleken we
de expressiepatronen van deze markers tussen COPD-patiënten met een normale
en een lage spiermassa, alsook met die van gezonde proefpersonen (Hoofdstuk 3).
Hoewel er geen grote verschillen vastgesteld werden in expressie van componenten
van de afbraakmachinerie, waaronder het ubiquitine proteasoom systeem (UPS) en
autofagie, duidden de markers van regulatie op een verhoogde capaciteit om deze
processen te kunnen activeren in de spier van COPD patiënten. Daarnaast was ook
de eiwitaanmaak signalering verhoogd in COPD patiënten. De veranderingen in
eiwitafbraak en eiwitaanmaak signalering waren zelfs nog meer uitgesproken in
COPD-patiënten met een lage spiermassa. Bovendien was de myogenese signalering
verhoogd in zowel COPD-patiënten met normale spiermassa als die met een lage
spiermassa. We suggereren dat dit patroon van moleculaire veranderingen de
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aanwezigheid van voortdurende spierreparatie en –remodelering reflecteert. Het blijft
echter onbekend in hoeverre deze basale veranderingen in de moleculaire signalering
van invloed zijn op de afstemming tussen de anabole signalering en de daadwerkelijke
anabole respons die nodig is voor skeletspierherstel na inactiviteit.
Veranderingen in fysieke activiteit gaan, naast veranderingen in spiermassa, gepaard
met aanpassingen in het energiemetabolisme. Om belemmerende factoren voor
het herstel van skeletspieren na fysieke inactiviteit te kunnen identificeren en
gericht te kunnen beïnvloeden, dienen we de onderlinge relatie tussen de regulatie
van spiermassa en metabole plasticiteit tijdens spierherstel beter te begrijpen. We
hebben dit onderzocht door, in zowel mensen als muizen, geselecteerde moleculaire
regulatoren en mediatoren te meten die een rol spelen in de regulatie van spiermassa
en oxidatief metabolisme, en vervolgens hun onderliggende samenhang te bestuderen
tijdens spierherstel na inactiviteit (Hoofdstuk 4). Door middel van een clusteranalyse,
gecombineerd met een gedetailleerde analyse van het verloop in de tijd, toonden we
aan dat de moleculaire regulatie van de vervanging van eiwitten, mitochondriën en
spiervezelkernen, samenhang vertoont tijdens het herstel van atrofie.
Deze bevindingen duiden op een onderliggende afhankelijkheid of gedeelde regulatie
van spiermassa- en oxidatief metabolisme gerelateerde processen tijdens het herstel
van atrofie. Daarom hebben we vervolgens een objectieve, integrerende statistische
benadering gebruikt om clusters van COPD-patiënten te onderscheiden die van elkaar
verschilden in de moleculaire skeletspierrespons op longrevalidatie (Hoofdstuk 5).
Hiermee werden twee belangrijke patiënt clusters onderscheiden, welke verschilden
in de revalidatie-geïnduceerde regulatie van Autofagie, Myogenese, Glucocorticoïd
signalering en Oxidatief metabolisme. Cluster 1 vertoonde een meer uitgesproken
verandering in expressiepatronen dan Cluster 2, wat tevens gepaard ging met een
meer uitgesproken functionele verbetering na longrevalidatie.
De studies beschreven in dit proefschrift wijzen duidelijk op een gecoördineerde
regulatie van myogenese tijdens actieve veranderingen in spiermassa en
metabolisme, en wijzen op een veranderde myogenese signalering in COPDpatiënten. Om de rol en regulatie van postnatale myogenese in de plasticiteit van
skeletspiermassa en –metabolisme verder te doorgronden, hebben we een celkweek
model ontwikkeld dat de postnatale aanwas van spiervezelkernen die in de spier
plaatsvindt beter weerspiegelt (Hoofdstuk 6). We ontwikkelden en valideerden een
genetisch gemodificeerd celkweeksysteem waarmee we postnatale celkernaanwas
semi-kwantitatief kunnen bepalen door het meten van de conditionele expressie
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van een marker-enzym na de fusie van spierstamcellen met gekweekte spiervezels.
Deze efficiënte, fysiologisch relevante, en gevoelige methode hebben we vervolgens
gebruikt om de rol en regulatie van postnatale myogenese in skeletspieradaptatie en
-herstel te bestuderen (Hoofdstuk 7). In dit hoofdstuk hebben we aangetoond dat
het herstel van spiervezels niet enkel na atrofie, maar ook na metabole stress, gepaard
gaat met een verhoogde postnatale aanwas van spiervezelkernen. Bovendien vonden
we aanwijzingen dat, specifiek tijdens het herstel van metabole stress, dit gemedieerd
wordt door AMPK/FGF21-signalering.
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In het laatste hoofdstuk bespreken we de implicaties van de bevindingen
gepresenteerd in dit proefschrift, en definiëren we aandachtspunten voor
vervolgonderzoek (Hoofdstuk 8). Samen tonen de studies beschreven in dit
proefschrift aan dat postnatale myogenese een belangrijke rol speelt in de regulatie
van spiermassa en metabole plasticiteit, en dat ontregelingen van deze processen
mogelijk bijdragen aan de ontwikkeling van COPD-gerelateerde spierpathologie. Tot
op heden blijft fysieke training de meest omvattende en effectieve interventie om de
skeletspiermassa en –functie bij COPD-patiënten te verbeteren. Echter, voor een beter
begrip van de variabiliteit van de respons op inspanning en longrevalidatie, en hoe
deze bijdraagt aan het progressieve verlies van spiermassa en –functie in patiënten
met COPD, zou toekomstig onderzoek zich moeten richten op het karakteriseren van
basale verschillen, en verschillen in de tijdsafhankelijke revalidatie-geïnduceerde
aanpassingen van componenten van de spierstamcel omgeving. Met deze kennis
kunnen we in de toekomst mogelijk de revalidatie respons verbeteren, door de
trainingsmodaliteiten af te stemmen op specifieke patiëntgroepen of te combineren
met aanvullende behandelingen.
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The aging of the world’s population is one of the main forces driving the development
and the increasing burden of chronic diseases such as chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease (COPD), of which the prevalence is rising and which is already the third
leading cause of death worldwide [1]. Interestingly, loss of lung function is one of the
characteristics of ‘normal’ aging, and was already reported by Falzone et al., in 1956 [2].
Overall, aging is characterized by changes in physiological structure and function, of
which, Rosenberg noted, the loss of muscle mass is perhaps the most striking [3-5]. To
describe this phenomenon, Rosenberg proposed the term ‘sarcopenia’ in 1989 (From
the Greek words ‘sarx’ (flesh) and ‘penia’ (loss)) [6].
While, to date, there is still no international consensus on the diagnostic criteria
for sarcopenia, several working groups have developed objective definitions of
sarcopenia, all including both a low muscle mass together with low muscle function
(strength or performance) [7-11]. Depending on the definition used, the prevalence
of sarcopenia in 60-70 year olds is 5-13%, and rises to 11-50% in >80 year olds [12].
However, sarcopenia is not only a disease of the elderly, but is also associated with
chronic diseases such as COPD, and is an integral part of the disease-related wasting
syndrome called ‘cachexia’ [11]. Interestingly, compared to the same age group, the
prevalence of sarcopenia is significantly higher in COPD patients, reaching 14-40%
in 60-70 year olds [13, 14]. Importantly, besides that sarcopenia is an adverse health
outcome and is associated with chronic diseases, it is also an independent risk factor
for other adverse outcomes such as cognitive decline, injurious falls, and loss of
independence, and is a powerful predictor of mortality [14-17]. Together, this has led
to the recent recognition of sarcopenia as an independent disease entity with an ICD10-CM (M62.84) code [18].
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Prominent researchers in the field of sarcopenia have predicted that the recognition
of sarcopenia as an independent disease will lead to an accelerated development and
availability of diagnostic tools, as well as a growing interest by physicians in integrating
the diagnostic assessment of sarcopenia in routine clinical practice [18]. Furthermore,
the recognition of sarcopenia as an independent disease is expected to increase
the interest of pharmaceutical and nutritional companies in developing drugs and
medical nutrition to treat sarcopenia [18]. This process is nicely illustrated in a ‘from
bench to bedside’ translational research continuum (Figure 1), which also emphasizes
the importance of adequate observation and recognition of the disease in the process.
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Figure 1. | Translational research continuum

Importantly, the etiology of sarcopenia is multi-factorial [7, 12]. Added to the wellestablished heterogeneity of the COPD population, it is evident that, next to generic
interventions such as stimulating a physically active lifestyle, targeted primary and
secondary prevention of sarcopenia in COPD patients is not easy. Adequate early
intervention and the development of tailored treatment plans for sarcopenia in
COPD patients requires the identification of more homogeneous risk populations,
e.g. by sub-classification of endotypes, as a first step in the translational research
continuum. Given the complexity of the disease, an integrated and unbiased approach
is required to identify relevant endotypes. In chapter 5 of this thesis, we used an
unbiased clustering-based approach to address the heterogeneity in the molecular
rehabilitation responses that may be underlying to a progressive decline in muscle
mass and function. Through this novel approach, we identified two major patient
clusters which were characterized by an ‘early’ versus ‘late’ stage molecular response
pattern to PR. This opens up avenues for personalization of the intensity and duration
of PR, and for selective additional nutritional and pharmaceutical interventions based
on the molecular response pattern. Another important observation was that no cluster
of non-responders was identified, illustrating the importance of PR, when feasible, as
primary approach to treat sarcopenia in advanced COPD before considering additional
pharmaceutical or nutritional interventions. These findings are of relevance to medical
and paramedical caregivers, medical decision and policy makers and health insurance
companies.
The integrative analysis of molecular data, adopted in both chapters 4 and 5, can
also be applied to different research fields and to answer various types of research
questions. For example, such an approach can be used by fundamental researchers
to gain more insight in potential molecular alterations in highly dynamic processes,
such as cellular proliferation and differentiation. Furthermore, it can be used in a
clinical (research) setting to identify distinct endotypes that respond differentially to
treatment, to improve accurate diagnosis, develop specific drugs, nutraceuticals, and
lifestyle interventions, and/or provide a targeted treatment to the appropriate patient
group to improve cost-effectiveness.
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To date, the most effective treatment for sarcopenia is resistance-type exercise training,
which induces protein turnover signaling to facilitate skeletal muscle remodeling. To
promote a gain in muscle mass, it is frequently noted that additional pharmacological
anabolic triggers, can be used to combat the blunted anabolic response to exercise
training in elderly and COPD patients. However, this thesis shows in chapter 3 that
anabolic signaling is already increased at baseline in muscle wasted COPD patients.
Based on this, we could speculate that pharmacological anabolic stimuli may have
a limited effect in this population, reducing cost-effectiveness of such treatments.
Nevertheless, several studies showed that anabolic stimuli such as recombinant
growth hormone [19], anabolic steroids [20-23], and an Activin type II receptor blocker
[24], did induce or promote a gain in muscle mass in COPD patients. Importantly,
these studies collectively showed no improvements in muscle function, indicating
that increasing muscle mass alone is not sufficient to promote exercise performance.
This dissociation between improvements in muscle mass and muscle function may
be due to their respective determination by the balance versus the rate of muscle
protein turnover, as discussed in chapter 8. Indeed, these anabolic stimuli promote a
positive protein turnover balance, but do not necessarily increase the rate of protein
turnover. Importantly, these anabolic stimuli signal through the PI3K-AKT1 pathway,
which may even result in a decrease in the protein turnover rate by suppression of
protein degradation. As such, these anabolic stimuli may inhibit muscle repair and
remodeling, which are required for the recovery and maintenance of muscle quality
and function. In chapter 3, we showed that in addition to the increased baseline
protein synthesis signaling, protein degradation signaling was also increased in muscle
wasted COPD patients, suggesting ongoing skeletal muscle repair and remodeling.
This information is of value for rehabilitation physicians, as it demands caution with
general implementation of additional anabolic stimuli in exercise-based pulmonary
rehabilitation. Nevertheless, a supportive environment for anabolism is important for
improvement of both muscle mass and muscle function, emphasizing the requirement
for integrating nutritional support as part of PR.
Furthermore, in this thesis we report several indications for alterations in postnatal
myogenesis in COPD patients. However, studying the individual processes involved
in postnatal myogenesis is not yet feasible in vivo, and even difficult in vitro. In
chapter 6, we describe the development of a novel in vitro model to efficiently study
postnatal myogenesis. This model can be used by basic researchers to further unravel
the molecular mechanisms involved in postnatal myogenesis, which may lead to the
discovery of in vivo applicable biomarkers or drug targets. Moreover, the model can be
used as a screening tool for potential nutritional or pharmaceutical compounds that
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promote muscle mass and quality, and thereby contribute to a more efficient drug
or intervention development. In addition, in vitro (pre)screening of compounds will
reduce the need for animal studies, reducing research costs, as well as contributing
to the 3R’s of animal research. Moreover, fundamental biological insights obtained
using this in vitro system are likely relevant for the optimization of stem cell-based
therapies. Optimization of such therapies will not only be important for the field of
aging and chronic disease related muscle pathologies, but also for the treatment of
muscle dystrophies.
In conclusion, this thesis provides both new scientific insights, as well as tools for
further knowledge development. This will support crucial steps in the translational
research continuum, hopefully contributing to a future with sarcopenia as a treatable,
and maybe even preventable, disease.
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